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ABSTRACT
Drug resistance to cancer therapies poses a major clinical challenge and is a key obstacle to
successful cancer treatment. Understanding how resistance develops and whether resistance
brings new vulnerabilities, or collateral sensitivities, to secondary therapies is essential to
combating drug resistance. Epigenetic regulators are being increasingly linked to cancer,
resulting in the development of inhibitors against them and testing the inhibitors as eﬀective
cancer therapies. Some have entered the clinic, and many are in clinical trials, however, for
many, little is known about mechanisms of resistance. One such epigenetic regulator, protein
arginine methyltransferase 5 (PRMT5), is highly expressed in many tumor types and PRMT5
inhibitors are currently in early phase clinical trials.
In this dissertation, we have generated the first model of resistance to PRMT5 inhibitors. In
Kras-G12D;p53-null lung adenocarcinoma cell lines, resistance arose rapidly, and stemmed
from a drug-induced transcriptional state switch, not from the selection of a pre-existing
population. This resistant state was stable and brought with it vulnerabilities to other
chemotherapeutics, especially the taxane paclitaxel. We found that this taxane sensitivity
required stathmin 2 (STMN2), a microtubule regulator that is specifically expressed in the
resistant state. Remarkably, Stmn2 was also required for the establishment and maintenance of
resistance to PRMT5 inhibition. Analysis of TCGA patient data showed that high STMN2 levels
correlate with complete regression of tumors in response to taxane treatment. Thus,
identification of collateral sensitivities yields insight into resistance mechanisms and uncovers
ways to optimize treatment strategies. The results we present here may oﬀer solutions to
combat the emergence of resistance and impact the future development of using PRMT5
inhibitors as in combination with other therapies.
Thesis Supervisor: Jacqueline A. Lees
Title: Professor of Biology
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Chapter I:
Introduction
I.A: Arginine methylation and PRMT5
I.A.1 Post-translational modifications
Post-translational modifications (PTMs) are chemical modifications that regulate protein
function through a variety of mechanisms, which include creating binding sites for protein
interactions, altering conformation or stability, and localizing a protein to a membrane.

There are over 200 diﬀerent types of PTMs, including phosphorylation, ubiquitination,
methylation and acetylation (Deribe et al., 2010). Of these classes of PTMs, phosphorylation
has been the most widely studied, and more phosphorylation sites have been experimentally
found than for any other type of PTM (Khoury et al., 2011). While the exact consequences of
each phosphorylation event are target-specific, phosphorylation typically alters docking sites
for protein interactions, allowing a mechanism by which kinases, which deposit the
phosphorylation mark, pass down information. Cascades of phosphorylation events allow cells
to react to changes in the extracellular environment, resulting in the regulation of transcriptional
programs, ultimately altering the protein expression and cellular activity.

One important PTM is methylation. Methylation, or the addition of a methyl group, is deposited
on lysines and arginines by lysine methyltransferases (KMTs) and arginine methyltransferases
(PRMTs), respectively, using the cofactor S-adenosyl methionine (SAM) as the methyl group
donor. Lysine methylation can be removed by lysine demethylases (KDMs), but no arginine
demethylase has been fully validated. Methylated lysine residues can be read by proteins
containing several diﬀerent domains including Tudor, chromo, MBT, PWWP and agenet
domains, while arginine is read exclusively by Tudor-domain containing-proteins (Chen et al.,
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2011). This thesis focuses on the arginine methyltransferase PRMT5, which is the main enzyme
that symmetrically dimethylates arginine.

I.A.2 Arginine methylation
The amino acid arginine can be post-translationally modified in many ways, including
methylation, citrullination, phosphorylation, ADP-ribosylation and arginylation (Fuhrmann et al.,
2015). Methylated arginine has been found on 4,087 unique proteins, and, as will be discussed
at length, methylated arginine plays key roles in a variety of cellular processes (Wu et al., 2021).
Arginine methylation encompasses three types of modifications to the guanidinium group,
including mono-methylarginine (MMA), symmetric dimethylarginine (SDMA) and asymmetric
dimethylarginine (ADMA) (Fig 1.1).

Methylated arginine can aﬀect protein-protein or protein-nucleic acid interactions. At
physiological pH, due to the high pKa of the guanidinium group, arginine is positively charged
and arginine contains 5 hydrogen bond donor atoms. Consequently, arginine can bind
negatively charged molecules, such as nucleic acids or phosphate groups, and can form up to
five hydrogen bonds. After all three types of methylation, arginine retains its positive charge,
but now can form up to four hydrogen bonds for MMA or three for SDMA/ADMA (Figure 1.1
adapted from Fuhrmann et al. (2015)). Additionally, the modified arginine increases in
hydrophobicity and changes shape, which can create new steric constraints. For MMA and
SDMA, the residue can occupy diﬀerent stereoisomers, and there is evidence that certain
Tudor domain-containing proteins only recognize specific SDMA stereoisomers (Tripsianes et
al., 2011). Thus, by changing the available hydrogen bonding and the shape, these
modifications can enable new interactions or change the strength of existing interactions.
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Figure 1.1 Consequences of arginine methylation: changes in hydrogen bonding and new
stereoisomers
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In general, arginine methylases recognize a loose motif of glycine +1 or +2 after the arginine
(RG/RGG) with a preference for unstructured regions (Shien et al., 2009). Notably, RG/RGG
motifs can also bind RNA, and this is evidence for a more direct role for arginine methylation in
regulating nucleic acid binding.
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MMA, SDMA and ADMA have a number of defined, non-redundant roles. Arginine methylation
on histone tails is one of the best examples of how these diﬀerent PTMs play distinct roles
(Table 1.1). Of note, all three marks can be activating or repressing, depending on the context.
For example, at H4R3 SDMA is indicative of gene silencing whereas at H3R2 SDMA leads to
gene activation. On the contrary, ADMA modification at the same residues leads to the
opposite eﬀect (Musiani et al., 2019). These distinct marks allow diﬀerent chromatin readers to
bind, which change chromatin accessibility and transcription factor (TF) binding. For example,
H4R3 ADMA recruits p300 to activate gene expression, whereas H4R3 SDMA recruits the SWI/
SNF chromatin remodeling complex bound to corepressors or the DNA methyltransferase
DNMT3, both promoting gene repression (Wang et al., 2001; Pal et al., 2003; Xu et al., 2010).
Other examples include, H3R17 ADMA, which blocks the binding of certain chromatin
repressors thus turning genes on or keeping genes on which can maintain cell states, like
pluripotency, (Wu and Xu, 2012), (Wu et al., 2009) and H3R2 SDMA, which leads to the
downstream eﬀect of the availability of CREB binding sites (Tsai et al., 2013).

Table 1.1 Methylated arginines on histone tails (adapted from Fuhrmann et al. (2015)). Red
indicates gene activation, blue indicates gene repression, black indicates both or unknown.

MMA

ADMA

SDMA

Histone H2A

R3, R11

R3

R3

Histone H2B

R29, R31, R33
R2, R8, R17, R26

R2, R8

R3

R3, R23

Histone H3
Histone H4

R3, R17, R19, R23

Methylation can also modulate the function of proteins involved in a wide variety of other
processes including transcription, mRNA regulation and splicing, translation regulation and
signaling. SDMA marks can modulate the function of several proteins that will be discussed
later including: p53, E2F1, NFkB, c-RAF and EGFR. For example, is p53 where methylation
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(SDMA) of certain residues leads to cell cycle arrest instead of apoptosis after p53 activation
triggered by DNA damage (Jansson et al., 2008).

There is a similarly wide spectrum of non-histone targets that are ADMA or MMA modified. A
few examples include ERα, BRCA1, FUS and regulation of β-catenin stabilization. Methylation
of ERα (ADMA), both leads to cytoplasmic localization and modulates a pro-tumorigenic nontranscriptional role for ERα by aﬀecting binding with PI3K and Src, which is upstream of Akt1
activation (Le Romancer et al., 2008). Methylation of BRCA1 (ADMA) mediates its
transcriptional function by changing its TF binding partners. For example, Sp1 binds
hypomethylated and STAT1 binds hypermethylated BRCA1 (Guendel et al., 2010). FUS is
involved in mRNA processing and RNA export. FUS nuclear import is dependent on FUS/
transportin 1 interaction and mutations that block its import are associated with ALS. ADMA
modified FUS blocks this interaction and thus inhibits its nuclear import, which in turn blocks
export of certain mRNAs (Dormann et al., 2012). One role of MMA involves regulation of βcatenin stabilization. MMA modified G3BP1 positively regulates WNT signaling by modulating
the recruitment G3BP1 to DVL3, which can then recruit GSK3 and CK1a out of the β-catenin
destruction complex (Bikkavilli and Malbon, 2011). In contrast, MMA modified DVL3 has the
opposite eﬀect and negatively regulates β-catenin signaling (Bikkavilli and Malbon, 2012). In
addition to aﬀecting protein-protein interactions, arginine methylation can also be important for
building larger complexes. For example, SDMA modified SmB/B’, SmD1and SmD3 are
important for proper snRNP assembly, a complex made of 7 Sm proteins and an snRNA
(Friesen et al., 2001; Meister et al., 2001). snRNP assembly is mediated by Tudor-domains of
SMN reading the SDMA marks, and snRNPs are key components of the spliceosome (Friesen
et al., 2002, Brahms et al., 2001).

In conclusion, ADMA, MMA and SDMA each play important roles both in the histone code and
on non-histone proteins. The roles of ADMA and SDMA can be quite diﬀerent and are certainly
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not redundant. I will further discuss more key SDMA targets, which include histones, TFs,
splicing factors, translation factors and proteins involved in signal transduction.

I.A.3 Arginine methyltransferases
The family of protein arginine methyltransferases (PRMTs) is comprised of nine members that
are categorized into three diﬀerent subtypes. In general, all three types of PRMTs are capable
of monomethylating arginine (MMA). As illustrated in Fig 1.2, Type I PRMTs (PRMT1-4, 6-8) can
further asymmetrically dimethylate arginine (ADMA), Type II PRMTs (PRMT5,9) can further
symmetrically dimethylate arginine (SDMA), while the Type III PRMT (PRMT7) is limited to MMA
(Stopa et al., 2015). Most PRMTs methylate the glycine-arginine rich motif (RG/RGG). However,
PRMT4 (CARM1) prefers other motifs (proline-glycine-methionine rich (PGM), and acetylated
lysine) and PRMT7 will methylate RXR (Fuhrmann et al., 2015; Koh et al., 2015). The addition of
the second methyl group has been shown to be mostly processive for PRMT1 and distributive
for PRMT5 (Fuhrmann et al., 2015). Therefore, PRMT1 adds both methyl groups, forming
ADMA, before releasing the substrate, whereas PRMT5 will add MMA first and then has to
rebind to add SDMA.

Figure 1.2 Methylation deposited by Type I, II and III PRMTs
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The most widely expressed PRMTs in normal tissues are PRMT1, PRMT4 and PRMT5
(humanproteomemap.org). PRMT1, PRMT4 and PRMT5 are also the only PRMTs whose loss is
embryonic lethal, highlighting their importance and suggesting that they have nonredundant
roles in development. Most of the PRMTs are expressed in cancer, however, the relevant
cancer type diﬀers between them (Human Protein Atlas (HPA), proteinatlas.org).

Demethylases that oppose arginine methylation have not been fully elucidated. JMJD6 was
originally found to act as an arginine and a lysine demethylase (Islam et al., 2019), and there are
some reports of JMJD6 demethylating PRMT targets including a few specifically on ERα and
G3BP1, which were described above (Poulard et al., 2014; Tsai et al., 2017). However, more
recent biochemical and structural data show that JMJD6 may only function as a lysine
hydroxylase and thus not perform a direct role in arginine demethylation (Islam et al., 2019).
JMJD5 or JMJD7 are putative arginine demethylases (Meng et al., 2018). Due to the increasing
interest in arginine methylation, more research is needed to determine true arginine
demethylases.

I.A.4 Type II PRMTs
The Type II PRMTs are PRMT5 and PRMT9. PRMT5 is widely expressed and its function will be
discussed in detail in the following sections. More research needs to be done to determine
whether there is true tissue specificity of PRMT9 expression. PRMT9 RNA is found in all
tissues, but has particularly high levels in ovarian and endocrine tissues (HPA). PRMT9
expression is largely cytoplasmic and it co-localizes with microtubules (HPA). How this aﬀects
its functional role will be interesting to determine in the future.

While the targets of PRMT5 and PRMT9 have not been fully evaluated, data to date suggests
that they are non-overlapping. Specifically, PRMT9 has been shown to methylate the splicing
factor SF3B2/SAP145, which is not a target of PRMT5 methylation (Yang et al., 2015). PRMT9
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has also been solely shown to interact with SF3B2 and SF3B4, components of the U2 snRNP
(Yang et al., 2015). However, after PRMT5 conditional knock-out for 2-4 weeks, a Western blot
for SDMA shows other SDMA bands persist besides the SF3B2 band suggesting the existence
of additional PRMT9-specific targets (Hadjikyriacou et al., 2015). Finally, PRMT9 shows little
activity towards the classic glycine-arginine rich motif used by the other PRMTs, arguing that
any SDMA modification of RG/RGG sites is likely to be mediated by PRMT5 (Hadjikyriacou et
al., 2015).

Another study found that PRMT9 may play a role in the epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition
(EMT), specifically by activating the SNAIL-PI3K/Akt EMT axis (Jiang et al., 2018) However,
extensive analysis of PRMT9 targets is outstanding, and further research will determine
whether there are any contexts in which there is interplay or redundancy between the function
of PRMT5 and PRMT9.

I.A.5.a PRMT5, MEP50 and cofactors
PRMT5 is clearly the major Type II arginine methyltransferase, as loss of PRMT5 activity results
in near complete loss of SDMA marks, and PRMT5 also plays important roles in cell function
and development. PRMT5 knockout is embryonic lethal, and its expression is required for ES
cell proliferation (Tee et al., 2010; Gkountela et al., 2014). PRMT5 levels are high early in
development and decrease during development, interestingly, PRMT5 is highly expressed in
many cancers, as detailed below.

PRMT5 has a heterodimeric binding partner MEP50/WDR77. MEP50 loss is also embryonic
lethal and its expression overlaps with PRMT5 (Stopa et al., 2015). One PRMT5 molecule
associates with one MEP50/WDR77 molecule, and four of these heterodimers tetramerize into
an octamer, with PRMT5 maintaining head-tail PRMT dimerization (Fig 1.3). PRMT5/MEP50
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binding is unique to PRMT5, as the other PRMTs complex as head-tail homodimers (Fuhrmann
et al., 2015).

Figure 1.3 PRMT5 and MEP50 associate as a tetramer of heterodimers. Cofactors can replace
MEP50.

COFACTOR

MEP50
C

N
PRMT5

Structurally, PRMT5 contains a MEP50 binding domain, a methyltransferase domain, and has
three NES signals (Koh et al., 2015). It is thought that diﬀerent binding partners bring PRMT5
into the nucleus, and thus, PRMT5 can be localized to the cytoplasm (Koh et al., 2015). It has
been shown that cytoplasmic PRMT5 localization is associated with proliferative or less
diﬀerentiated cells, while nuclear PRMT5 is correlated with cell cycle arrest or cellular
diﬀerentiation (Koh et al., 2015). This implies that the consequences of arginine methylation in
the nucleus or the cytoplasm may be very diﬀerent. However, some of these targets that act in
the nucleus are known to be modified in the cytoplasm. Therefore, the exact diﬀerences
between PRMT5 nuclear versus cytoplasmic localization are not as simple as the target
proteins acting in the nucleus versus cytoplasm. There is also data to suggest that a higher
proportion of cytoplasmic PRMT5 is associated with cancer progression, although this notion
is not universally accepted (Stopa et al., 2015).

I.A.5.b Validated PRMT5 targets
PRMT5 is the major SDMA catalyzing PRMT, and some of its validated targets include
histones, TFs, splicing factors, and proteins involved in translation, and signaling, with
examples listed in Table 1.2. The functions of histone and splicing factor methylation by
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PRMT5 have been particularly well studied and, as mentioned above, SDMA modified histones
have specified roles in mediating gene expression (Table 1.1) and SDMA enables proper snRNP
assembly.

To provide specificity to its methylation targets, PRMT5 can bind to various cofactors, which
may direct the complex towards a specific target by binding and displacing two (out of the
four) MEP50 proteins in the complex (Fig 1.3). Two main PRMT5 cofactors, CLNS1A/pICln and
RIOK1, have been well studied. PRMT5, when complexed with CLSN1A and MEP50, is
referred to as the methylosome, and this complex specifically methylates components of the
spliceosome. RIOK1 is a cofactor that directs PRMT5 towards methylation of a variety of
targets, but the target nucleolin was particularly verified (Guderian et al., 2011). COPR5 has
also been shown to serve as a cofactor, which directs PRMT5 towards modifying H4R3
(Lacroix et al., 2008). PRMT5 has additional binding partners, particularly in some epigenetic
complexes, like the SWI/SNF complex and the NuRD complex, which direct PRMT5 histone
methylation to certain genes. However, the extent to which these interactions direct PRMT5
function to a particular substrate as opposed to aﬀecting chromatin localization remains to be
fully explored (Karkhanis et al., 2011). It is also unclear whether other potential cofactors
displace MEP50 or attach themselves to the full PRMT5/MEP50 complex.

It is key to fully identify the cofactor-specific complexes and relevant substrates on which
PRMT5 is active, as there is a large amount of this information that is missing and further
studies would elucidate which substrates are active and/or important. Even for CLNS1A and
RIOK1, it is unclear whether each has many targets or only methylate a very specific set of
targets.

Additionally, further study is needed on the relative importance of PRMT5 with regards to
adding SDMA versus MMA modifications. While it is attractive to assume that PRMT5 must
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play the majority of its role through the deposition of SDMA, and thus it would have a nonredundant role with other PRMTs, MMA can also be deposited by PRMT5. Whether the targets
which have PRMT5-regulated MMA can be diﬀerent from the SDMA targets or all represent an
intermediary of the sequential enzymatic steps is an open question. As mentioned above,
PRMT5 methylates its substrates using a distributive mechanism, thus PRMT5 is constantly
contributing to the pool of MMA, and the relevance of this contribution is unknown.

Table 1.2. Validated PRMT5 targets (adapted from Kim et al. (2020), Stopa et al. (2015), Koh et
al. (2015)). (N) act in the nucleus, (C) act in the cytoplasm, (O) oncogenic, (TS) tumor
suppressive.
Protein

Eﬀect of
SDMA

Downstream
consequence

Transcription
(N)

Protein

Eﬀect of SDMA

Downstream
consequence

Enhances HR

DNA
Damage (N)

Histones

Transcriptional Aﬀects
repression or
transcription
activation
of many genes
(O&TS)

RUVBL1

Activates TIP60

TP53

Transcriptional Cell cycle
activation
arrest/
apoptosis (TS)

TDP1

Enhances activity Enhances DNA
damage repair

E2F1

Decreases
half-life

Promotes
proliferation
(O)

FEN1

Enhances DNA
recruitment

RelA/p65

Enhances
DNA binding

Activates
NFkB (O)

RAD9

Enhances activity Error-free cell
cycle
progression

SNAIL/
AJUBA

Transcriptional Represses
repression
targets (TS)

Signaling
(C)

KLF4

Increases half- Changes in
life
transcription
(O)

EGFR

Recruits negative Inhibits MAPK
regulator
activation (TS)

SREBP1

Increases half- Promotes
life
lipogenesis (O)

C-RAF

Decreases halflife

AR

Represses
promoter
binding

PDGFR

Increases half-life Activates Akt/
MAPK (O)

Represses
targets (O)

Error-free
replication and
repair

Inhibits MAPK
activation (TS)
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Protein

Eﬀect of
SDMA

Downstream
consequence

Protein

Eﬀect of SDMA

Downstream
consequence

SKI

Represses
promoter
binding

Activates
targets (O)

IFI16

Inhibit activity

Repress STING
activation (O)

BCL6

Enhances
repressor
activity

Represses
targets (O)

TRIM21

Inhibits E3 ligase
activity

Inhibits IKKb
degradation (O)

FOXP3

Enhances
activity

Enhances Treg
function (O)

Translation
(C)

SPT5

Decreases
binding to
RNA Pol II

Promotes
transcription

RPS10

Ribosomal
assembly

Proper
ribosome
assembly

hnRNPA1

Enhances
binding to IRES
sites

Promotes
IRESdependent
translation

Splicing (N)

SmB/B’,
SmD1, SmD3

snRNP
assembly

Error-free
splicing

PCDC4

Enhances
inhibition of
eIF4a

Promotes
proliferation
and survival (O)

SRSF1

mRNA/protein
binding

Error-free
splicing (O)

NCL

Enhances RNA
binding

rRNA
transcription

ZNF326

loss of activity

Defects in
alternative
splicing (O)

eIF4e

Promotes
recruitment to
target mRNAs

Regulates
translation (O/
TS)

Enhances Golgi
ribbon formation

Proper Golgi
architecture

Others: (C)
GM130

In conclusion, the eﬀects of SDMA include changes in: transcriptional repression or activation,
protein half-life, enhancing or repressing TF binding/activity, protein complex assembly,
protein-protein interactions, enzymatic activity, localization, and proper ribosome assembly
(Kim and Ronai, 2020). Thus, appropriate addition of SDMA contributes to a variety of key
biological processes.
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I.A.5.c PRMT5 targets identified via mass spectrometry
Recent studies utilizing mass spectrometry have provided insight into the breadth of PRMT5
targets. Radzisheuskaya et al. (2019) compared the proteome of AML cells after knocking out
PRMT5 with two diﬀerent gRNAs to cells treated with a control gRNA. Their list includes both
MMA and SDMA modified targets, 11 of which were validated. Musiani et al. (2019) performed
mass spectrometry in HeLa cells treated with either vehicle or a PRMT5 inhibitor (PRMT5i)
(GSK591). The list from their study also combines the MMA and SDMA modified targets.
Additionally, they refined the previously found RG/RGG PRMT motifs and concluded that
PRMT5 prefers a GRG motif. Lehman et al. (2020) conducted mass spectrometry in A549 cells
treated with vehicle or the PRMT5i, GSK591, or a Type I PRMT inhibitor, and they looked at
changes in MMA, ADMA and SDMA levels. They were able to discern the eﬀects of GSK591
specifically on SDMA levels. Interestingly, they do find that some SDMA marks were
upregulated after treatment with PRMT5i, and the most upregulated is SF3B2, the PRMT9specific target. Thus, this may be indicative of the induction of some PRMT9 activity in
response to PRMT5 inhibition (possible PRMT9 targets in Appendix A).

Each of these three studies had 55 to 65 high confidence targets of PRMT5 activity. However,
between the three studies, there was a consensus of only 12 targets, and an additional 21
targets were in common between any two of the studies (Table 1.3, full individual lists and
further analysis in Appendix A).

There clearly is poor overlap between these three studies and also between this consensus list
and the list of previously validated PRMT5 substrates (Table 1.2). These discrepancies may
reflect diﬀerences in the cell type, the method of inducing PRMT5 activity loss or the method of
capturing SDMA modified proteins (SDMA-IP conditions). Clearly, further analyses in diﬀerent
contexts will be critical to identify PRMT5 context-specific versus general targets and to
identify PRMT9 unique and shared targets with PRMT5.
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Union of all 3
studies

Union of any 2
studies

Union of any 2
studies cont’d

BTF3
FAM120A
FUBP1
GIGYF2
KHSRP
PAIP1
RBM3
RPS10

ALYREF
CCT7
CNBP
COIL
CRIP1
DYNC1LI2
G3BP1
HNRNPA1

LARP4B
PNN
PSPC1
RBM27
SERBP1
SFPQ
SNX3
TAF15

SNRPB(SmB)

HNRNPDL

WIPF1

TRIP6
WDR33
ZNF326

HNRNPH1
HNRNPH3
HNRNPUL1

Table 1.3 Summary of proteins with PRMT5-regulated MMA/SDMA marks identified via mass
spectrometry. Bold indicates previous validation, or direct validation in one of these studies
(italics).
Notably, we do not have a clear understanding of whether the essentiality of PRMT5 reflects
the methylation of a few key targets or a much broader swath of the SDMA-ome, and whether
these are general or context-specific targets.

I.A.5.d PRMT5 in cancer
PRMT5 levels are upregulated in a variety of diﬀerent cancer types including: lung cancer,
breast cancer, hepatocellular carcinoma, gastric cancer, colorectal cancer, pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma, multiple myeloma, chronic myeloid leukemia (CML), acute myeloid leukemia,
glioblastoma, prostate cancer, urothelial carcinoma of the bladder, head and neck cancer and
epithelial ovarian cancer (reviewed by Xiao et al., 2019). Moreover, high levels of PRMT5 are
correlated with poor overall survival in most of these cancers. In addition to probing strict levels
of PRMT5, a few studies have also addressed whether PRMT5 is localized to the nucleus or
the cytoplasm and whether this has an eﬀect on survival. Knockdown or inhibition of PRMT5
(discussed later) has further allowed researchers to probe the context specific relevance of
PRMT5 upregulation in diﬀerent cancers. In general, PRMT5 aﬀects proliferation, migration,
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invasion and/or diﬀerentiation/self-renewal; however, the relevant eﬀector proteins are highly
context-specific (Xiao et al., 2019).

I.A.5.e PRMT5 inhibitors
Due to its broad upregulation in cancer and implications in cellular proliferation, there have
been ongoing eﬀorts to develop a PRMT5 inhibitor (PRMT5i). The first-in-class PRMT5 inhibitor
EPZ015666 was published in 2015 (Chan-Penebre et al., 2015). While other general PRMT
inhibitors had been developed, this was the first inhibitor to show specificity to PRMT5. The
eﬃcacy of EPZ015666 was originally shown in Mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) and its eﬃcacy is
strongest in leukemias and lymphomas. While previous studies used shRNAs to examine the
role of PRMT5 in diﬀerent cancer types, more recent studies have mainly used EPZ015666 or a
derivative, GSK591. More potent inhibitors have since been developed, including
GSK3326595, for which EPZ015666 was the lead compound.

PRMT5 inhibitors developed between 2015-2019 have been thoroughly reviewed in Lin and
Luengo (2019). PRMT5 inhibitors can be classified as substrate binding competitors (including
EPZ015666), SAM binding competitors (including JNJ64619178), and covalent binders that
target the unique cysteine (C449) in the active site. This is a rapidly changing landscape and
clinical trials have begun with four promising PRMT5is, but at this time no data has been
released (Table 1.4) (clinicaltrials.gov).
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Table 1.4 PRMT5 inhibitors in clinical trial
Inhibitor

NCT ID

Phase: Cancer types:

Date Combination

GSK3326595

NCT02783300

I

TNBC, MTCC, GBM, NHL, ACC,
NSCLC (p53 WT), HPV, ER+BC

2016 pembrolizumab

GSK3326595

NCT03614728

I/II

AML, MDS, CMML

2018 5-azacitidine

JNJ64619178

NCT03573310 I

Solid tumors, NHL, MDS

2018

PF-06939999

NCT03854227

I

NSCLC, TCC, HNSCC

2019 docetaxel

PRT543

NCT03886831

I

Solid tumors, DLBCL, MDS,
ACC, MCL, AML, CMML

2019

I.A.5.f Mechanisms by which PRMT5 inhibition suppresses cancer cells
Since 2015, many studies have explored whether using PRMT5is is relevant or eﬀective across
diﬀerent contexts. A few themes have emerged including that PRMT5 inhibition leads to a
decrease in proliferation and an increase in apoptosis or senescence. The decrease in
proliferation has been shown to be by either G1 or G2/M arrest, and the diﬀerence in apoptosis
versus senescence is not p53 dependent. The two main unanswered questions are how does
PRMT5 suppress cancer proliferation and what determines sensitivity or resistance to PRMT5i.

Another emerging theme is that defects in splicing plays a key role in blocking proliferation.
This was first demonstrated by Bezzi et al (2013), where they found that PRMT5 deletion in
neural progenitor cells resulted in defects in alternative splicing of weak 5’ donor sites. In
particular, this results in an unstable version of Mdm4 that allows for stabilization and activation
of p53.

Of note, our lab has previously described the importance of PRMT5 in the context of gliomas
(Braun et al., 2017). In vitro and in vivo shRNA screens converged to show that gliomas were
sensitive to PRMT5 knockdown, and this held true with PRMT5is. This sensitivity was due to
the eﬀect of PRMT5 on the splicing capacity of these cells, and, in particular, splicing of
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detained introns. PRMT5 has a positive role in splicing detained introns, which are a class of
introns that trap the mRNA in the nucleus. When PRMT5 is inhibited, there is an increase in
detained introns, followed by a decrease in new protein synthesis. In this study, inhibition of
PRMT5 led to an increase in detained introns in proliferation-associated genes, thus
decreasing the proliferative capacity of the tumor cells.

What determines sensitivity to PRMT5i is unclear, and the field is in the process of identifying
biomarkers for sensitivity/resistance. Our lab previously found that the ratio between two
PRMT5 cofactors, CLNS1A and RIOK1, may be a marker of sensitivity (Braun et al., 2020).
However, the extent to which this holds true remains to be tested, and it was not a major
determinant in this study.

Another hypothesis is that the synthetic lethality discovered between MTAP deletion and
PRMT5 knockdown/deletion will impact the eﬃcacy of PRMT5is. Deletion of the enzyme MTAP
causes the accumulation of MTA (5’-methylthioadenosine) which can bind the SAM binding
pocket and thus partially inhibit PRMT5 activity (Marjon et al., 2021). MTAP deletion is one
vulnerability that makes cells more sensitive to loss of PRMT5 (Kryukov et al., 2016; Marjon et
al., 2016; Mavrakis et al., 2016). MTAP is often co-deleted with CDKN2A, and thus it is a
common passenger mutation and this synthetic lethality could be applied to many patients
(Marjon et al., 2021). However, to date, the synthetic lethality has only been only shown with
genetic loss and has not been published with any of the above inhibitors (Marjon et al., 2021).
Also, it is not relevant for this thesis because the cells we use are MTAP wild-type.

In sum, while there has been an extensive eﬀort to develop PRMT5 inhibitors, we are just
beginning to understand the contexts in which PRMT5 inhibition will be most eﬀective, and
which eﬀects of PRMT5i mediate an anti-tumorigenic response. Hand in hand with
eﬀectiveness, we do not know whether and how resistance to PRMT5 inhibition develops. With
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the release of the clinical trial data, we will understand more about the eﬀectiveness and
possibly tendency towards resistance evolution.

I.B: Mechanisms and consequences of resistance to targeted
therapy
I.B.1 Resistance to targeted therapy
Classic chemotherapies were originally discovered and evaluated based on their ability to kill
proliferating cells. The targets of many of these were eventually uncovered, and they are mostly
universal mechanisms of proliferation, even though a specific chemotherapy may work best in
certain cancers. Unfortunately, along with the many side eﬀects that arise in proliferating
tissues, the tumors frequently evolve resistance to chemotherapy. Chemotherapy resistance is
not fully understood, but this resistance can involve a variety of mechanisms including an
upregulation of drug eﬄux pumps or activation of survival pathways (Holohan et al., 2013).

The discovery of cancer-essential genes, in combination with the idea of oncogene addiction,
led to the ultimate translation of cancer research to inhibiting targets that were specific to a
type of cancer, as opposed to killing all dividing cells with chemotherapies. This has further
evolved into the idea of personalized medicine, understanding that not only are there targets
that are broadly mutated in diﬀerent cancers, but mutational analysis can be used to determine
which specific mutations the patient harbors, and this information can be used to select the
best available therapy.

In practice, targeted therapy has proven the hypothesis that diﬀerent tumors have certain
mutant proteins that are essential and inhibiting these can lead to tumor regression. However,
unfortunately, resistance still arises to targeted therapies. For example, the first targeted
therapy, Gleevec (imatinib), developed towards ABL-1 kinase, was remarkably eﬀective in
CML, but ultimately led to the selection of resistant tumor cells. Analyses showed that the
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tumors harbor one of a few resistance mutations in ABL-1, which reduced drug binding thus
rendering the cells immune to the particular inhibitor. Subsequent second- and third-generation
ABL-1 kinase inhibitors have been developed to combat these common resistance mutations.
Similarly, for EGFR inhibition, another early target, treatment extends patient survival in nonsmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC), but ultimately resistance emerges, again through mutations in
the target binding site, and subsequent improved inhibitors have been developed against these
common resistance mutations.

In both of these examples, treatment with these inhibitors selects for pre-existing clones that
already harbored mutations in the binding site of the inhibitor. However, this resistance
mechanism still leaves the cell vulnerable to second-generation inhibitors that are designed to
function in, or even rely on, the presence of the newly mutated residue. As more targeted
therapies have been developed and are being used in the clinic, there is a growing interest in
identifying how resistance arises. It is now apparent that not all of them follow this
straightforward active site point mutation mechanism. In the next paragraphs, I will review the
mechanisms of resistance to targeted therapy and detail the consequences, be that new
vulnerabilities or new resistances that resistance can bring.

The ABL1 and EGFR inhibitors discussed above are clear examples of targeting an oncogenic
kinase that is also the main driver mutation. Specifically, the target kinase had a direct role in
promoting cell proliferation and its expression is critical for the tumor such that inhibition
should kill the cells. Also, finally, within that type of cancer, common genetic mutations or
aberrations increase the levels of or keep this kinase constitutively active. For this thesis, we
will distinguish this as inhibition of a driver, oncogenic kinase.

Targeted therapy includes inhibitors of other kinases, that although involved in proliferation, are
not necessarily a specific driver mutation, for example inhibition of the cell cycle kinase, CDK4,
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and also includes inhibitors that target other enzymes including epigenetics-relevant enzymes
(epigenetic regulators), which will be the focus of this discussion.

Studies on the mechanisms of resistance to inhibitors of both driver kinases and other
enzymes, have detailed a number of diﬀerent ways in which cells become resistance to
targeted therapies (Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3 General mechanisms of resistance to targeted therapies
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In general, resistance is caused by mutations, epigenetic changes or external signals. The first
class of resistance mechanisms disable the drug from binding the target protein, including
mutations that change the drug binding site, as discussed above for the ABL-1 and EGFR
inhibitors, upregulation of drug eﬄux, and drug inactivation. An increase in drug eﬄux is one of
the most common mechanisms of resistance. Many ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter/
multidrug resistance proteins, including P-gp/MDR1/ABCB1, MRP1/ABCC1, and BCRP/
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ABCG2, can export a wide variety of drugs including chemotherapies and targeted therapies.
Upregulation of these genes is a major issue, and while strategies are being developed to
target them, they have yet to show clinical eﬃcacy (Jaramillo et al., 2018). Drug inactivation is
also a common issue, because drugs can be metabolized and rendered inactive, or the cell can
reduce expression or activation of an enzyme that is required to activate the drug (Holohan et
al., 2013).

The second class of resistance mechanisms change the cellular response to the inhibition of a
target. These include upregulation of cell survival signals (including RTK activation),
downregulation of cell death signals (including upregulation of Bcl-2 family members and IAPs),
and/or activation of bypass pathways (either activating downstream or parallel pathways)
(Holohan et al., 2013). These changes can arise from either mutations or epigenetic events.

I.B.2 Mechanisms of resistance to therapies targeting epigenetic regulators
For this discussion, epigenetics is defined as anything that is not genetically encoded. Here we
will specifically discuss resistance to epigenetic regulators. Epigenetic regulators cover a broad
range of enzymes, including enzymes that modify DNA, modify histone tails, catalyze posttranslational modifications, and read or remove these marks. Thus, epigenetic regulator
inhibitors also have both the potential to have broad eﬀects on the transcriptional state, and
also to potentially lead to rewiring of signaling pathways by aﬀecting the PTMs of other targets.
Inhibitors against epigenetic regulators are an active area of research, and many are being
currently evaluated at the preclinical and clinical trial stages.

The main classes of epigenetic inhibitors that are now used in the clinic include inhibitors of
DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs), histone deacetylases (HDACs), bromo and extraterminal
domain proteins (BET proteins), EZH2, LSD1, IDH1/2 and DOTL1 (Guerra and Cichowski,
2019). DNMT and HDAC inhibitors were developed first, and thus the resistance mechanisms
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for these classes of drugs have been examined in more depth. Resistance to DNMT inhibitors
is mediated by mutations and expression changes in enzymes (DCK, UCK2, CDA, CAD) that
aﬀect activity or functionality of DNMT inhibitors (Gu et al., 2021; Sripayap et al., 2014; Qin et
al., 2009; Stegmann et al., 1995). Resistance to HDAC inhibitors occurs through many
mechanisms including increases in HDAC expression, drug eﬄux pumps, cell survival
pathways and increases in anti-apoptotic proteins (reviewed by Fantin and Richon, 2007; and
Islam et al., 2020).

Recently, resistance mechanisms to other epigenetic regulators have been uncovered.
BET proteins are readers of histone acetylation marks and play a key role in gene activation
and transcription, including the transcription of MYC. Resistance to BET inhibitors (BETi) has
been actively studied since 2015. BET inhibition is mostly bypassed through compensatory
increases in WNT signaling, GLI2 signaling, mechanisms that restore MYC expression, or RTK
activation, all of which promote cell survival (Fong et al., 2015; Rathert et al., 2015; Kumar et
al., 2015; Kurimchak et al., 2016; reviewed by Angus et al., 2018). Thus, these are mainly
mechanisms that directly bypass BETi by reactivating MYC or result in a general increase in
survival signals, and in fact these are by epigenetic changes rather than mutational events (Bell
et al., 2019).

EZH2 and DOT1L are both lysine methyltransferases, LSD1 is a lysine demethylase and IDH1
mutations can lead to downstream inhibition of demethylases. Resistance to EZH2 inhibitors
has been found to be mediated by secondary mutations in EZH2 and/or by activation of
survival pathways (Gibaja et al., 2016; Bisserier and Wajapeyee, 2018). A study examining
mechanisms of resistance to DOTL1 inhibition found that it was mediated through increased
expression of the drug eﬄux pump, P-gp or upregulation in growth and survival pathways (AKT
and ERK) (Campbell et al., 2017). Resistance to IDH (IDH1 and IDH2) inhibitors was found to be
through upregulation of survival pathways (NRAS and MAPK) or through mutation in either the
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IDH protein that was inhibited or even in the other IDH protein (IDH1 mutations after treatment
with IDH2 inhibitor) (reviewed by Liu and Gong, 2019). Finally, a study on LSD1i resistance
found resistance through upregulation of drug pumps including P-gp (Pishas and Lessnick,
2018).

Taken together, resistance to the epigenetic inhibitors thus far evaluated can occur through
multiple diﬀerent mechanisms, similar to resistance mechanisms of classic chemotherapies
and driver kinase inhibitors, e.g. upregulation of drug pumps, binding site mutations or
epigenetic changes.

While mechanisms of resistance for some of these epigenetic regulator inhibitors is well
studied, for some, these studies represent the first investigations of resistance, and for many
others resistance mechanisms have yet to be determined. For those that have yet to be
studied: will there be target specific mechanisms or are there likely to be broad generalizations,
as for the oncogenic driver kinases? Theoretically, there may be less direct selection pressure
to mutate away from any one epigenetic inhibitor, since the epigenetic regulator is more likely
to enable as oppose to drive the tumor, however, some of the above examples, e.g. EZH2i,
included direct binding site mutations. Therefore, the rules of how resistance arises to
epigenetic regulator inhibitors and whether they will be diﬀerent from oncogenic driver kinases
remain to be fully determined. These questions are important as the answers can drive the
development of better therapies. Will multiple inhibitors to the same epigenetic regulator be
eﬀective in preventing binding site mutations? Or will it be more eﬀective to use combination
therapies to prevent compensatory survival signaling?

Finally, understanding the mechanisms of resistance is key to understanding how to try and
block resistance from emerging, or to understand whether resistance brings new vulnerabilities.
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I.B.3 Framework to describe origins of resistance
Resistance can be acquired through a diverse set of mechanisms, as illustrated by classic
chemotherapies and epigenetic inhibitors. In order to set up the necessary conceptual
framework to define acquired non-genetic resistance I want to define pre-existing versus
acquired, genetic versus non-genetic, and stable versus transient resistance.

I.B.3.a Pre-existing versus acquired resistance
Drug resistance can be pre-existing or acquired (Fig 1.4). Pre-existing resistance means that
cells harboring a certain genetic event or epigenetic state were present prior to the drug
treatment. These are often present at low frequency in the population and are selected for by
the drug treatment. In contrast, acquired resistance means that the event which creates
resistance does not occur until after the drug treatment has started, and thus the drug induces
the acquisition of resistance. The genetic or epigenetic event that enables resistance does not
occur in cells until after the drug treatment has started. Origins of resistance can be
determined by deep sequencing, barcode analysis, and more recently, scRNA-seq.

Fig 1.4 Schematic of pre-existing versus acquired resistance
+ drug treatment

Pre-existing

Acquired

Pre-existing resistance was first examined with whole genome sequencing of tumors before
and after treatment. Ding et al. (2012) examined clonal evolution in AML and found that in some
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cases, pre-existing subclones of the cell of origin became the dominant clone after relapse and
in the others the original clone was the dominant clone after relapse; both cases harbored
additional genetic mutations gained during chemotherapy. Misale et al. (2012) examined EGFR
inhibitor resistance in colorectal cancer by deep sequencing and showed that some KRAS
mutations that result in EGFR inhibitor resistance, were already present prior to treatment in
some cases while in other cases mutagenesis occurred after the start of treatment. This shows
that genetic resistance can be pre-existing or acquired after the start of treatment.

Barcoding experiments have also been used to determine if resistance is pre-existing by
treating replicates of barcoded cells with a drug and generating resistant cells. If resistance
arises from a few pre-existing cells, resistant cells over diﬀerent replicates will all have the
same, small percentage of barcodes; if resistance is acquired, a small non-overlapping
percentage or a high percentage of barcode recovery will be observed. In the proof-of-principle
study of this method, Bhang et al. (2015) developed a high complexity library, ClonTracr, and
used it to confirm pre-existing resistance to EGFR inhibition (erlotinib) in NSCLC. After
treatment with erlotinib, a small percentage of barcodes (0.05%) were enriched at levels higher
than the levels of barcodes in the untreated samples, and that these barcodes were in fact
shared between replicates samples (Bhang et al., 2015). Interestingly, when combining erlotinib
with MEKi, an even smaller subset of the same barcodes emerged. Thus, while most of the
pre-existing resistant cells were resistant to erlotinib through MEK amplification, there were
also a very small percentage that were pre-existing and resistant to both EGFR and MEK
inhibition (Bhang et al., 2015). Therefore, pre-existing resistance to monotherapies and
combination therapies has been definitively proven via barcoding experiments.

I.B.3.b Genetic versus non-genetic resistance
Resistance can be genetic or non-genetic. Genetic resistance is caused by a genetic event,
such as a mutation, amplification or deletion, whereas, non-genetic resistance is caused by an
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epigenetic change. This includes broad epigenetic changes that alter the cell state, or it could
be a specific target of an epigenetic regulator that now activates or inactivates a particular
resistance-relevant gene or protein.

I.B.3.c Stable versus transient resistance
Non-genetic resistance can be stable, in that the cells remain resistant after the drug is
removed, or transient/unstable, in that the cells resensitize when the drug is removed. This is
an important distinction from a clinical standpoint; if a tumor oscillates between resistant and
non-resistant then it could be targeted by on-oﬀ-on treatment cycles, whereas stable
resistance means that the tumor cannot be treated with the same agent again. Notably, here
we are specifically talking about stable and nonstable resistant epigenetic states are both
mitotically active, distinguishing these categories from a diﬀerent category of drug tolerant
persistors, which were originally thought to be the main drivers of drug resistance (Bell and
Gilan, 2020).

I.B.3.d Acquired non-genetic resistance
Tying the last three sections together, acquired, stable non-genetic resistance is a specific state
that is of growing importance in the field. In such cases, drug treatment induces a novel and
stable change in cell state that renders the cells resistant. This has been termed resistance by
Lamarckian induction (first by Pisco et al., 2013 and reviewed by Bell and Gilan 2020, and
Boumahdi et al. 2020). Not all of the cells in the tumor undergo this change and enter a
resistant state, however, all or at least most cells in the treated population have a certain
probability of undergoing this change (Fig 1.4). The alternative to Lamarckian induction, is
gradual Darwinian selection, in which populations of cells would have a range of resistances
and over generations this would gradually become more resistant. However, a hypothesis of
gradual Darwinian selection is not supported by the existing evidence (Bell and Gilan, 2020).
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Figure 1.4 Possible origins of acquired non-genetic resistance
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It is only recently that Lamarckian induction has been used as a framework with which to
understand the evolution of cancer therapy resistance, and so there are only a handful of
examples of proven acquired non-genetic resistance; these include resistance to
chemotherapies, targeted therapies, and a few examples of inhibitors of epigenetic regulators. I
will discuss several studies that have defined acquired, non-genetic resistance and
demonstrated that it is acquired after drug treatment and is correlated with a distinct, recurrent
transcriptional state as opposed to recurrent genetic mutations. I will also discuss whether
these studies have found any new drug sensitivities that are consequences of the acquired
resistance, as this will be relevant for the final portion of this chapter.

Pisco et al. (2013) was the first study that drew attention to this idea of Lamarckian induction.
They modelled the appearance of MDR1+ cells in AML after treatment with vincristine, and
they concluded that the kinetics were too fast for selection, and must be through an induced
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program. Along with the appearance of MDR1, they find an upregulation of Wnt signaling, and
strikingly, knockdown of β-catenin significantly decreases the number of MDR1 positive cells.
Thus, this is a straightforward example of a state that is induced by treatment with drug, and
also proposes that upregulation of a compensatory mechanism, here Wnt signaling, is
necessary for the establishment of resistance.

Fong et al. (2015) was the first BETi resistance study and showed that high Wnt signaling
mediates BETi resistance in AML. They did exome sequencing and found no genetic changes,
indicating this was non-genetic resistance. In the follow-up study, Bell et al. (2019), analyzed
the gain of resistance by performing scRNA-seq on patients as they underwent treatment and
gained resistance and noted the emergence of a distinct transcriptional state. The scRNA-seq
and additional barcoding experiments showed that resistance was acquired and stable after
drug withdrawal. Additionally, a CRISPR screen of chromatin modulators identified a
dependence on Lsd1. The resistant cells were not more sensitive to LSD1i, but LSD1i
resensitized the cells to BETi. The authors clearly state that the resensitization to BETi is not
synergistic and requires a long latency period for the eﬀect to occur (Bell et al., 2019). Thus,
they showed acquired non-genetic resistance through exome sequencing, barcoding and
scRNA-seq. Additionally, they found a drug B that could resensitize the cells to drug A, but not
a drug B that the cells resistant to A were now more sensitive to.

In addition, several studies have identified acquired, non-genetic resistance in TNBC after
treatment with BETi (Shu et al., 2016), BRAFi and MEKi combination (Zawistowski et al., 2017)
and KDM5Bi (Hinohara et al., 2018). Of note, Zawistowski et al. (2017) found that the
BRAFi+MEKi resistant cells were now sensitive to BETi, and Hinohara et al. (2018) found that
the KDM5Bi resistant cells were now sensitive to EZH2i. Overall, these studies note a massive
change in the epigenetic landscape of the resistant state, and they show that this state relies
on or can be sensitized by the use of other epigenetic inhibitors.
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While the above examples showed no mutations via exome sequencing and showed
convincing transcriptional states, some would suggest that this distinction between preexisting and acquired, is perhaps a bit misleading, and argue for the hypothesis that cells will
choose the easiest route to resistance, be that pre-existing selection or an acquired
transcriptional state or a combination of both (Bell and Gilan, 2020). The following studies are
examples where recurrent transcriptional changes were shown to be causative, however, there
are also genetic mutations, which could play a role in resistance acquisition. Therefore, there is
the possibility that distinct resistant populations can emerge that are acquired and pre-existing.

Kim C et al. (2018) looked at resistance to a combination treatment (epirubicin, docetaxel and
bevacizumab) in TNBC. They did scDNA and RNAseq on patient samples before, during and
after treatment and they found that there were resistant genotypes that were pre-existing and
selected for but that they also had acquired transcriptional profiles. Strikingly, there was greater
commonality between the transcriptional profiles of diﬀerent patients than between the genetic
mutations. Therefore, they see both pre-existing and acquired resistance. Similarly, Hugo et al.
(2015) studied resistance after combination BRAFi+MEKi in melanoma, and found that there
were more recurrent gain of function and loss of function transcriptomic changes than genetic
changes between resistant lines, thus resistance is accompanied by common genetic
mutations, but caused by a common transcriptomic program. This was further validated by the
fact that resistance was mediated by an increase in c-MET expression, which was a common
transcriptional event but not one of the common genetic mutations.

Sharma et al. (2018) further explore the choice between acquired and pre-existing resistance.
They examined resistance to cisplatin in patient derived cell lines of squamous cell carcinoma.
Curiously, they found that resistance was pre-existing when the starting population was
heterogeneous (epithelial and mesenchymal), but was acquired when the starting population
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was homogenous (epithelial). They also performed an RNAi screen, limited to epigenetic
regulators, against their resistant state and found that the cells were sensitized to loss of
BRD4. They observed that JQ1 resensitizes the cells to cisplatin, but the resistant cells are not
more sensitive to JQ1 than the naive cells.

Overall, these studies provide the key insight that Lamarckian induction is not solely drug
dependent but requires the cells to start from the right place, and that may be based on
epigenetic plasticity and/or heterogeneity. These are also resistances that develop to
chemotherapies or kinase inhibitors and so the states they induce may be more epigenetically
restricted than after treatment with epigenetic regulator inhibitors.

Finally, Shaﬀer et al. (2017) identified gray area between pre-existing and acquired resistance.
This is diﬀerent enough from Lamarckian induction and Darwinian selection, that this type of
resistance has been termed dynamic fluctuation (Fig 1.4) (Boumahdi and de Sauvage, 2020). In
this study on resistance to vemurafinib (BRAFi) in melanoma, they observed cells entering a
transient pre-existing resistant state. Specifically, they were testing between the premises of
either pre-existing resistance or a transiently pre-existing state, and found that cells needed to
be in a particular state, defined by certain markers, to eventually end up as a resistant cell. If
they sorted for a pre-resistance marker, those cells formed more resistant colonies, but this
eﬀect was lost if they waited before placing the sorted cells in drug. Thus, the cells appear to
be moving in and out of a state that is semi-resistant that can lock into a stable resistant state
after drug treatment. One possible interpretation of this study is that certain factors, like cancer
type or inhibitor type (epigenetic versus driver mutation), may influence the level of initial
heterogeneity or cellular plasticity, thereby determining the feasibility of Lamarckian induction
(Bell and Gilan, 2020).
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This is somewhat analogous to the idea from the Mischel lab, in which extrachromosomal DNA
(ecDNA) containing driver mutations creates a vehicle for the evolution of resistance causing
mutations. The stochastic dynamics of ecDNA replication, mutation and inheritance would
create distinct cells that are more or less likely to develop into resistant cells (Turner et al.,
2017). However, technically, this is an example of genetic resistance.

These examples illustrate that non-genetic, acquired resistance is independent of whether the
drug is an epigenetic inhibitor or a classic chemotherapy. They also illustrate Lamarckian
induction sometimes represents a clear transition from a sensitive to a resistant state and other
times involves both acquired and pre-existing mechanisms. This may be due to the inherent
epigenetic heterogeneity or plasticity within the starting population (Bell and Gilan, 2020), and/
or it may be due to the eﬀect of the drug itself. For example, does the drug inherently change
the epigenetic state and lead to Lamarckian induction, or does the drug create enough
selection pressure that genetic mutations are selected for?

In conclusion, aside from understanding which proteins mediate the gain of resistance, it is
also important to understand how resistance arises. Here I’ve described genetic versus nongenetic, acquired versus pre-existing, stable versus transient resistance and the more
specialized case of acquired, non-genetic Lamarckian induction. These frameworks provide a
theoretical classification to consider what types of resistance will occur in patients and the
kinetics of resistance development.

One outstanding question in the field of non-genetic resistance is whether currently available
treatments could be used to prevent non-genetic resistance or whether new treatment
strategies will have to be developed (Bell and Gilan, 2020). In some of the above studies, use
of secondary epigenetic inhibitors has been found to suppress the emergence of the resistant
state, which supports the former model. However, it remains to be seen whether these
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Lamarckian induced states have any real vulnerabilities to standard of care chemotherapies.
Throughout this section, I have alluded to whether a resistant state does or does not create
sensitivity to a second drug, and now I will develop this into the final conceptual framework
needed to highlight our results in this thesis.

I.B.4 Consequences of resistance: collateral resistance & collateral sensitivity
Drug resistance can lead to collateral eﬀects. Here I use the term collateral eﬀects to denote
the three possible outcomes that can occur when a cell that has acquired resistance to one
drug (A) is now treated with a second drug (B). For cells resistant to drug A, there are three
outcomes: 1) the resistant cells have the same sensitivity to drug B as the naive cells; 2) the
resistant cells are more resistant to drug B, termed cross or collateral resistance; or 3) the
resistant cells are more sensitive to drug B, termed collateral sensitivity. Szybalski and Bryson
first showed collateral sensitivity in the 1950s in the context of bacterial antibiotic resistance
(Szybalski and Bryson, 1952).

Antibiotic resistance and chemotherapy resistance are two major clinical problems, and there is
clear rationale for studying collateral resistances and sensitivities in both contexts, as this
information can inform the two most important questions when facing drug resistance: what is
the best possible next line of therapy? and what treatments will now fail?

Study of collateral resistance in bacteria has been vastly explored and has even led to the
astounding acknowledgement that there exist clinical strains that are resistant to all available
antibiotics (MacLean and San Millan, 2019). A few unexpected discoveries include: high levels
of resistance under strong selection pressure results in more cross resistance than when lower
selection pressure is used (Oz et al., 2014); strikingly, even if two antibiotics showed synergy in
combination, they could still evolve as cross resistant pairs (Lázár et al., 2014).
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Study of collateral resistance in cancer is important because collateral resistance can result
from properties of the drug itself or from the rewiring of the cell. For example, the initial
resistance can be the result of the upregulation of drug pumps, or the upregulation of survival
pathways. These resistance mechanisms would lead to cross resistance to diﬀerent types of
drugs, either resistance to chemically similar drugs and thus substrates of the same drug
pumps, or resistance to drugs that activate a similar cell response and thus may be similarly
aﬀected by a similar cell survival threshold. Therefore, understanding collateral resistances is
critical to choosing appropriate second-line therapies.

Similarly, collateral sensitivities are critical to understand in both the antibiotic resistance and
cancer resistance contexts. Collateral sensitivity to antibiotic resistance has been more
thoroughly examined. One interesting finding is that collateral sensitivity frequently occurs, and
one study showed that 74% of resistant lines displayed at least one collateral sensitivity
(Imamovic and Sommer, 2013). Collateral sensitivity can be with drugs that target multiple
pathways, or that target the same pathway (Pál et al., 2015). An interesting application has
been finding that cycling between a drug and its collaterally sensitive pair can eﬀectively
remove emerging resistant bacteria (Imamovic and Sommer, 2013). Remarkably even cycling
with very short intervals, such that resistance could not be attained, was still eﬀective and it
was found that resistance to cycling occurs through distinct mechanisms than either drug
alone (Kim et al., 2014; Mitchison, 2012). Lastly, an important study examined whether
resistance generated independently 60 times always generated the same collateral sensitivities
(Nichol et al., 2019). They found that the kinetics and mechanisms of resistance diﬀered highly,
and thus, the resulting collateral sensitivity was highly variable, such that some drugs
considered to be a collaterally sensitive drug pair were just as likely to be cross-resistant. This
creates the need to assess the “repeatability of evolution” for a given resistance system (Nichol
et al., 2019). One note about this study is that the resistance was based on a genetic event.
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Thus, it will be interesting to assess this type of evolutionary heterogeneity in a Lamarckian
induction resistance example.

Early studies on collateral sensitivity in cancer were mostly focused on collateral sensitivity to
cells that were resistant via upregulation of multidrug resistance proteins (MRPs) (Pluchino et
al., 2012). Due to mainly finding resistance due to upregulation of the drug pump, P-gp, there
were several studies that found collateral sensitivities and developed a few hypotheses
including that the discovered drugs were creating excess ROS production following futile P-gp
cycling of the second drug, or were having more cytotoxic eﬀects like membrane perturbation
(Pluchino et al., 2012). A few initial studies performed large scale collateral sensitivity screens
and were eﬀective in discovering collateral sensitivities to cancer cells (Jensen et al., 1997;
Rickardson et al., 2006). One interesting observations from these early screens included that
for P-gp expressing cells, around 40% of compounds showed collateral resistance and 10% of
agents had collateral sensitivity (Jensen et al., 1997; Hall et al., 2009). Library size and
composition aside, this provides a rough benchmark for further screens.

More recently, there has been a growing interest in collateral sensitivity and cancer
therapeutics outside of the realm of multi-drug resistance proteins which has led to a few more
interesting observations. Zhao et al. (2016) found that resistance to BCR-ABL1 inhibitors, led to
collateral sensitivity with cMET and/or VEGFR inhibitors in ALL. This resistance was driven by a
pre-existing point mutation in BCR-ABL1, and interestingly, when the cells were initially treated
with the collaterally sensitive drugs prior to treatment with the ABL inhibitor, the same
resistance-mediating mutation no longer emerged. Resistance still emerges via diﬀerent ABL1
mutations, but the path to resistance is changed by pretreatment with the collaterally sensitive
drug.
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Dhawan et al. (2017) looked at collateral eﬀects to resistance to ALK inhibitors (ALKi) in ALKdriven NSCLC. They generated resistant lines to four diﬀerent ALKi and tested their sensitivity
back across the four ALKi, with or without a drug holiday from ALKi. They found cross
resistance among the other ALKis, but there was an increase in collateral sensitivity to the
other ALKis that was dependent on if and how long the resistant cells were on a drug holiday.
They then generated resistant lines to a panel of other chemotherapies and found that most of
the resistant lines (to ALKis and also to other chemotherapies) were likely to have collateral
sensitivity with etoposide. Both of these ideas warrant further study in other contexts, both that
collateral resistances and sensitivities may be time dependent and that some drugs might be
more likely to emerge as a collateral sensitivity to resistances arising from a diverse set of
drugs. Expanding on the latter point, this implies that there could be a drug that emerges as a
universal collateral sensitivity, or second-line therapy, which is indiﬀerent to the drug against
which resistance emerged from.

More recently, there has been a lack of the usage of the term collateral sensitivity in the field of
cancer research. An in-depth evaluation of known collateral sensitivities with cancer drugs has
not been updated since 2009 (Hall et al., 2009). One comment specifically with reference to the
field of Lamarckian induction is that the framework of collateral sensitivity should be applied to
resistance resulting from Lamarckian induction. Some assumptions made by the field include
the idea that Lamarckian induction could create an ever-evolving resistant state such that
current therapies that do not target non-genetic resistance would be ineﬀective (Bell and Gilan,
2020). It is imperative to try and discover collateral sensitivities to Lamarckian induction using
unbiased screens before designing new treatment strategies. Another model in the field is to
try and target the new cell fate of the resistant cell (Boumahdi and de Sauvage, 2020). This is
very similar to the idea of collateral sensitivity, but focuses in on targeting the markers or
drivers of that cell fate as opposed to finding the vulnerabilities that those markers create. Our
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study provides direct evidence that resistance via Lamarckian induction can lead to true
collateral sensitivities (Chapter 2 & 3).

Finally, I would like to make a distinction between synthetic lethality, and collateral sensitivity.
Synthetic lethality is foremost a genetic phenomenon, where two diﬀerent loss of function
genetic mutations are each tolerated, but whose combination is not (Brough et al., 2011).
Synthetic lethality can be further divided into (a) synthetic sickness lethality, as just described
where loss of function of both genes leads to the lethality or (b) synthetic dosage lethality, in
which the overexpression of the first gene, as opposed to loss of function, is the condition that
dictates the lethality with mutation of the second gene (Topatana et al., 2020). The idea of
leveraging synthetic lethality in the clinic has been proven with the eﬃcacy of PARP inhibitors
in Brca mutant cancers (Farmer et al., 2005).

Synthetic lethality is diﬀerent from collateral sensitivity, because it leverages a benign mutation
that already exists in the naive state, whereas collateral sensitivity leverages a vulnerability that
occurs due to the gain of resistance. It is possible that there exists a synthetic lethality between
the target of the first drug (A) and the target of the second drug (B), however, it is more likely
that the synthetic lethality would be between a compensatory upregulation or downregulation
that accompanies resistance to A and a target of B. Thus, care should be taken in separating
these two concepts.

I.B.5 Synergistic drug combinations
While bona fide collateral sensitivity refers to a very specific set of drug-related events, first
establishment of resistance and then a sensitivity to a second drug, searching for collateral
sensitivities can also uncover eﬀective up-front combination treatments. Theoretically, while a
given collateral sensitivity might only be eﬀective once the cell is in a resistant state, it is also
possible that drug-mediated transitioning into that resistant state is suﬃcient for the two drugs
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to be an eﬀective combination, whether administered together in the naive cells or after
resistance to the first is gained.

Combination therapy has evolved from a simple case of combining drugs that show eﬃcacy
and have non-overlapping toxicities into a rationalized discipline of integrating an increasing
amount of signaling information to select therapy combinations that target multiple active
pathways. These can be uncovered by screening for combinations of genetic alterations that
result in cell death (synthetic lethality), and translating those results with inhibitors, or by
screening for eﬀective combinations of drugs themselves (collateral sensitivity). The former
relies on the eﬃcacy of existing inhibitors, while the latter may be more eﬀective for faster
translation into the clinic, but the mechanism behind the eﬀect might be obscured by oﬀ-target
eﬀects.

The activity of two drugs can be additive, synergistic or antagonistic. Additive eﬀects mean
that the amount of killing in combination is equal to the sum of each drug’s killing alone,
synergistic means that the amount of killing in combination is greater than the sum, and
antagonistic means that the combination exhibits less killing than the sum. Synergistic drug
pairs oﬀer the greatest clinical value, because they achieve the highest cell killing at the lowest
drug doses, maximizing the response to toxicity trade-oﬀ. The two most accepted metrics to
measure synergy are Bliss independence and Loewe additivity. While both make diﬀerent
assumptions about the linearity of the data, Bliss independence is expected to perform better
with drugs that target diﬀerent pathways, whereas Loewe additivity is expected to perform
better with drugs that target a common pathway (Tang et al., 2015). For this thesis, we will
focus on Bliss independence, in which one calculates the amount of killing (E) for each drug
alone at a particular dose (Ea and Eb) and then calculates the expected killing for each
combination (Eab) assuming an additive kill: Eab = Ea + Eb(1- Ea). Then one determines whether
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the observed killing is greater than the expected killing (Bliss 1939; Foucquier and Guedj,
2015).

Lastly, I would like to discuss synergistic combinations in the context of epigenetic inhibitors.
While the last decade has seen a massive increase in the number of epigenetic regulator
inhibitors developed and starting clinical trials, there has also been the growing realization that
using these inhibitors as eﬀective single agents is largely limited to the treatment of
hematological malignancies. This has created particular interest in trying to use epigenetic
regulators in combination with other oncogenic targeted therapies (reviewed by Guerra and
Cichowski, 2019). In particular, HDACi and mTOR/PI3Ki is the most promising. Overall, the
eﬀective kinase and epigenetic inhibitor combinations have been shown to either converge on
the same pathway, or block the associated resistance mechanisms (Guerra and Cichowski,
2019). These can also be thought of as combinations that can prevent cell plasticity by
reducing epigenetic changes and thus preventing acquired resistance (Boumahdi and de
Sauvage, 2020).

Key to both ideas of collateral sensitivity and combination therapies is the question of whether
this will translate to the clinic. In addition to the general issues that surround translating
preclinical research to an eﬀective treatment in humans, there are two particular issues that I
would like to end with. The first recalls the findings by Nichol et al. (2019), which determined
that the mechanisms by which resistance emerges are variable and thus the expected
collateral sensitivities are variable. Resistance mechanisms must be evaluated over multiple
replicates to determine how common collateral sensitivities are. Furthermore, this also adds
rationale to determining whether collateral sensitivities translate to combination therapies,
which don’t rely on the repeatability of resistance emergence. The second, Palmer et al. (2017)
is a landmark study that re-analyzed clinical trial response data for combination therapies and
found that that in many cases combination therapy is in fact eﬀective because some patients
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respond well to one drug and others respond well to the other, but the success of the
combination does not rely on additive or synergistic action. The main assumption in the
concept of collateral sensitivity, and in deriving combination therapies from collateral
sensitivities, is that the drugs are acting in the same cells. Future studies will determine
whether Palmer’s independent action theory holds true if the combination is a result of a
collateral sensitivity, and how to reconcile these theories.

In conclusion, there is an immense amount of value in determining the mechanisms, origins
and consequences of resistance. And while, resistance to some epigenetic regulator inhibitors
is well studied, new drug target identification should come hand in hand with evaluating
mechanisms of resistance to maximize clinical utility.

I.C PRMT5 inhibition in the context of lung adenocarcinoma
The focus of this thesis is resistance to PRMT5 inhibition in the context of lung
adenocarcinoma. Lung cancer is the second leading cause of cancer and the leading cause of
cancer deaths in the United States (ACS) and it can be divided into small cell (15-20%) or nonsmall cell lung cancer (NSCLC). NSCLC can be further broken into subtypes, of which,
adenocarcinoma is the most prevalent. Lung adenocarcinoma is mostly driven by KRAS (33%)
or EGFR (11%) mutations, and often harbor TP53 mutations (46%) (TCGA Research Network).

Lung cancer is one of the many cancers where high levels of PRMT5 is correlated with a worse
prognosis, including advanced tumor stage, poor overall survival, and metastasis (Xiao et al.,
2019). At the beginning of this study, two reports had been published establishing that lung
cancer might be a relevant context for PRMT5 inhibition. The first of these showed that there
were high levels of PRMT5 in human lung cancer lines and tumor samples. They then used
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shRNAs against PRMT5 and found that growth of A549 cells was inhibited in vitro and in vivo,
due to a G1 cell cycle arrest (Gu et al., 2012).

Ibrahim et al. (2014), noted that high PRMT5 levels correlated with high EMT levels in lung
cancer cell lines, and the lines with high PRMT5 levels were more associated with a KRAS
mutation than an EGFR mutation. EMT positivity is associated with higher grade tumors, and
PRMT5 expression is also associated with higher grade lung tumors. PRMT5 cytoplasmic
expression was correlated with expression of the mesenchymal marker, Vimentin, while nuclear
PRMT5 expression was correlated with the epithelial marker, E-cadherin. Importantly, they
determined that cytoplasmic PRMT5 was associated with reduced survival in lung cancer. They
speculate that lung cancers transition from low PRMT5 expression, to high, nuclear PRMT5
expression, to high, cytoplasmic PRMT5 expression.

We wanted to probe whether PRMT5 inhibitors would be eﬀective in lung cancer. We started
this study using cell lines derived from the autochthonous model of Kras-G12D, tp53-null (KP)
lung adenocarcinoma developed in the lab of Tyler Jacks (Winslow et al., 2011). These KP cell
lines reflect some of the heterogeneity found in the original tumor, and very rarely acquire
additional mutations.

At the outset, I found that KP cell lines showed varying levels of sensitivity to PRMT5i and in
the course of exploring these responses I found that the cells that grew out were resistant to
PRMT5i. Although PRMT5is are a relatively new class of drugs, as mentioned above, four
PRMT5 inhibitors are currently in clinical trial, therefore it is clinically relevant to begin to
understand the mechanisms of resistance that will arise after treatment with PRMT5i and to
understand whether there are new vulnerabilities that result after PRMT5i.
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With resistant cells in hand, I set out to probe several of the questions discussed in this chapter
including: Is this resistance stable? Is this resistance pre-existing? What are the mechanisms of
resistance? Does resistance to PRMT5i have collateral eﬀects to other standard-of-care
chemotherapies? Chapters 2 and 3 address these questions, and Chapter 4 addresses the
expansive number of new questions that this work raises.
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II.A Abstract
Epigenetic regulators play key roles in cancer and are increasingly being targeted for treatment.
However, for many, little is known about mechanisms of resistance to the inhibition of these
regulators. We have generated the first model of resistance to inhibitors of protein arginine
methyltransferase 5 (PRMT5). This study was conducted in KrasG12D;Tp53
null lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD) cell lines. Resistance to PRMT5 inhibitors (PRMT5i) arose
rapidly, and barcoding experiments showed that this resulted from a drug-induced
transcriptional state switch, not selection of a pre-existing population. This resistant state is
both stable and conserved across variants arising from distinct LUAD lines. Moreover, it
brought with it vulnerabilities to other chemotherapeutics, especially the taxane paclitaxel. This
paclitaxel sensitivity depended on the presence of stathmin 2 (STMN2), a microtubule regulator
that is specifically expressed in the resistant state. Remarkably, STMN2 was also essential for
resistance to PRMT5 inhibition. Thus, a single gene is required for both acquisition of
resistance to PRMT5i and collateral sensitivity to paclitaxel in our LUAD cells. Accordingly, the
combination of PRMT5i and paclitaxel yielded potent and synergistic killing of the murine
LUAD cells. Importantly, the synergy between PRMT5i and paclitaxel also extended to human
cancer cell lines. Finally, analysis of TCGA patient data showed that high STMN2 levels
correlate with complete regression of tumors in response to taxane treatment. Collectively, this
study reveals a recurring mechanism of PRMT5i resistance in LUAD, and identifies collateral
sensitivities that have potential clinical relevance.

II.B Introduction
Resistance to targeted chemotherapies is an important clinical problem. Development of drug
resistant cell lines can provide key insight into the origins and mechanisms of resistance,
informing better treatment strategies. The first targeted therapies were developed against
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kinases that promote oncogenic signaling. These early kinase inhibitors were remarkably
successful in a subset of patients, but resistance typically emerged. A common mechanism of
resistance for many early generation kinase inhibitors was the presence of point mutations
within the target protein that impaired drug binding (Holohan et al., 2013). At a broader level, it
is now clear that resistance to targeted therapies can result from either inhibitor-specific
mechanisms, such as mutations that impact drug binding or upregulation of bypass pathways,
or inhibitor-agnostic mechanisms (Holohan et al., 2013). Numerous studies found that these
resistant variants typically existed within the tumor prior to therapy, due to high mutational
burden and tumor heterogeneity, and drug treatment simply drove their enrichment within the
re-emerging tumors (Holohan et al., 2013). This forged the prevailing view that resistance to
targeted therapies develops primarily through selection of pre-existing cells with genetic
mutations.

Recently, there has been a growing appreciation of the importance of epigenetic regulation in
cancer. Mutation, amplification or gene expression changes of epigenetic regulators can drive
cellular plasticity and tumor heterogeneity, which contributes to cancer development and
progression (Holohan et al., 2013). Epigenetic changes can also yield resistance, by enabling
gene expression changes that decrease drug sensitivity (Angus et al., 2018). These non-genetic
resistance variants may pre-exist within the tumor population, either as stable variants or in a
pre-resistant state that is stabilized by the presence of drug (Shaﬀer et al., 2017). Recently, a
few studies have reported resistance to targeted therapies against B-RAF, MEK and BET in
which the drug induced formation of stable, non-genetic resistant states, sometimes called
Lamarckian induction (Bell and Gilan, 2020; Bell et al., 2019; Fong et al., 2015; Hinohara et al.,
2018; Hugo et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2018; Pisco et al., 2013; Sharma et al., 2018; Zawistowski
et al., 2017). In the case of BET inhibitors, induced resistance has been observed in various
diﬀerent tumor types (Fong et al., 2015; Shu et al., 2016), suggesting that this is the preferred
resistance mechanism. In contrast, for other epigenetic regulators, including HDAC (Robey et
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al., 2011) and EZH2 (Bisserier and Wajapeyee, 2018), inhibitor resistance results from a variety
of pre-existing mechanisms, more similar to resistance arising from other targeted therapies.
Thus, it is an open question whether Lamarckian induction is a common mechanism of
resistance for inhibitors of epigenetic regulators, or whether BET inhibitors are an exceptional
case.

Regardless of the mechanism by which resistance arises, it is of great clinical importance to
understand whether, and how, the resistant state alters the response to other therapeutic
treatments, by creating collateral resistance or collateral sensitivity to another drug. A classic
example of collateral resistance is upregulation of eﬄux pumps, which can yield broad
resistance to many drugs and have dire clinical consequences (Holohan et al., 2013). Collateral
sensitivities are of particular clinical interest because they oﬀer opportunities to treat relapsed
tumors, or to be used together with the first inhibitor as up-front therapy. Collateral sensitivities
have been extensively pursued in the context of antibiotic resistance (Pál et al., 2015), but there
are far fewer examples in cancer research.

Given the documented importance of epigenetic regulation in cancer development, numerous
companies are developing small molecule inhibitors to target these regulators. Many of these
therapies are still in clinical trials, and thus it remains an open question whether they will be
eﬀective and if resistance will arise. We have pursued this question for PRMT5 inhibitors
(PRMT5i). PRMT5 is a type II arginine methyltransferase, which catalyzes the symmetric
dimethylation of arginine (SDMA) on a wide variety of targets including histones, transcription
factors, splicing factors, translation factors and signaling regulators (Stopa et al., 2015).
PRMT5 is highly expressed in embryonic stem cells, where it is essential for proliferation and
self-renewal (Tee et al., 2010). PRMT5 levels are low in post-mitotic tissues, but upregulated in
a wide variety of tumor types (Stopa et al., 2015). EPZ015666 is the first-in-class PRMT5i, and
acts by binding the substrate binding pocket (Chan-Penebre et al., 2015). It is highly selective
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for PRMT5, versus other PRMTs, but has low potency (Chan-Penebre et al., 2015). Its higher
potency derivative, GSK3326595, is currently in clinical trials (NCT02783300, NCT03614728).
Many other PRMT5is (Bonday et al., 2018; Kong et al., 2017; Lin and Luengo, 2019; Lin et al.,
2019; Mao et al., 2017; Prabhu et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018a; 2018b; Zhu et al., 2019; 2018),
of which JNJ64619178, PF-06939999, and PRT543 are also in clinical trials (NCT03573310,
NCT03854227, NCT03886831). Notably, some work through distinct mechanisms from
EPZ015666 and GSK3326595, for example JNJ64619178 targets the SAM binding domain (Lin
and Luengo, 2019). Importantly, cell line studies show that PRMT5i are eﬀective in a wide
variety of tumors (Yang et al., 2013). However, even within a tumor type, the responses vary
greatly and the determinants are not understood. Thus, there is strong rationale to identify
potential mechanisms of PRMT5i response and resistance.

We previously discovered that PRMT5 inhibition suppresses glioblastoma, including being
eﬀective in K-ras and Tp53 (KP) mutant lines (Braun et al., 2017). We chose to extend our
analyses of PRMT5i to lung adenocarcinomas (LUAD) because these tumors: are often KP
mutant and lack eﬀective treatments; show a significant correlation between high PRMT5
expression and lower survival (Ibrahim et al., 2014; Stopa et al., 2015); have reduced
proliferation from PRMT5 knockdown (Gu et al., 2012); and are included in the current PRMT5i
clinical trials (NCT02783300, NCT03854227). We find that murine KP mutant LUAD lines initially
respond to PRMT5i but resistance emerges rapidly via Lamarckian induction, which is
conserved in all of our independently-generated resistant lines. Importantly, the resistant state
brings collateral sensitivities to several standard-of-care chemotherapies, particularly
paclitaxel. Remarkably, we found that one gene in the resistance signature, Stmn2, is
necessary for both PRMT5i resistance and paclitaxel sensitivity. Moreover, these findings have
clinical relevance, as we detected a highly significant association between high levels of human
STMN2 and complete regression of tumors treated with taxanes in TCGA patient data, and
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found that the combination of PRMT5i and paclitaxel is potent and synergistic in murine and
human cell lines.

II.C Results
Inhibition of PRMT5 in KP LUAD cells causes proliferation defects and induces apoptosis
To analyze the response to PRMT5 inhibition in KP mutant LUAD, we used a panel of 12
murine cell lines generated from independent tumors arising in an autochthonous KP mutant
mouse model. These lines showed cell-to-cell variation in morphology, suggesting that they
retained heterogeneity. We treated these murine LUAD lines for five days with vehicle control
(DMSO) and a range of EPZ015666 concentrations 1.25-50 µM) that are typical for this first-inclass PRMT5i. Quantification of live cells showed that EPZ015666 treatment yielded growth
inhibition in every line, but with significant variation in sensitivity (Fig. 1a). We selected a
relatively sensitive line (KP1) and a relatively resistant line (KP2) for further characterization, and
validated their diﬀerential sensitivities over an extended dose range (Fig. 1b).

To determine whether EPZ015666 was acting on target, we treated the KP1 cells with two
diﬀerent PRMT5 siRNAs and found that these shifted the EPZ015666 dose response curve
towards increased sensitivity in accordance with the degree of PRMT5 knockdown (Fig. S1a).
We next wanted to determine what concentrations of EPZ015666 were able to inhibit PRMT5
activity. When we treated the KP1 cells for five days with vehicle control, 0.1 µM, 1 µM, 5 µM
or 10 µM EPZ015666 and immunoblotted whole cell lysates for pan-SDMA, we found that
PRMT5 inhibition increases across this range and is only eﬀective at 5 µM and 10 µM (Fig.
S1b). We decided to analyze the biological consequences of PRMT5 inhibition, selecting 10 µM
EPZ015666 as this corresponds to 50% growth inhibition of KP1 after five days (Fig. S1b).

To determine the impact of PRMT5 inhibition, we first assessed cell proliferation using a
fluorescent label retention assay, and observed impairment in both KP1 and KP2 lines that
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achieved significance after three days of treatment (KP1: adj. p=0.0044, KP2: adj. p=0.0270;
Fig. 1c). We then screened for apoptosis. Staining for cleaved caspase 3 and 7 activity,
revealed a significant drug-induced induction of apoptosis in both KP1 and KP2 cells at day 6
of treatment (Fig. S1c). We then assessed the kinetics of apoptosis induction through analysis
of Annexin-V staining of KP2 cells (Fig. 1d). This revealed increased levels in the drug-treated
cells, versus controls, which was first apparent at day 5.5 and achieved significance at day 7
(Fig. 1d). Thus, PRMT5 inhibition of LUAD lines causes proliferation defects and apoptosis.
Notably, although significant apoptosis continued beyond day 7, we observed rare, dispersed
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healthy cells that subsequently expanded into small colonies under the continuous presence of
EPZ015666. This suggested that a subset of the KP LUAD cells display resistance to PRMT5
inhibition.

PRMT5i resistant KP lung adenocarcinoma cells arise via acquired resistance
Given the detection of surviving cells, we set out to generate PRMT5i resistant variants of our
KP1 and KP2 lines. As schematized (Fig. 2a), we plated multiple independent aliquots of 4x104
cells for both KP1 and KP2, and treated these with either vehicle (DMSO; n=5) or 10 µM
EPZ015666 (n=7). Each aliquot was maintained in vehicle, or EPZ015666 for 12 days, splitting
and re-plating 4x104 cells every four days, and then allowed to expand in the same treatment
conditions, to enable selection of viable, proliferating populations. We then tested the drug
response of the selected populations by treating them with a range of EPZ015666
concentrations (0-50 µM) and measuring viability between three and six days of treatment (Fig.
2b, S2a,b). The vehicle-selected populations all responded in a comparable manner to their
relevant parental (KP1 or KP2) line, while each of the drug-selected populations were
significantly more resistant, showing little or no impairment in the presence of 10, 50, or even
100 µM EPZ015666 (Fig. 2b,c, S2a,b). Based on these observations, we named these control
(C) and resistant (R) lines, respectively.

We next asked whether the resistance phenotype of the R lines was specific to EPZ015666 or
whether it extended to two other PRMT5i currently in clinical trials, the EPZ015666-derivative
GSK3326595, and the more potent inhibitor JNJ64619178, which inhibits PRMT5 through a
distinct mechanism. We found that JNJ64619178 was a more potent inhibitor of our parental
KP1 line than EPZ015666 or GSK3326595, and is eﬀective in the nM range (Fig. S2c). We
selected concentrations of these drugs that were highly eﬀective at targeting the parental KP1
cells: 100 µM EPZ015666, 100 µM GSK3326595 and 1 µM JNJ64619178 (Fig. S2c). In crystal
violet staining assays, these drug doses resulted in similar dramatic loss of viable KP1 parental
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cells or KP1-C lines, but were all significantly less eﬀective (p=0.0012) at eliminating the KP1-R
lines (Fig. 2c, S2d). Dose response curve experiments for a representative R line, KP1-R6,
confirmed that the IC50 values were dramatically shifted for all three drugs (from >40-fold to
>300-fold), compared to the KP1 parental control (Fig. 2d, S2e). We also directly compared the
viability of representative R and C lines to their parental controls by conducting competition
assays in which fluorescently-labeled R (KP1-R6, KP1-R7 and KP2-R1) or C (KP1-C4, KP1-C5
and KP2-C1) lines were mixed in a 10:90 ratio with the relevant, unlabeled parental line and
then cultured in DMSO, 10 µM EPZ015666 or 10 µM GSK3326595. After 15 days of co-culture,
treatment with EPZ015666 or GSK3326595 did not result in significant enrichment of the three
C populations compared to the DMSO control (Fig. 2e, S2f). In stark contrast, the three R
populations all showed significant drug-induced enrichment, in some cases reaching 90% of
the population (Fig. 2e, S2f). We did observe some variation in the ability of the C labeled lines
to compete against the parental line in vehicle control, but the profound enrichment of the R
lines in the presence of PRMT5i greatly exceeded this variability. Collectively, the reduced
sensitivity to PRMT5 inhibition, and the ability to outcompete the parental cells, suggests that
our R lines are broadly resistant to diﬀerent PRMT5 inhibitors.

Having validated the resistance properties of our R lines, we next probed the nature of this
resistance. The simplest explanations were that the basal level of PRMT5 activity is increased
or that PRMT5 is no longer inhibited in the R lines. To address these possibilities, we treated
KP1-R6, and the parental KP1 cells with 10 µM EPZ015666 for five days and then
immunoblotted whole cell lysates for the SDMA marks, using the pan-SDMA antibody.
Remarkably, the KP1-R6 and parental KP1 cells showed no apparent diﬀerence in the levels or
pattern of SDMA modified proteins before drug treatment (Fig. 2f). Moreover, PRMT5 inhibition
reduced the SDMA levels to the same extent, and with similar kinetics, in both contexts (Fig.
2f). Thus, the resistance phenotype cannot be explained by a gross diﬀerence in PRMT5 basal
activity or a bypass of eﬀective inhibition.
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We next considered the cellular consequences of PRMT5 inhibition. As described above, our
data show that PRMT5 inhibition impairs proliferation and induces apoptosis in the parental
LUAD lines. Given this, we hypothesized that the resistant populations bypass the cellular
consequences of PRMT5 inhibition by altering their proliferative capacity. However, direct
comparison of representative R lines with parental controls, showed that the R and C lines had
the same, or higher, proliferative capacity as the parental lines in the absence of PRMT5i (Fig.
S2g,h). We then examined the eﬀect of drug treatment on proliferation. Strikingly, while 10 µM
EPZ015666 profoundly suppressed the proliferation of the KP1 parental cells (p=0.0006), it did
not significantly reduce the proliferation rate of representative KP1-R lines. KP1-R6 (Fig. 2g),
and KP1-R7 (Fig. S2i). Consistent with this diﬀerential response, the EPZ015666-induced
apoptosis occurring in parental cells (as noted above) was completely rescued in a
corresponding R line (Fig. 2h). Given these observations, we conclude that PRMT5 inhibition
still eﬃciently suppresses PRMT5 activity and SDMA marks in the R cells, but this fails to
trigger the proliferative impairment and consequent apoptosis that is a hallmark of the parental
response to PRMT5 inhibition.

We next asked whether resistance to PRMT5 inhibition was stable (independent of drug) or
transient (requiring the continued presence of drug for maintenance). For this, we cultured two
representative KP1-R lines with or without EPZ015666 for 10 passages, and then challenged
the resulting variants with a range of EPZ015666 concentrations. For both of the KP1-R lines,
the two variants (with or without continued selection pressure) had comparable proliferation
rates in either the presence or absence of 10 µM EPZ015666 (S2j, k), and also showed
indistinguishable resistance to EPZ015666 (Fig. 2i, S2l). Thus, the resistance phenotypes of the
R cell lines remain stable in the absence of EPZ015666.

We next considered the origin of the resistant cells. Given the apparent cellular heterogeneity in
the parental cells, the rapid development of resistance, and the fact that pre-existing
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populations are the typical source of resistance to targeted therapies, we hypothesized that our
R lines arose from rare pre-existing resistant cells. To address this, we independently infected
three diﬀerent KP1 starting populations (A, B, C) with the ClonTracr barcoding system (Bhang
et al., 2015), and expanded them for 12 divisions to ensure expansion of cells with unique
barcodes. We harvested samples at t=0 (n=3/starting population) to allow for quantification of
the initial barcodes, and cultured parallel aliquots in 10 µM EPZ015666 (n=3/starting
population) or vehicle control (n=3/starting population) following the same 12-day treatment
and subsequent expansion protocol used to generate our R and C lines. We used sequencing
to identify all of the barcodes that were conserved across all of the initial (n=3) and vehicleselected (n=3) samples, yielding 3514 (for the A population), 3603 (B population) and 4277 (C
population) total unique barcodes. We then examined the barcode representation within the
inhibitor-selected samples. If resistance was derived from rare, pre-existing cells, we would
enrich for a small number of barcodes, which would be shared between the replicates. In
contrast, we found that the vast majority of barcodes were retained in each of the independent
replicates for the A (80%, 86% and 97%), B (89%, 94% and 98%) and C (87%, 88% and 88%)
populations (Fig. S2m). Moreover, there was no selective enrichment across the EPZ015666treated replicates for any single barcode, and the relative abundances of the barcodes across
the EPZ015666-selected samples was within the range seen in the vehicle control samples
(Fig. 2j, S2n-p). Taken together, these data indicate that most, if not all, of the cells in the
starting populations had an equal probability of giving rise to the drug-selected population.
Thus, we conclude that stable resistance to PRMT5 inhibition is acquired in response to drug
treatment via Lamarckian induction, as opposed to selection of a rare, pre-existing drugresistant population.

Cells resistant to PRMT5 inhibition are collaterally sensitive to paclitaxel
We wondered whether the induced PRMT5i-resistant (R) state altered the response to other
chemotherapeutic agents, potentially creating clinically relevant collateral sensitivities or
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resistances. To address this question, the parental KP1 and four KP-R cell lines (KP1-R1, R3,
R6 and R7) were treated for five days in triplicate with 13 doses of 14 standard-of-care drugs
spanning diﬀerent drug classes. We determined the EC50s and, for many of the drugs,
observed markedly diﬀerent responses between the parental and R lines that were remarkably
consistent across all four R lines. Specifically, the four R cell lines all displayed collateral
resistance to only one drug, YM155 (Fig. 3a). As YM155 is a transcriptional inhibitor of
SURVIVIN/BIRC5, we compared the levels of SURVIVIN in cell extracts from KP1 and three R
lines (Fig S3a). This revealed increased levels of SURVIVIN in the R lines (Fig. S3a), oﬀering a
likely explanation for their YM155 resistance.
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Our drug screen also identified collateral sensitivities to several drugs (Fig. 3a). Of these,
paclitaxel was the most striking, with the EC50s of all four R populations being 25-fold lower
than the parental KP1 (Fig. 3b). To determine whether paclitaxel sensitivity was a general
property of our resistant LUAD lines, we examined the paclitaxel response of all C and R lines.
For both the KP1 and KP2 lines, the C lines and their relevant parental control showed similar
moderate responses to paclitaxel after a two-day treatment (Fig. 3c, S3b). In stark contrast, five
out of seven KP1-R lines, and all seven KP2-R lines, displayed heightened paclitaxel
sensitivities (Fig. 3c, S3b). Given this shared phenotype, we also tested the collateral resistance
drug, YM155, and a second collateral sensitivity drug, vincristine, in a KP2 R line, and showed
that these altered responses were conserved (Fig. S3c,d). The highly consistent responses of
various independently-arising R populations suggested that acquired resistance to PRMT5
inhibition may occur via a shared mechanism.

Stmn2 is necessary for resistance to PRMT5i and subsequent sensitivity to paclitaxel
To probe the molecular mechanism of resistance to PRMT5 inhibition, we performed bulk RNAsequencing on the parental KP1 and three of the KP1-R lines, KP1-R3, R6 and R7. We
assessed diﬀerential expression using DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014) between each R line and
KP1, and compared the gene expression changes across the R lines. This revealed high
concordance between all three R lines, including an overlap of 258 diﬀerentially expressed
genes (L2FC >2, p <0.05; Fig. 4a,b,c, S4a). Stmn2 stood out immediately from this list, as it
was one of the top upregulated genes in the R state signature across all three lines (Fig. 4a,c,
S4a). Moreover, since STMN2 is known to regulate microtubule dynamics (Tapas Manna, 2007),
it was an excellent candidate to account for the collateral sensitivity to paclitaxel that is a
hallmark of the resistant state. To determine whether STMN2 expression was common to all R
lines, we examined Stmn2 RNA and STMN2 protein levels across our full panel of parental, R
and C lines for both KP1 and KP2 and found that they were barely detected in the parental and
C lines, but highly upregulated in each of the R lines (Fig. 4d). Thus, acquisition of Stmn2
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expression is a defining feature of the resistant state. To determine whether this was broadly
applicable to PRMT5i resistance, we used our resistance selection protocol to develop KP1
resistant lines to the PRMT5i JNJ64619178 (JNJ R lines), which works through a distant
mechanism from EPZ015666. These JNJ R lines also displayed STMN2 upregulation and
significant increased sensitivity to paclitaxel (Fig. S4b). Thus, these characteristics of the
resistant cells are consequences of on-target inhibition of PRMT5.

We then asked if Stmn2 is necessary for paclitaxel sensitivity. For this, we generated Stmn2
knockout clones in the KP1-R6 line using CRISPR-Cas9, confirming the deletion by both
sequencing and Western blotting (Fig. S4c). We treated these cells with a range of paclitaxel
doses and found that the Stmn2 knockout clones completely lost their sensitivity to paclitaxel,
such that they responded in a comparable manner to the parental KP1 line (p<0.01, Fig. 4e).
Thus, Stmn2 is required for the acquired sensitivity of the R lines to paclitaxel.

While STMN2 is an excellent candidate to explain the paclitaxel sensitivity of our R lines, a
compelling biological rationale for its role in PRMT5i resistance was not apparent. We
conducted bulk RNA-sequencing of parental KP1 cells with or without a 72-hour treatment with
EPZ015666 and found that Stmn2 was one of a panel of 173 genes that showed significant
diﬀerential expression (L2FC >1, p<.05), indicating that its induction was an early response to
PRMT5 inhibition. Indeed, Stmn2 was one of only ten genes that was upregulated in both the
early PRMT5i response signature and the shared R state signature describe above (Fig. S4d,e).
Given Stmn2’s early upregulation, we wondered whether it might actually contribute to
acquisition of PRMT5i resistance, as opposed to just being a hallmark of the R state. Thus, we
treated both KP1-R6 Stmn2 knockout clones with EPZ015666. Remarkably, Stmn2 deficiency
completely reversed the resistance phenotype of the KP1-R6 cells (p<0.001), such that the
response of each knockout clone now resembled that of the parental KP1 line (Fig. 4f). We then
asked whether Stmn2 was also necessary to establish resistance, using CRISPR-Cas9 to
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delete Stmn2 in the KP1 parental line. As confirmed by sequencing, we successfully isolated
three Stmn2 knockout single cell clones, as well as a single cell clone that remained Stmn2
wildtype (Fig. S4f), which we used as a control for single-cell cloning eﬀects. These clones
were each subjected to our resistance selection protocol. We initially quantified viable cells
after 12 days of treatment with 10 µM EPZ015666, which is when resistant cells begin to grow
out in the parental KP1 line. Gratifyingly, the three Stmn2 KO lines all had significantly fewer
surviving cells than either the parental KP1 or WT Stmn2 clone (p<0.01; Fig. 4g). Moreover, by
20 days, the WT Stmn2 clone had yielded a resistant population, but nothing grew out from
any of the three Stmn2 KO lines (Fig. S4g). Taken together, our data show that a single gene,
Stmn2, is necessary for the establishment and maintenance of resistance to PRMT5 inhibition,
as well as the collateral sensitivity to paclitaxel.

The combination of PRMT5i and paclitaxel is a potent and synergistic therapy
We wanted to determine whether our findings on PRMT5i resistant cells are relevant to human
cell lines. Using our resistance protocol, we developed two EPZ015666 resistant lines from the
human LUAD cancer cell line, H23, which harbors KRASG12C and tp53M246I mutations (Fig. 5a).
Importantly, these resistant lines (H23-R1,R2) also have both an increase in STMN2 levels, and
a significant increase in sensitivity to paclitaxel (Fig. 5b). Thus, PRMT5i resistance by STMN2
upregulation, and the consequent collateral sensitivity to paclitaxel, also occurs in human lung
cancer lines.

Given that paclitaxel sensitivity is coupled to PRMT5i resistance, via STMN2, we hypothesized
that combining paclitaxel with EPZ015666 treatment should prevent resistant cells from
emerging, creating an eﬀective up-front combination therapy. We first tested this on our KP1
line. Since the phenotypic response to EPZ015666 has slower kinetics than to paclitaxel, we
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included a four-day pretreatment phase with or without 10 µM EPZ015666 prior to treatment
with DMSO, 0.025 µM paclitaxel, 10 µM EPZ015666 or a combination of EPZ015666 and
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paclitaxel for an additional two days. The cells were then allowed to recover for four days in the
absence of drug, before the surviving populations were quantified (Fig. 5c). We saw a
significant reduction in the number of surviving cells in response to paclitaxel alone (7-fold) or
EPZ015666 alone (7.5-fold), and combining these treatments, either sequentially or together,
yielded a further marked reduction (>10-fold; Fig. 5c). To determine whether the response to
EPZ015666 and paclitaxel was additive or synergistic, we performed 14-point dose response
curves of both drugs. Calculation of the Bliss synergy score showed synergy, particularly at low
doses of paclitaxel and EPZ015666 (Fig. 5d). To see whether we observed drug synergy
broadly across diﬀerent contexts, we extended this analysis to a panel of human tumor lines,
including lung, breast, liver and colon cancer. For this, we pretreated for three-days with 10 µM
EPZ015666, followed by a three-day treatment with 10 µM EPZ015666 plus a range of
paclitaxel concentrations. Remarkably, we saw synergy for all of these cell lines (Fig. 5e). The
maximum occurred at diﬀerent concentrations of paclitaxel (Fig. 5e, S5a), as might be
expected considering the epigenetic and transcriptomic diﬀerences across these diverse tumor
lines. Together, PRMT5i and paclitaxel is a potent and synergistic drug combination.

Finally, since STMN2 is necessary for paclitaxel sensitivity, we wondered whether STMN2
levels could have clinical relevance beyond PRMT5i treatment as a predictive indicator of the
eﬃcacy of paclitaxel treatment in patients. Considering all tumor types, we analyzed TCGA
data of patients who had been treated with taxanes and had reported outcomes (Fig. S5b).
Irrespective of PRMT5 levels, we found a strong correlation between STMN2 levels and patient
response, with STMN2 levels being significantly higher (p=6.6x10-5) in patients showing a
complete response (CR) versus no response (clinical progressive disease; CPD) to taxane
treatment (Fig. 5f, S5c,d). We also examined STMN1 levels, as high STMN1 has been reported
to confer resistance to paclitaxel (Alli et al., 2002; Bao et al., 2017), and found that these were
not significantly diﬀerent between these patient cohorts (Fig. S5e). The STMN2:STMN1 ratio
had similar, but less predictive power than STMN2 levels alone, indicating that STMN2, not
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STMN1, is the key feature (Fig. S5e). Thus, STMN2 levels correlate with patient response to
taxane therapy.

II.D Discussion
This study describes the first generation of PRMT5i resistant cell lines. Our data clearly
establish that these cells are not pre-existing, but instead are specifically induced by exposure
to PRMT5i. Thus, we conclude that they arise via Lamarckian induction, a rarity for cancer
resistance mechanisms. Notably, we observed one consistent mechanism of resistance for KP
mutant LUAD, as judged by the adoption of a shared and stable transcriptional program. KP
mutant LUAD cells have been shown to exist in various transcriptional states, which reflect
reactivation of embryonic transcriptional programs along the normal lung developmental
trajectory, and correlate with tumor progression (Snyder et al., 2013). Our resistant state
signature does not resemble any of these known signatures, reinforcing the notion that it is
drug-induced. Importantly, our data show that this new state creates vulnerabilities to
standard-of-care chemotherapies, especially the taxane, paclitaxel. Remarkably, we were able
to identify a single gene, Stmn2, as being required for both the observed taxane sensitivity and
the establishment and maintenance of the PRMT5i resistant state. Finally, we show that human
cancer cell lines can also develop PRMT5 resistance that is characterized by STMN2
expression and paclitaxel sensitivity, and show a synergistic response to PRMT5i and
paclitaxel treatment.

We were surprised to find that the degree of PRMT5 inhibition is comparable between the
parental KP line and its resistant variants, at least at the gross level. This raises the question of
how the resistant cells are able to cope with the loss of SDMA modifications on PRMT5
targets, especially when the parental cells are so profoundly aﬀected. Our data show that the
resistant state ameliorates the PRMT5i-induced proliferation defects that occur in the parental
KP LUAD lines, even though there is no detectable diﬀerence in the basal proliferation rate of
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the two populations. However, the cause of this bypass remains to be uncovered. We cannot
rule out that one or more key PRMT5 targets have subtle diﬀerences in the level of methylation
in resistant versus parental cells, such that suﬃcient function remains in the former but not the
latter setting. However, it seems more likely that the novel cell state and consequent gene
expression profile of the R lines alters the regulatory landscape in a way that somehow reduces
dependence on SDMA-modified PRMT5 targets. Understanding the nature of this
compensation will provide key insight into how and why PRMT5 is important for tumorigenesis.

Our understanding of the resistance phenotypes was greatly informed by the drug screen, and
we believe that there is strong rationale for employing this as a general strategy in probing
mechanisms of resistance. First, it revealed that the resistance state induced a collateral
sensitivity to various drugs, and particularly the taxane, paclitaxel. To our knowledge, this is the
first report of collateral eﬀects between a non-genetic resistant state and standard-of-care
chemotherapies. Second, combining our drug screen findings with gene expression analyses,
led us to prioritize Stmn2. Notably, there was no logical reason to hypothesize that STMN2
would be involved in PRMT5i resistance, but it was an obvious candidate to explain the
collateral sensitivity to taxanes because both play roles in microtubule biology. However, quite
remarkably, our data showed that STMN2 mediates both paclitaxel sensitivity and PRMT5i
resistance. The mechanism by which STMN2 contributes to PRMT5i resistance remains to be
established, including whether this reflects its role in microtubule biology, or another,
unappreciated function. We note that Stmn2 is one of a handful of genes that is highly
expressed in the resistant cells and also upregulated in parental cells as an early response to
PRMT5i treatment. Since, Stmn2 is required for acquisition of the PRMT5i resistant state, it
could serve to enable and maintain the epigenetic shift that creates the R state and/or be more
directly involved in conferring resistance, such as by compensating for loss of PRMT5 activity.
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Our study of STMN2 also has significant potential clinical relevance. Our data show that
PRMT5i and taxanes can be an eﬀective and synergistic upfront combination therapy in murine
and human cancer cell lines. Interestingly, one of the ongoing clinical trials is testing the
PRMT5i PF-06939999 in NSCLC patients together with the taxane docetaxel (NCT03854227).
The rationale for this choice is not disclosed, but it’s likely because docetaxel is the standardof-care second line therapy for advanced NSCLC. Our discoveries provide a clear biological
rationale for this combination, and predict a successful outcome. Equally important are our
insights regarding STMN2. The literature contains extensive evidence in human cells that the
STMN2 paralog, STMN1, influences tumorigenesis in many tumor types (Biaoxue et al., 2016),
including showing that it promotes resistance to taxanes (Alli et al., 2002; Bao et al., 2017). In
contrast, published roles of STMN2 in cancer was limited to implications of STMN2
phosphorylation in metastatic potential (Guo et al., 2019), and the inclusion of STMN2 in a
panel of biomarkers associated with prognosis of ovarian and lung cancer (Grieve et al., 2020;
Wang et al., 2019). Our analyses of TCGA patient data revealed a significant correlation
between high STMN2 levels and complete response to taxane treatment, independent of the
levels of PRMT5. Importantly, the TCGA data was not limited to LUAD but instead included all
tumor types that received taxane treatment and reported outcomes, such that breast cancer
was the majority tumor type. Taxanes are primarily used in the treatment of breast cancer,
NSCLC, and prostate cancer, which together make up an estimated 30-40% of new cancer
cases in the US (ACS). Our findings raise the possibility that STMN2 levels might serve as a
predictive biomarker for either taxane response or co-treatment with PRMT5i and taxanes,
upon FDA approval, and certainly provide clear rationale for investigating STMN2’s role in
cancer.

Finally, we believe that our study oﬀers paradigms for thinking about the consequences of
targeting epigenetic regulators in cancer treatment. In concert with the existing data on BET
inhibitor resistance, our data strongly suggest that resistance will occur primarily through non-
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genetic mechanisms. Specifically, we hypothesize that disrupting regulation of the epigenome
will increase the plasticity of tumor cells, heightening their ability to shift to alternate states that
can enable drug resistance. One prediction of this model is that epigenetic inhibitors may be
predisposed to yield poor clinic responses and/or a high rate of relapse. Indeed, this has been
observed for BET inhibitors. However, extrapolating from our current study, we predict that
acquisition of resistance will enable induced collateral sensitivities as a result of these state
shifts. In this manner, resistance could actually be advantageous, from a treatment standpoint,
if the new state is more treatable than the initial tumor. These predictions suggest that drugs
against epigenetic regulators, such as BET and PRMT5, may be relatively ineﬀective when
used alone, but rendered highly eﬀective when combined with therapies that target the
resistant state. This provides strong rationale for probing the resistance phenotypes of other
classes of epigenetic inhibitors, and for utilizing drug screens to determine whether the
acquisition of collateral sensitivities is a common hallmark of these states.

II.E Supplementary Figures:
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S1:

(a) Left panel: western blot of KP1 cells transfected with siControl or two different siPRMT5s
(#1, #2). Numbers below show quantification of PRMT5 levels relative to siControl condition
and normalized to GAPDH levels. Right panel: nine-point dose response curves of siRNA
transfected cells treated with EPZ015666 for 5 days. Significance determined using Student’s
t-test. (b) Western blot for pan-SDMA in KP1 cells treated for 5 days with vehicle (DMSO), 0.1,
1, 5 or 10 µM EPZ015666. (c) Relative cleaved caspase 3 and 7 activity after 6 day treatment
with 10 µM EPZ015666 in KP1+ vehicle, KP1 + EPZ, KP2 + vehicle and KP2+ EPZ cells,
relative to KP1 or KP2 vehicle control. Significance determined using Welch’s t-test.
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S2:

(a) Relative growth of parental (KP1) cell line compared to other control (KP1-C3, C4, C5) and resistant (KP1-R2, R4,
R5) cell lines. Growth is normalized to the day 3 time point (n=3 replicates/condition). Tables of mean normalized
viability values and significance (Student’s t-test) calculated at the day 6 time point of PRMT5i treatment, relative to
the same cell line in 0µM EPZ015666, for all of the KP1-C and -R samples (shown in Figure 2b or in Supplementary
Figure 2a above). (b) Relative growth of parental (KP2) cell line compared to resistant (KP2-R1 to R7) cell lines.
Growth is normalized to the day 3 time point (n=3 replicates/condition). Tables of mean normalized viability values
as well as tables with significance (Student’s t-test), were calculated at the day 6 time point relative to the same cell
line in 0 µM EPZ015666 for KP2 and all KP2-R samples. (c) Graph shows the response of KP1 to the three PRMT5
inhibitors: EPZ015666 (gray), its derivative GSK3326595 (GSK; black) and the more potent inhibitor JNJ64619178
(JNJ; black-dashed). Response after a five-day treatment, viability is relative to DMSO control.
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(d) KP1, KP1-C1 to KP1-C5 (gray), KP1-R1 to KP1-R7 (red) were grown in vehicle, 100 µM
EPZ015666, 100 µM GSK3326595 or 1 µM of JNJ64619178 for six days. Cells were stained
with crystal violet. Viability is quantified in Figure 2c. (e) IC50s of the dose response curves in
Fig. 2d, estimated from the nonlinear fit. Fold change is the amount KP1-R6 is more resistant
than KP1 for EPZ015666, GSK3326595 and JNJ64619178. (f) Graphs show the results of the
competition assay comparisons between additional C and R lines for KP1 (C4 and R7) and
KP2 (C1 and R1) using the same conditions and quantification as shown in Fig. 2e.
Significance was determined using Student’s t-test. Also shown, in the table, is the range of
the percent mCherry-positive cells for each cell line when grown in vehicle control or the two
PRMT5i.
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(g-i) Relative proliferation of: (g) KP1 (black), KP1 in the presence of 10µM EPZ015666 (KP1+EPZ;
black-dashed), KP1-R3, R6, R7 (colored), and (h) KP1 (black) and KP1-C1 to C3 (gray) and (i) KP1
(black), KP1 +EPZ (black-dashed), KP1-R7 (purple), KP1-R7 +EPZ (purple-dashed). Significance
determined by Welch’s t-test with the Holm-Sidak correction. (j-l) KP1-R6 and KP1-R7 variants were
grown for ten passages in the presence (black; continued selection pressure) or absence (red; removal
of selection pressure) of 10 µM EPZ015666 were assessed for: (j,k) relative proliferation of (j) KP1-R6 or
(k) KP1-R7 in the presence of vehicle control (left) or 10 µM EPZ015666 (right), with significance
determined by Welch’s t-test with the Holm-Sidak correction; and (l) response of KP1-R7 (here
continued selection pressure: red solid, removal of selection pressure: red dashed) to a range of
EPZ015666 concentrations, relative to the parental KP1 control (black), after a five-day treatment.
Viability is relative to DMSO control. Significance determined by Student’s t-test.
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(m) For each barcoded population (A, B, & C), the table shows the total number of barcodes
that were present in all of the three initial and three vehicle treated samples (total shared), and
the number (and fraction of the total shared) that were present in each of the three EPZ015666
treated samples (E1, E2, E3). (n) For each barcoded population (A, B, C), the graphs show the
distribution of barcode abundances for one vehicle treated sample (D1, D2 or D3; blue)
compared to one EPZ treated sample (E1, E2, E3; pink), with the overlap in purple.
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(o) Relative barcode abundances for each of the individual vehicle treated (D1, D2 and D3) and
EPZ treated (E1, E2 and E3) population A samples, with the barcodes ordered based on their
abundance in E1 (from most to least). (p) Also shown are relative barcode abundances of each
sample, where the individual barcodes are ordered from most to least for that sample. There
are no barcodes in the E1-E3 samples that are higher than the range of the three D1-D3
relative barcode abundances.
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S3:

(a) Western blot for SURVIVIN/BIRC5 in KP1, KP1-R3, -R6 and -R7 cells. (b) Viability measured
with resazurin of KP1 and KP2 C and R cell lines after a two-day treatment with 0.1 and 1 µM
of paclitaxel. (c) Graphs show response of KP1 (black), KP1-R1, R3, R6, and R7 (blue) to
vincristine and YM155 after a five-day treatment. Viability is relative to DMSO control.
Significance was determined for vincristine using Welch’s t-test, KP1-R1: p=0.0390, KP1-R3:
p=0.0406, KP1-R6: p=0.0418, KP1-R7: p=0.0474. Significance was determined for YM155
using Student’s t-test, KP1-R1: p=0.0302, KP1-R3: p=0.0001, KP1-R6: p=0.0047, KP1-R7:
p=0.0152. (d) Viability after KP2 and KP2-R1 were treated with five doses of Vincristine (left) or
YM155 (right) for 4 days, indicating that the increased sensitivity to vincristine and resistance to
YM155 is also seen for an R line derived from KP2.
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S4:

(a) Additional plots showing correlation of the differentially expressed genes between KP1-R6
and KP1-R3 or KP1-R7. Significance determined by the Pearson correlation. (b) (i) Graph
shows response of KP1 and two KP1 JNJ-R lines (J1, J2) to a five-point dose curve of
EPZ015666 after five days of treatment. (ii) Graph of Stmn2 mRNA levels, relative to Gapdh, in
KP1 and KP1-J1, -J2. Significance was determined using Welch’s t-test. (iii) Graph shows the
response of KP1 and KP1-J1,-J2 over a ten-point paclitaxel curve. Significance was
determined using Student’s t-test unless noted. (c) Western blot for STMN2 in the KP1R6∆Stmn2 CRISPR knock-out clones.
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(d) Number of genes that were differentially expressed in the parental cell line after 72 hours of
treatment with EPZ015666 (EPZ) (L2FC>1 and L2FC>2, p<0.05). Since there were so few
genes that had L2FC>2, we chose to move forward with the L2FC>1 list. Also shown, the
number of genes differentially expressed in common between all resistant lines and the KP1
parental (L2FC>1, p<0.05). (g) Analysis of genes that were L2FC>1 in resistant lines and also in
parental lines after 72 hours of EPZ treatment showed that there were only ten genes, including
Stmn2, that were differentially expressed in the resistant lines and also upregulated after 72
hours of EPZ treatment (Venn diagram). Heatmap shows the expression level (log2TPM) of each
of these ten genes across KP1, KP1+EPZ, KP1-R6, R3 and R7 (triplicates shown).
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(f) DNA sequencing of Stmn2 showing deletions in KP1-R6 and KP1 CRISPR Stmn2 knock-out
and wild-type clones. (g) Graph shows response of KP1 Clone #1 and a resistant line
generated from it (KP1 Clone #1-R) to EPZ015666 treatment for five days. Significance was
determined using Student’s t-test.
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S5:
(a) Significance of data in Figure 5e, determined by the one sample t-test, compared to a mean of zero.
p-values shown, with significant values highlighted. (b) Graph showing the representation of the different
tumor types that were included in the TCGA analysis, split by patients who showed complete response
(n=237) versus clinical progressive disease (n=89) after taxane treatment. (c) TCGA analysis relating
PRMT5 levels (log2TPM+1) to clinical response to taxane treatment. (d) TCGA analysis relating STMN2
levels (log2TPM+1) to clinical response to taxane treatment, as shown in Figure 4f, but separating
patients treated with paclitaxel versus docetaxel. For (c)-(d), significance was determined using the
Wilcoxon Rank Sum test.
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(e) TCGA analysis relating Stmn1 levels (log2TPM+1) and the ratio of Stmn2:Stmn1 levels to
clinical response to taxane treatment. Significance was determined using the Wilcoxon Rank
Sum test.
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II.F Materials and Methods:
Cell Culture and Chemicals
Murine KP lung adenocarcinoma cell lines were previously reported (Gocheva et al., 2017;
Winslow et al., 2011): KP393T5 (KP1), KP1233 (KP2), KP373T1, KP1234T4, KP393T3,
KP1234T3, KP393T4, and KP2677, or generated for this study: KP3414B, KP4823F, KP4825A
and KP4825D. Human cells used included: H23, A549, CAL51, MDA-MB-453, MDA-MB-231,
HepG2 and HCT15. Cells were cultured in DMEM, or RPMI (H23, HCT15) supplemented with
10% FBS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. For figures with a specified cell count, this was
conducted using CountBright Absolute Counting Beads (ThermoFisher Scientific, MA,
C36950). Small molecule inhibitors were obtained from: L. Garraway (EPZ015666; HPLC trace
in Supplementary Methods), Selleck Chemicals, TX (GSK3326595 and JNJ64619178),
MilliporeSigma, MA (paclitaxel, vincristine, fluvastatin, DMSO), LC Laboratories, MA
(doxorubicin, palbociclib, panobinostat, pemetrexed, sorafenib), and Tocris Biosciences,
Bristol, UK (cisplatin, cycloheximide, methotrexate, simvastatin, topotecan, YM155).

Generation of Resistant Cell Lines
For both the KP1 and KP2 lines, twelve 10cm plates were each plated with 4x104 cells. The
next day, seven plates were treated with 10 µM EPZ015666 and five plates were treated with
0.01% DMSO (vehicle control). On day 4 of treatment, and again on day 8, the cells were
trypsinized and 4x104 cells were re-plated in the same treatment conditions. On day 12, the
surviving cells were allowed to grow out in the continued presence of DMSO or EPZ015666
treatment, splitting when they approached confluence, to yield the resistant (EPZ treated) and
control (DMSO treated) cell lines. The H23 R lines and KP1 JNJ R lines were plated and split at
the same densities and frequencies. The H23 R lines were treated with 10 µM EPZ015666, the
JNJ R lines were treated with the following concentrations of JNJ64619178: 0.01 µM (J1) and
0.5 µM (J2).
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Dose Response Curves
Viability was measured using Real-TimeGlo MT Cell Viability Assay (Promega, WI, G9712) or,
when indicated, resazurin sodium salt (Sigma-Aldrich). For Real-TimeGlo dose response curves
of PRMT5i, 150 cells per well were plated in 150 µL of media in a white-clear bottom 96-well
plate. One day after plating, 50µL of a 4X solution of the final drug concentration in media was
mixed into each well. Real-TimeGlo was added after 2.5 days and luminescence measured
every 12 hours between days 3 and 6. For paclitaxel, vincristine and YM155, 1000 cells per
well were plated and the respective drug was added 1 day later. Real-TimeGlo was added after
1.5 days of treatment, and readings taken between days 2 and 4. For resazurin (used at 0.008
mg/mL), fluorescence was measured 6 hours after addition at an excitation of 550 nm and
emission of 600 nm.

For the H23 cell lines, 2.5x103 cells per well were plated for EPZ015666 dose response curves,
and 7.5x103 cells per well were plated for paclitaxel dose response curves. After 5 (EPZ) or 3
(paclitaxel) days of treatment, Cell-Titer Glo (Promega G7570) was used according to
manufacturer’s instructions.

All luminescence and fluorescence was read using a Tecan M200 Pro.
Viability Normalization: Background luminescence (RealTimeGlo) or fluorescence (resazurin)
was determined by measurement of media-only wells, and subtracted from other viability
measurements. Viability readings were normalized by dividing the background corrected
median readings of the drug treated cells by those of the relevant DMSO control.
Nonlinear Fit Model: Normalized viability data from the dose response curves was fit to the
following 4-parameter hill curve to find EC50s:
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where Ainf and A0 are the viabilities at the highest and lowest doses, respectively. This
calculation was done using Prism, except for the drug screen, which used Matlab.

For the Figures: Dose response curves show the fit to the model with mean and standard
deviation of the raw data. For input into statistical analyses, area under the curve was
calculated with Prism and used to determine diﬀerences between dose response curves.
Percent growth inhibition reported is the percent change between the growth (over days 3 to 5)
of cells treated with x concentration compared to the growth of the cells treated with 0 µM
drug.

Flow Cytometry
Flow cytometry was conducted using BD Fortessa or BD Celesta and analyzed using FloJo
10.5.3.

Cell Proliferation Assay
Cell proliferation was assessed using the CellTrace Violet Cell Proliferation Kit (ThermoFisher
C34571) and triplicate samples for each condition: t=0 (no drug) control versus the 0.01%
DMSO or 10 µM EPZ015666 treated timepoints. In each case, cells were harvested and the
fluorescent population signal was analyzed via flow cytometry (channel = BV421). The mean
fluorescent signal for the DMSO and EPZ015666 treated samples were normalized to the initial
control. The relative proliferation graphed is the reciprocal of the normalized mean fluorescent
signal.

Annexin-V Assay
Annexin-V positivity was assayed using RealTime-Glo Annexin-V Apoptosis Assay (Promega
JA1000). Cleaved caspase 3 & 7 (CC3/CC7) activity was measured using the Caspase-Glo 3/7
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Assay (Promega G8091). Luminescence readings for both were taken using a Tecan M200 Pro
plate reader.

Crystal Violet
Cells were plated as described for dose response curves, and resazurin used to determine the
viability after treatment. After reading fluorescence, the resazurin was aspirated and the cells
were washed first with PBS and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 min, and then with water
and stained with 0.1% crystal violet (MilliporeSigma) for 20 min. Plates were washed in water,
dried and imaged.

Competition Assay
Resistant or control cells were infected with lentivirus containing empty vector pULTRA-Hot,
which expresses mCherry. High expressing mCherry R or C cells were sorted using a BD
FACS-Aria and mixed with (unlabeled) parental cells at a 10:90 ratio. 3.5x104 cells were then
plated in 6cm dishes in triplicate and grown in 0.01% DMSO control, 10 µM EPZ015666 or 10
µM GSK3326595. Every five days, each plate was trypsinized. 3.5x104 cells were replated into
6cm dishes and the remainder were subjected to flow cytometry (channel = PE-Cy5) to
determine the representation of mCherry-positive cells.

Quantitative RT-PCR
Total RNA was isolated and purified using RNeasy Mini (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). RNA was
reverse transcribed using SuperScript III Reverse Transcriptase (ThermoFisher). Real-time PCR
reactions were performed using FAST-SYBR Green on a StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR System
(Applied Biosystems). Data were analyzed using the ∆∆CT method and relative mRNA levels
were normalized to Gapdh levels. Primers used: Gapdh F: 5’-ATGGTGAAGGTCGGTGTGA
Gapdh R: 5’- AATCTCCACTTTGCCACTGC Stmn2 F: 5’-CTGATCTGCTCCTGCTTCTAC Stmn2
R: 5’- CTGAGCCTCTTGAGACTTTCTT
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Western Blotting
For the Western blot of pan-SDMA over diﬀerent concentrations of EPZ015666, 5x103 KP1
cells were plated in 6 cm culture dishes and one day later treated with 0.01% DMSO over the
following concentrations of EPZ015666: 0.1 µM, 1 µM, 5µM, and 10µM. Cells were harvested
after 5 days of treatment. For the Western blot of pan-SDMA over time, 5x103 KP1 and KP1R6 cells were plated in 6 cm culture dishes and 1 day later harvested or treated with 0.01%
DMSO or 10 μM EPZ015666 and then harvested 1 to 5 days later. For harvesting and lysis,
cells were washed twice with PBS, harvested via scraping, pelleted at 4oC, resuspended in 200
μL RIPA lysis buﬀer [50 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 0.5% sodium
deoxycholate, and 0.1% SDS] supplemented with protease inhibitor cocktail (MilliporeSigma
11697498001) and lysed by three rounds of sonication. The cell debris was pelleted at 4oC,
and the protein concentration of the lysate determined using the Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit
(ThermoFisher 23225). 50 μg of protein was mixed with standard 2x Laemmli buﬀer and run on
12% SDS-polyacrylamide gels before transfer onto nitrocellulose membranes.

To assess pan-SDMA and PRMT5, immunoblotting was conducted using anti-SDMA (Cell
Signaling Technology, MA 13222), anti-PRMT5 (Cell Signaling Technology, MA 79998) and antiGAPDH (ThermoFisher AM4300) primary antibodies, anti-rabbit 800 nm (LI-COR, NE
925-32212) secondary antibodies, and imaged on the LI-COR Odyssey. Fluorescent signal was
quantified using Image Studio Version 5.2.5.

To assess STMN2 and SURVIVIN, immunoblotting was conducted with anti-STMN2
(ThermoFisher 720178), anti-SURVIVIN (ThermoFisher MA1-16838), anti- -TUBULIN
(MilliporeSigma T7816), and anti-HSP90 (BD Biosciences, CA 610418) primary antibodies, and
anti-rabbit (MilliporeSigma GENA934) and anti-mouse (MilliporeSigma GENA931) secondary
antibodies, and the signals visualized with enhanced chemiluminescence (WesternLightning
Plus-ECL, PerkinElmer, MA) using film or imaged with a Biorad ChemiDoc MP.
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Drug Screen
Cells were plated in triplicate 384 well plates with 250 cells per well. The next day they were
treated with 13-point dose response curves (Table S1). After five days of treatment with the
respective drugs, cell viability was measured using resazurin and EC50s calculated as
described above. Log2 fold changes of EC50s were calculated for each R line relative to the
KP1 parental line. These analyses were performed using Matlab.

Synergy Experiment
For KP1 cells: 2x103 KP1 or KP1-R6 cells were plated in triplicate 384-well plates. The next
day, cells were treated for 3 days with simultaneous 14-point dose response curves of
EPZ015666 and paclitaxel (as indicated in Fig. 5d) alone and in in all possible combinations,
along with no drug controls.

For Human cell lines: 1x103 cells per well were plated in 96 well plates. The next day, cells were
treated with 10 µM EPZ015666 or vehicle control (0.01% DMSO) for 3 days. After 3 days, the
cells were further treated with 0, 0.78, 1.56, 3.12 or 6.25 nM paclitaxel in replicates of six for an
additional 3 days.

For both: Viability was measured using CellTiter-Glo (Promega). Bliss synergy was calculated
using the following formula,

where EA and EB are the killings observed for drugs A and B individually at each dose, and EAB
is the killing of the combination. EA, EB and EAB are defined as 1- viability at the respective
dose. The diﬀerence between the observed EAB and the expected EAB (times 100) is shown as
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the Bliss synergy score in Fig. 5d, where any score above zero marks a synergistic pair of drug
concentrations.
Barcoding Experiment
Cells were barcoded using the ClonTracr library (Addgene 67267) described previously (Bhang
et al., 2015). KP1 cells were plated into three plates and the library transduced into the cells
using spinoculation to yield <10% infection. 5x105 RFP positive cells were sorted and
expanded for 12 more doublings to yield three separate barcoded populations (A, B, C). For
each, we plated nine aliquots of 8x105 cells. Three aliquots were collected two days later to
sample the initial barcode representation. The remainder were treated with 0.01% DMSO (n=3)
or 10 µM EPZ015666 (n=3). These cells were split and expanded every four days for 12 days
and then harvested. Pooled genomic DNA was extracted (MilliporeSigma G1N70), amplified for
Illumina sequencing using primers containing adapters as previously described (Bhang et al.,
2015), and sequenced using an Illumina NextSeq. Reads were filtered for high quality sequence
and adapter trimmed, and barcodes identified and quantified using a custom python script
(code available upon request). Barcodes with a Hamming distance <5 were collapsed to allow
for PCR and sequencing errors, and then counts were normalized by dividing the raw counts
by the number of counts per sample and multiplying by the total number of counts across all
samples. For each population, we identified barcodes that were present above a threshold of
50 counts (threshold determination in Supplementary Methods) in all three initial samples and
all three final DMSO-treated samples. We then determined which of these barcodes were
present in the EPZ-treated samples, also above a threshold of 50 counts/sample. Barcode
abundance was calculated as the normalized count for that barcode divided by the sum of the
normalized counts for that sample.

siRNA Knockdown
KP1 cells were plated at 150 cells per well in a 96 well dish. On the next day, cells were treated
with a dose response curve of EPZ015666. On the following two days, cells were transfected
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with siRNA (25nM) and MISSION siRNA Transfection reagent (Sigma S1452) according to
manufacturer’s instructions. After five days of treatment with EPZ015666, viability was
measured using CellTiter Glo. Control siRNA used was MISSION siRNA Universal Negative
Control #1 (Sigma SIC001). siPRMT5#1: (Sigma NM_013768; SASI_Mm01_00193421)
siPRMT5#2: (Sigma NM_013768; SASI_Mm01_00193422)

Generation of Stmn2 Knock-out Cell Lines
KP1 and KP1-R6 cells were infected with a lentiviral vector (pLV[2CRISPR]-hCas9:T2A:HygroU6gRNAStmn2 #1-U6gRNAStmn2 #2) that contained hCas9 and 2 sgRNAs targeting murine
Stmn2 (Vector Builder VB191016-1257adw). Infected pools were single-cell cloned. Stmn2 was
sequenced (for KP1 and KP1-R6 ∆Stmn2 clones) and STMN2 protein expression was analyzed
(for KP1-R6 ∆Stmn2 clones). gRNA sequences: Stmn2 #1: TGCAGGGGACTCACCGTCGT
Stmn2 #2: TGTTGATGTTGCGCGGCTCC

Patient Data (TCGA) Analysis
The manually curated TCGA drug response data (Moiso, 2021) was filtered for patients treated
with taxane therapy (paclitaxel n= 184 or docetaxel n=140) and for complete responders and
non-responders; (i.e. samples annotated as clinical progressive disease); samples annotated as
partial responders and stable disease were excluded for this analysis. The correlation between
STMN1, STMN2, PRMT5 expression, or STMN2:STMN1 ratio and the measure of response to
taxanes was calculated by the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test.

RNA-Sequencing and Diﬀerential Gene Expression Analysis
Cells were grown in 0.01% DMSO (KP1 and KP1-R6) or 10 µM EPZ015666 (KP1) for 72 hours.
Total RNA was isolated and purified using the RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen) and quality controlled
using the Fragment Analyzer (Agilent). RNA-seq libraries were prepared using the Kapa mRNA
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HyperPrep kit starting with 100ng of total RNA using 1/3 reaction volumes and 14 cycles of
PCR. Completed libraries were quantified using the Fragment Analyzer and qPCR before
multiplexing and sequencing using 40nt single end reads on an Illumina HiSeq2000.
Single-end RNA-seq reads were aligned to a transcriptome derived from the mm10 primary
assembly with an ensembl v.88 annotation using STAR version 2.5.3a (Dobin et al., 2013). Gene
expression was summarized using RSEM version 1.3.0 (Li and Dewey, 2011) and samtools
version1.3 (Li et al., 2009). Diﬀerential expression analysis was done with R version 3.4.4 using
DESeq2 1.18.1 (Anders and Huber, 2010) and normal log fold change shrinkage (Love et al.,
2014). The resulting data were parsed and assembled using Tibco Spotfire Analyst version
7.11.1. Gene expression diﬀerences at the total gene level were considered significant at an
adjusted p-value <0.05. DESeq2 analysis results are shown in Dataset S1. To determine the
degree of similarity between the expression profiles of the resistant lines (KP1-R3, R6, and R7)
compared to the parental (KP1), the Pearson correlation coeﬃcient, and respective p-value,
were calculated for each pairwise combination of resistant lines (R3 to R6, R3 to R7, and R6 to
R7) using the log2 fold change for each gene.
Quantification, Statistical Analysis and Graphics Plotting Software
R 3.4.4, 3.6.0 and 3.6.3, GraphPad PRISM 8.2.1 and MATLAB 2018a were used to perform
statistical analyses. GraphPad PRISM 8.2.1, MATLAB 2018a, R 3.6.0, and Adobe Illustrator
24.2.1 and Photoshop 2014.2.2 were used for generating and plotting figures.
Statistical Analysis
Data show the mean with standard deviation (error bars). All statistical analyses were
performed using Prism software as Student’s t-test unless the variance was significantly
diﬀerent between the two samples (calculated with the F-test) in which case it is then specified
as Welch’s t-test. For comparative analyses, Mann-Whitney was used when data points were
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from diﬀerent cell lines (not replicates), for example comparing R and C/P lines. Full
compilation of statistical tests and results is in Dataset S2. For statistical significance: p<0.05
was considered statistically significant, p=n.s. refers to not significant (p>0.05).
Data Availability
KP1 (KP393T5) and KP1-R3,6,7 RNA-seq data are available from the Gene Expression
Omnibus under accession number GSE157715.
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Chapter III:
Collateral sensitivities to PRMT5i resistance
Helen Mueller, Simona Dalin (analyzed screen data), Sean-Luc Shanahan (developed gene
score)

III.A Introduction:
Drug resistance to cancer therapies is a major problem in the clinic. As a result of inherent
resistance or in the process of acquiring resistance, there can be collateral eﬀects. A resistant
cell acquired either new drug resistances, if its resistance mechanism can be generalized to
other drugs, or new drug sensitivities, due to new dependency on other pathways. These are
termed collateral resistances and sensitivities. This is a concept that is incredibly important to
fully evaluate, as it could guide clinical decisions for eﬀective versus ineﬀective second-line
therapies. Additionally, collateral sensitivities may also lead to eﬀective combination therapies.

Using murine lung adenocarcinoma cell lines (KP), we previously generated PRMT5i resistant
cell lines (Chapter II). These resistant cells allowed us to investigate whether there were any
collateral eﬀects that came with the resistance. We screened our resistant cells against a panel
of 14 drugs with a variety of targets, as described in detail in Chapter II, and compared the
drug sensitivity profile between the parental KP line (KP1) and four of the resistant lines (KP-R1,
KP-R3, KP-R6, KP-R7). This revealed collateral sensitivities to several drugs: paclitaxel,
panobinostat, doxorubicin, pemetrexed, cycloheximide, vincristine, palbociclib, topotecan,
methotrexate, and collateral resistance to YM155. Paclitaxel was the top-scoring collateral
sensitivity and so we proceeded with further exploration of this phenomenon. We found that
Stmn2 was necessary for paclitaxel sensitivity. Furthermore, using clinical data in TCGA, we
found that Stmn2 level is positively correlated with clinical response to taxanes, suggesting
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that Stmn2 may be a biomarker for taxane sensitivity. Additionally, we found that the
combination of PRMT5i and paclitaxel is synergistic in the parental line.

Given these findings, we wondered what other robust collateral sensitivities coincide with
PRMT5i resistance. First, due to the presence of other sensitivities in our original screen, we
wanted to expand our screen to a larger compound library to address the two key questions:
whether the R cells are broadly sensitive to diﬀerent classes of drugs and whether there were
specific drug targets and/or biological pathways that the R cells were now vulnerable to.
Additionally, we wanted to determine whether there were any collateral sensitivities that were
stronger than the sensitivity to paclitaxel, as that could be a benchmark for robustness. Finally,
we wondered whether we could identify additional collateral resistances. We performed a
second drug screen and found that there were indeed a number of drugs that the cells were
now sensitive to. Upon further analysis, we were also able to find distinct targets that warrant
further investigation to explore as possible collateral sensitivities or eﬀective combination
therapies.

III.B Results & Discussion:
We performed the second drug screen using 365 drugs from the Selleck Chemicals Cambridge
Cancer Compound Library, which includes common chemotherapies and drugs that inhibit
cancer-relevant targets. This drug screen was conducted on parental KP1 cells and one of the
R lines (KP1-R6). The decision to include only one KP1-R line was based on the observation of
similar drug sensitivities in the previous screen. Based on our previous analysis, we added
paclitaxel and YM155 as the positive sensitivity and positive resistance controls on each plate.
KP1 and KP1-R6 cells were treated in duplicate for three days with a five-point curve (10, 1, 0.1
0.01, 0.001 µM) of each drug. We evaluated three diﬀerent methods to analyze the viability
data: calculating diﬀerences between EC50s, calculating the diﬀerence in viability at 10µM and
calculating diﬀerences in the area under the curve (AUC). Analysis using EC50s included drugs
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that were eﬀective in both the parental and resistant lines but excluded drugs that were
eﬀective in the resistant line but showed no eﬀect in the parental line, as predicting an EC50
from a straight line is only an approximation. This latter class of drugs could in fact be the most
important because it includes the drugs that have the largest therapeutic window. Our next
approach, analysis via diﬀerence of viability at the highest dose point (10 µM), highlighted the
drugs that had a diﬀerence between the two lines but were excluded from the EC50 analysis.
However, drugs that had a strong eﬀect with less than 10 µM in both lines, and thus had similar
viabilities at 10 µM, scored low even if they had significantly diﬀerent EC50s. Analysis using
AUC captured both drug types. Importantly, the order of the hits using AUC did mostly reflect a
combination of the other two approaches. Thus, we analyzed the screen data using the AUC
metric (Figure 1a). Specifically, the AUC score we are using is: the AUC of the Resistant line
minus the AUC for the Parental line, thus drugs which the resistant cells are more sensitive to
have a negative score.

Notably, most of the drugs with a diﬀerential eﬀect were more sensitive in the resistant lines,
not more resistant. The only caveat to using AUC is that there can be apparent resistances or
sensitivities if one line is resistant and the values fall between 0.9 and 1, but due to plate
eﬀects, the other line is resistant and values hover higher than 1, for example 1-1.1. This could
lead to a score other than zero. To determine the degree of artifacts, we manually checked the
dose response curves of the drugs that appeared more resistant or more sensitive. Indeed, we
did not find many artifacts in the top 75 more sensitive drugs. However, we did find artifacts
among the apparent resistant drugs. Interestingly, YM155 was still the only drug probed that
the cells were bona fide resistant to.

The R cells were more sensitive to many drugs, including several that had a greater increase in
sensitivity than paclitaxel. We have high confidence in the top 75, but it is possible that there
are some true sensitivities that fall below that cutoﬀ as well. A full list of the order of the AUC
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-0.4

b

Sensitive drugs from original screen

AUCKP1-R6 - AUCKP1

0.2

0.0

palbociclib
methotrexate
doxorubicin

pemetrexed
vincristine

topotecan
paclitaxel
-0.2
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-0.4
(cycloheximide was not in this screen)

Figure 1.
(a) Area under the curve (AUC) score (AUC of the resistant line minus AUC of the
parental line) for
all 365 drugs screened. Paclitaxel (sensitivity control) is highlighted in yellow, YM-155
(resistance control) is highlighted in blue. Highlighted in red are the top 75 drugs that
showed collateral sensitivity to PRMT5i resistance.
(b) AUC scores for all the drugs, with the sensitive drugs from the previous drug screen
highlighted (red open circle)

scores is in Appendix A. Importantly, most of our sensitive drugs from the original screen
scored highly in this second screen, including the striking sensitivity to panobinostat, which
was our top collateral sensitivity hit (Fig. 1b).
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Using the identified collaterally sensitive drugs, we then wanted to determine whether there
were any drug categories that were enriched for in the sensitive drugs. We categorized the
drugs using two classifications. For the first classification, we used the classification system
from SelleckChem (drug categories method II). Unfortunately, some of these categories
represent the molecular pathways (PI3K/Akt/mTOR), whereas other categories represent
broader biological processes (Metabolism). Therefore, we wanted a second classification
system in case the SelleckChem categories were too specific or too broad. The only publicly
available database we could find with a classification system for most of the drugs was the
clue.io Repurposing hub from the Broad Institute. These categories (drug categories method I)
are function based as opposed to pathway based, and this type of categorization has been
used before to sort drug libraries (Seashore-Ludlow et al., 2015).

We examined the sensitivity of the drugs sorted using the Drug Categories Method I and II lists
(Fig. 2a). After categorizing our drug library, we used the drug categories from Method I that
contained at least 5 drugs, and we found that there are drugs with increased sensitivity
(collaterally sensitive) in almost all of the drug categories, but only a few categories have a shift
in the median. One negative control is that we do not see enrichment in sensitivity to therapies
targeting nuclear hormone receptors (lane #12 in Fig. 2b) which are not expressed in these cell
lines. The categories that we did see a significant enrichment in sensitivity to were
dehydrogenase (#9 in Fig 2b), DNA topoisomerase (#10), deacetylase (#16), tubulin/microtubule
binding motor protein (#19), and non-receptor serine/threonine protein kinase (Fig 2b). These
are mostly informative categories since they generally referred to drugs targeting
topoisomerases, HDACs (histone deacetylases) and tubulin/MT-associated proteins.
Dehydrogenase and non-receptor serine/threonine protein kinase were less helpful as they
referred to many diﬀerent drug targets.
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24%
(a) Lists of the two methods (Method I and II) of drug categories used to analyze the drug screen
hits. (b, c) AUC scores of the drugs categorized using (b) Method I or (c) Method II. The mean
score for each category is highlighted (blue bar), gray dashed line at 0, gray solid line at the
overall median of all the scores. More sensitive categories (statistically significant) are colored
(red) (one-sample t-test, for µ=0, p-value < 0.05). Numbers correspond to the categories in (b)
Method I or (c) Method II. (d) Initial representation of drugs in each category using the Method II
categories, and representation of categories in the top 75 and top 25 drugs.

Clearly, there were some categories like non-receptor serine/threonine protein kinases and
non-receptor tyrosine kinase that were too broad and included a large number of drugs with a
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wide variety of targets within the class. Therefore, we also examined whether there were
diﬀerences in the distribution of drugs using the second set of drug categories (Method II).
Again, the category of endocrinology and hormones (lane #6 in Fig. 2c) provided a control
since those drugs were fairly centered around the overall median. From these, we noticed the
most significant enrichment (p<0.001) in sensitive drugs that fell into the categories of
epigenetics (mainly HDAC inhibitors) (#7) and PI3K/Akt/mTOR (#14) (Fig. 2c) We also noticed
significant enrichment in the categories of cell cycle (#3), cytoskeletal signaling (#4), and DNA
damage (#5) (Fig. 2c). In addition to visualizing the spread of individual scores for each
category, we can also
compare the initial library representation to the representation in the top 75 or top 25 sensitive
drugs (Fig. 2d). Here we see that PI3K/Akt/mTOR has an original representation of 9.9% of the
drugs, is enriched to 17.7% in the top 75 and 20% in the top 25 drugs. Similarly, epigenetics
encompassed 8.0% of the initial representation, and is enriched to the top 13% of the top 75
and 24% of the top 25 drugs. Thus, both PI3K/Akt/mTOR inhibitors and the epigenetics
inhibitors are particularly enriched for the most sensitive drugs.

By combining the two classifications, we found enrichment in drugs targeting HDAC/
Epigenetics (both), PI3K/Akt/mTOR (method 2), DNA topoisomerase (method 1) and
microtubule binding proteins (method 1) (visualizations in Fig. 3). While in both cases there
were a few categories that were too general, the strength of using this approach is that we
made these discoveries using diﬀerent unbiased categorization approaches.

Finally, in order to address whether there were some particular sensitivities that had been
overlooked by the nature of the categories, we assessed whether there was enrichment in
sensitivity to any families of targets. For this we developed a weighted score. Specifically, we
normalized the AUC scores to the most sensitive score (panobinostat AUC score = +1), and
then for each protein family, summed the normalized AUC scores of drugs that targeted that
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Figure 3.
AUC scores highlighting (red) the drugs that target the top protein categories: DNA
topoisomerase, PI3K/Akt/mTOR, HDAC inhibitors and tubulin/microtubule binding proteins.

family and divided it by the number of drugs that targeted that protein family (Fig. 4a). The
highest scores were for drugs that targeted topoisomerases, HDACs, PI3K, MTOR, CHEK,
ERBB, MAP, CDK and tubulin, which supports the results of our drug category-based analysis
(Fig. 4a). We asked whether there were any specific genes within these families that were more
important than others (Fig. 4b). In particular, we found that the PIK3s were relatively equal, but
that there were clear diﬀerences in drugs targeting diﬀerent CDK, HDAC and MAP family
members, specifically HDAC7, CDK7 and MEK1 and JNK1 (Fig. 4b). The caveat to this, is that
many of these drugs have multiple targets and we are not weighing the possibility that a
particular drug has higher activity towards some of its targets than others. Also, we start to see
an eﬀect driven by only a few drugs per target, as may be the case with CDK7. Therefore, we
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Figure 4.
(a) Weighted score for diﬀerent protein families, shown are the top 9 protein families. (b)
Weighted score for individual family members and AUC scores for (i) PIK, (ii) CDK, (iii) HDAC and
(iv) MAPK families. Drugs that target the highest scoring family member are indicated (text) and
highlighted in purple.
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consider this analysis more hypothesis-generating than confirming. However, it is remarkable
to see how in some cases there is a wide spread (MAPK, HDAC, CDK) with family members
that may actually be more enriched than the average of the family, but in other cases the family
members have similar scores (PI3K) (Fig. 4b). The analysis of the weighted scores continues to
highlight mTOR/PI3K, topoisomerases, HDACs and tubulin, but it also calls attention to Chk1/
Chk2 inhibitors, ERBB family inhibitors, MAPK inhibitors (specifically MEK and JNK), and CDK
inhibitors.

Our data revealed a broad sensitivity to PI3K/mTOR inhibitors. Gratifyingly, this is in line with a
published report noting synergy between mTOR and PRMT5 (Holmes et al., 2019). This study
found synergy between two mTOR inhibitors (PP242, rapamycin) and EPZ015666 in
glioblastoma cell lines and xenograft models. This was found to be because PRMT5-mediated
SDMA of hnRNPA1 was necessary for IRES-dependent translation after mTOR inhibition.
Rapamycin was ranked as drug #99 in our screen, and PP242 was not evaluated and therefore,
the strong eﬀect that we observed was driven by a diﬀerent set of mTOR inhibitors. The
strength of the inhibitors that we found may be due to the diﬀerences in cell type or they may
add to this field the possibility of a number of potent options for using the combination.
Additionally, Zhang et al. (2018) found that PRMT5 binds to Akt, and regulates Akt
phosphorylation at Thr308 and Ser473 (phosphorylated by mTORC2), thus impacting cell
proliferation, but that PTEN and mTOR phosphorylation weren’t aﬀected by PRMT5 inhibition
in lung cancer cells. Another study found synergy between PRMT5is and Akt inhibitors in
lymphoma cells (Zhu et al., 2019). To follow up on the role of mTOR, we reanalyzed the score of
mTOR target drugs to consider only drugs that targeted both mTORC1 (downstream of Akt
activation) and mTORC2 (activates Akt). This increased the score from 0.19 to 0.39, which is
consistent with the notion from the aforementioned studies that allude to a particular role for
PRMT5 in both aﬀecting the modification added by mTORC2 and the overall activation of Akt,
which is needed to activate mTORC1. Lastly, Wei et al. (2014) showed that PRMT5/MEP50 can
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activate PI3K. PI3K activation is required for both Thr308 and Ser473 phosphorylation.
Together, these studies show that PRMT5 and mTOR/Akt/PI3K may be an important axis to
target in combination, and our study adds that this sensitivity may be targeted by PI3K
inhibitors and that a variety of other mTOR inhibitors may also be eﬀective in combination with
PRMT5i.

Another interesting avenue to pursue is that we see sensitivity to CDK inhibitors, particularly
CDK1, 2, 6, 7, and 9. AbuHammad et al. (2019) found that resistance to palbociclib (CDK4/6
inhibitor) led to an increased sensitivity to PRMT5 inhibition in melanoma. This in fact is a true
collateral sensitivity to palbociclib resistance, and it was also eﬀective as a combination.
AbuHammad et al. reported that this eﬀect was entirely mediated by the MDM4/p53 axis, but
our cells are p53 null. Thus, we believe that our observed sensitivity to CDK inhibition must
reflect other CDK-mediated roles. We specifically think that this could be associated with
transcription, since CDK7/9 have roles in transcription as well as cell cycle. It will also be
interesting to further probe the contexts of increased sensitivity to HDACi, topoisomerase
inhibitors, tubulin inhibitors, and MEK/JNK inhibitors, which are all novel combinations.

This drug library includes both classic chemotherapies and targeted therapies that are FDAapproved, and also inhibitors that are cancer relevant but haven’t started or are still
progressing through the clinical trial phase. For follow-up experiments we will start by
prioritizing FDA-approved drugs or drugs in later clinical trial stages. The main question that we
will address after validating the collateral sensitivities in other resistant lines is: do these
collateral sensitivities translate to synergistic combinations or do they specifically target the
resistant state? In line with this question is whether these collateral sensitivities result from a
direct, reproducible consequence to PRMT5 inhibition, or whether they reflect bypass
mechanisms that might be more prone to vary across diﬀerent genetic backgrounds. If the
collateral sensitivities are a direct consequence of PRMT5 inhibition, translating collateral
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sensitivities may also require a pretreatment phase in which the PRMT5i would have enough
time to make the tumor vulnerable to the second therapy, but not long enough to create full
resistance.

Combination therapies with PRMT5i is a promising new field. In addition to the above studies,
a few other recent studies have also implicated PRMT5i in combination therapy. Wei et al.
(2020) found a synthetic lethality between gemcitabine treatment and PRMT5 loss in a PDAC
model. This was validated as a synergistic drug pair, and the mechanism was due to PRMT5
causing an increase in DNA damage. Secker et al. (2019) found that inhibition of DOT1L and
PRMT5 is synergistic in MLL-driven leukemia cells. They found that DOT1Li leads to an
increase in diﬀerentiation and PRMT5i leads to an increase in apoptosis, such that they
contribute to synergy through diﬀerent pathways. They also tested the combination together
with the standard of care therapy, cytarabine. Interestingly, they had an increased eﬀect on
cytarabine sensitivity with either PRMT5i or DOTL1i alone and with the combination of all three.
They also tried a 6 day pretreatment with the DOTL1i and/or PRMT5i before adding cytarabine
and found an increased sensitivity to cytarabine, however, the eﬀect was stronger for DOTL1i
than PRMT5i. This is an interesting study because they find synergy with an epigenetic
inhibitor, and they find an eﬀective combination between PRMT5i and cytarabine.

Some of the mentioned studies found PRMT5i to be eﬀective in combination with
chemotherapy or epigenetic therapies, yet none of these studies in fact screened for eﬀective
combinations with PRMT5i. Aside from the number of collateral sensitivities that we found, the
screen also allows us to compare the relative sensitivities across the diﬀerent protein families.
Although this may be driven more by the potency of certain drugs and not generalizable into a
true genetic synthetic lethality, this is still clinically applicable. Finally, in some cases, PRMT5i
was eﬀective as a second therapy, which are combinations that we would not expect to
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uncover from our screening approach, which assumes that these sensitivities depend on some
changes following PRMT5i.

Through our screen we found several collateral sensitivities, and we found enrichment for
particular protein families. Future studies will determine whether these combinations are
relevant in human cancer lines, and in vivo. Hopefully, some of these will translate into eﬀective
combination therapies. In conclusion, this screen is a starting point for further investigation of
collateral sensitivities that accompany PRMT5i. The power of probing for collateral sensitivities
using resistant cells is its ability to identify novel drugs that could be used as a second-line
therapy after resistance emerges, as well as drugs that can be used in combination with
PRMT5 inhibitors.
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Chapter IV:
Discussion and Future Directions
In this thesis, I have established that prolonged treatment with PRMT5 inhibitors results in
resistance, and uncovered mechanisms and consequences of PRMT5i resistance. As detailed
in Chapters 2 and 3, we generated cell lines that are resistant to multiple PRMT5 inhibitors (R
lines). We showed that resistance to PRMT5i is acquired and not pre-existing. Importantly, we
observed that the R lines are more sensitive than the parental lines to a broad range of drugs,
particularly paclitaxel. Thus, there are many collateral sensitivities to PRMT5i resistance. Similar
transcriptomic changes and similar drug responses across the R lines led us to conclude that
the R cells occupy a distinct epigenetic state (R state). We found that upregulation of STMN2 is
induced by distinct PRMT5 inhibitors, a hallmark of the R state, and is necessary for the
sensitivity to paclitaxel and the resistance to PRMT5i. Indeed, in patients, STMN2 expression
correlates with better clinical response to paclitaxel. Together, these studies may have clinical
impact by informing possible second-line therapies after PRMT5i resistance, which may also
translate to eﬀective up-front combination therapies. Specifically, the combination of paclitaxel
and PRMT5i is potent and synergistic. Importantly, our finding that STMN2 may be a biomarker
for taxane response may have a more immediate clinical impact as the combination of PRMT5i
and a taxane is currently in clinical trial. Overall, these studies reveal key insights into the
mechanism of and consequences of PRMT5i resistance, and open the door to future
experiments.

Here I will first discuss the questions that remain about the mechanism of resistance to
PRMT5i and then I will discuss the broader implications of the collateral sensitivities we
uncovered including the synergistic combination of PRMT5i and paclitaxel.
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IV.A Mechanisms of Resistance
We discovered that STMN2 is necessary for the establishment and maintenance of resistance
to PRMT5i, but the broader question remains of how does STMN2 act to promote resistance to
PRMT5i. I will discuss hypotheses first, surrounding how the R cells proliferate without PRMT5
activity and thus the loss of SDMA modifications on its myriad of targets, then how STMN2
may play a role in resistance to PRMT5i and sensitivity to paclitaxel, what roles other relevant
hits from the RNA-seq might play, and finally, broader epigenetics implications.

IV.A.1 Life without SDMA
One question that remains about the mechanism of maintenance of the resistant state is how
do the R cells survive without PRMT5 activity and SDMA. As discussed at length in Chapter I,
SDMA has a number of unique functions by modulating the activities of several proteins.
Additionally, SDMA is thought to be necessary for proliferation because PRMT5 is necessary
for proliferation in ES cells and knockdown of PRMT5 leads to a decrease in proliferation in a
variety of cancer cells (Stopa et al., 2015).

When we first obtained the resistant cells, our initial hypothesis was that the resistant cells
might have bypassed inhibition of PRMT5 by upregulating either PRMT5 itself or PRMT9, the
only other PRMT capable of depositing SDMA. We also checked the levels of the two PRMT5
cofactors, CLNS1A and RIOK1, which, by directing PRMT5 towards mutually exclusive
substrates, could indicate whether a bypass mechanism was occurring by directing any
remaining PRMT5 towards a particular substrate. We examined the levels of Prmt5, Prmt9,
Clns1a and Riok1 via qPCR and RNA-seq counts and did not find any significant diﬀerences.

As described in chapter II, the R cells lose all SDMA marks detectable by Western blot after
five days of treatment. First, this implies that R cells growing in the absence of PRMT5i still
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have active PRMT5 and may be using SDMA-modified proteins. Secondly, this suggests that in
the presence of PRMT5i either these cells are capable of switching into a state in which they no
longer need SDMA or that there is one or a few key targets that we are not observing via
Western blot, which are in fact the key SDMA targets. An analysis that is outstanding is IPmass spectrometry for the SDMA targets in the R cells. In preliminary experiments in the KP1
cell line where we IP using a pan-SDMA antibody, we observed a few of the previously
published SDMA targets (Appendix A). Future experiments will be needed to determine the
existence and identity of any remaining SDMA marks on the resistant cells after treatment with
PRMT5i.

If there are proteins that still retain SDMA, then this could result from incomplete inhibition,
incomplete action of the demethylase (whose identity is only speculative), or novel redundancy
with PRMT9. As discussed in chapter I, while PRMT9 is believed to have a set of targets that is
completely unique from PRMT5, there are key experiments that can be done to fully address
whether PRMT5 and PRMT9 can compensate for one another. PRMT9 is thought to be
expressed in all tissues, but with higher levels in ovarian/endocrine tissues. First, it is key to
perform SDMA-enriched (IP-SDMA) mass spectrometry with KP1 cells that over-express
PRMT9 and compare the results with wild-type and PRMT9 KO cells. Second, PRMT9
overexpression should be done in parallel with PRMT5 inhibition in order to understand which
targets are unique to PRMT5 versus shared between PRMT5 and PRMT9. In parallel, mass
spectrometry should be performed on R cells and R PRMT9 KO cells to determine whether any
remaining SDMA marks are dependent on PRMT9 presence. Third, PRMT9 should be
knocked-out in the R cells to determine whether they are still viable in the presence of PRMT5i.
If they are still viable then one could conclude that cells can be fully functional without SDMA.
Finally, PRMT5 should be knocked-out in the R cells in order to show that the cells are
dependent on PRMT9 or SDMA-independent.
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If PRMT9 can compensate for loss of PRMT5, this would provide the first evidence of
overlapping function. An additional possibility might be that PRMT9 leads to EMT through
SNAIL induction (Jiang et al., 2018). We found EMT markers expressed in the R lines, so it is
possible that PRMT9 plays an active role in the cell state where PRMT5 is somewhat
dispensable.

Lastly, if the R cells are unchanged by PRMT9 KO, but still retain some SDMA and are unable
to tolerate a full PRMT5 KO, then these cells could be used to isolate the key targets of
PRMT5. These would be either essential for proliferation or viability or a mix of essential targets
and targets that are at such a high level or have such low protein turnover that inhibition of
PRMT5 will still lead to some small amount of modified target. As these inhibitors enter patients
in clinical trials it is important to identify whether there are certain roles of PRMT5 that will not
be fully inhibited.

In conclusion, future experiments with PRMT9 and PRMT5 will determine whether the R cells
are SDMA-independent. These will also uncover whether PRMT9 is be necessary for resistance
and the general role of PRMT9 in lung cancer cells. It is diﬃcult to imagine that these cells
could contain no SDMA, but if that were indeed the case, then these cell lines could prove to
be both scientifically interesting and also a valuable tool for studying particular PRMT5 and 9
non-essential roles in isolation.

IV.A.2 STMN2 function and potential mechanistic links
A thorough discussion of STMN2 and its physiological roles is necessary for understanding the
context of our work. In the R lines, STMN2 is necessary for resistance to PRMT5 inhibition and
the subsequent collateral sensitivity with paclitaxel. We do not know how STMN2 function
relates to these roles. However, we see ways in which either or both its role in microtubule
stability or its role in secretion could explain our observations. I will now discuss STMN2
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biology, how our study might expand the roles of STMN2 and future directions that our study
raises. First, I will discuss the previously defined roles for STMN2, including its role as a
microtubule regulator and its role in secretion. Second, I will discuss diﬀerent levels of
regulation of STMN2. Third, I will tie these together to expand on hypotheses of why STMN2
may be necessary for PRMT5i resistance. Finally, I will discuss the limited role of STMN2 in
cancer and how STMN2 may be necessary for sensitivity to paclitaxel.

IV.A.2.a Function of STMN2
Stathmin, derived from the Greek word for relay, stathmos, was named because it was
postulated to be involved in a lot of diﬀerent processes. Our study recalls this naming and
uncovers new contexts in which it can relay information.

The stathmin (Stmn) family members include stathmin (Stmn1, Op18), Scg10 (Stmn2), Sclip
(Stmn3) and Rb3, Rb3’, Rb3” (Stmn4 and its alternatively spliced variants). For simplicity, I will
use the Stmn1-Stmn4 nomenclature. Stmn1 and Stmn2 were identified as microtubule (MT)
regulators in 1988. Briefly, the Stmn family regulates microtubule biology and plays important
roles in normal cell biology. STMN1 is a MT regulator that destabilizes MTs and sequesters
tubulin. Importantly, its role in regulating the mitotic spindle is critical for both entry and exit of
mitosis. STMN2 is a regulator of MT dynamics, both promoting MT growth and catastrophe; it
is essential for proper neuronal development and response after axonal injury. Of note, Stmn2
is the only Stmn family member that is embryonic lethal. Thus, STMN2 and STMN1 have nonredundant functions.

STMN2 was discovered as a key marker of the neuronal lineage (Stein et al., 1988). Its role as a
neuronal lineage marker was further cemented when its promoter was used to discover the
neuronal restricted silencing factor (NRSF/REST), which was the first transcriptional repressor
discovered and actively silences a key program of neuronal genes (Schoenherr and Anderson,
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1995). Overall, studies on STMN2 have been directed by its discovery in neurons and by its
homology to STMN1.

STMN2’s role in MT regulation was originally thought to be the same as that of STMN1, but
subsequent studies revealed clear diﬀerences. Briefly, STMN1 was found to destabilize tubulin
(Belmont and Mitchison, 1996; Curmi et al., 1997; Jourdain et al., 1997) by binding and thus
sequestering tubulin monomers, and by increasing the catastrophe rate (with little eﬀect on MT
growth or shortening rates) at both the plus and minus ends of microtubules (Howell et al.,
1999; Manna et al., 2006). Higher pH (7.2) causes STMN1 to interact with MTs and promote
catastrophe, whereas at lower pH (6.8) STMN1 sequesters tubulin molecules into a complex
(T2S) (Howell et al., 1999). Early studies, conducted at low pH (6.4) suggested that STMN2 had
a very similar role (Riederer et al., 1997). However, STMN2’s role was later re-evaluated at pH
7.2, which is the more physiologically relevant condition, and found to be diﬀerent from
STMN1’s (Manna, 2007). Specifically, Manna et al. found that STMN2 plays a microtubule
destabilizing role by increasing the shortening rate at the minus ends of MTs, whereas at the
plus ends it mostly promotes MT growth, and to a small extent promotes MT catastrophe.
Thus, STMN2 increases MT dynamics and can play a stabilizing or destabilizing role. Therefore,
STMN2 is diﬀerent from STMN1 in both tissue expression and in its actual microtubule
regulatory roles.

Over time, STMN2’s role has been extensively studied in the context of neurobiology.
Functionally, STMN2 is transported in vesicles along the axon to the neurites and growth cone
and is important for neurite growth, as growth requires dynamic MTs, and thus is important for
development and other functions as listed below (Table 4.1). Its essential role in neurons is
further exemplified by STMN2 loss being implicated in a variety of neuronal diseases including:
Down’s syndrome, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease and most recently ALS and FTD
(Bahn et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2019a; Melamed et al., 2019). STMN2
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expression is not unique to neurons, but is limited to relatively few cell lineages as exemplified
in Table 4.1.

Aside from its roles in neurite lengthening and regeneration, STMN2 has also been
demonstrated to regulate secretion. In chromaﬃn cells, knockdown of STMN2 or STMN3
decreased secretion through regulating granules of several secreted proteins including
chromogranin A (CHGA), B and HGH, and the authors suggest that STMN2 and STMN3 may
play a role in granule maturation (Mahapatra et al., 2008). Another study in neuroblastoma
cells, showed that STMN2 regulates amyloid precursor protein (APP) traﬃcking through
secretory vesicles to the plasma membrane (Wang et al., 2013). Recently, Asadi et al. (2020)
(Asadi and Dhanvantari, 2020) described that STMN2 may regulate secretion in pancreatic
alpha cells, an endocrine cell type. Here, STMN2 reduces levels of glucagon secretion by
playing a role in directing glucagon containing vesicles to endosomes/lysosomes. Thus,
knockdown of STMN2 leads to an increase in glucagon secretion. Taking these three studies
together, clearly STMN2 (and possibly other STMN family proteins) are able to regulate
secretion. As I will describe in more detail below, there are conceivable ways that STMN2’s role
in the R cell could reflect its MT and/or its secretion functions.

Table 4.1 Examples of STMN2 function
Eﬀects on
microtubules
Microtubule dynamics

Stabilizing/destabilizing

In vitro

Destabilizing
microtubules

RND1 bound STMN2
leads to destabilizing
MT

In vitro

Li et al. (2008)

Stabilizing microtubules

RGS20 bound STMN2
inhibits MT diassembly

In vitro

Nixon et al. (2002)

Manna et al. (2007)
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Stmn2 siRNA decreases Hepatic stellate cells
motility and
proliferation, STMN2
transported to distal
ends of MT

Paradis et al. (2010)

Neurite outgrowth

Enhanced neurite
outgrowh and neurite
length after NGF

Riederer et al. (1997)

Axon formation

Required for axon
Hippocampal neurons
extension and formation
of multiple axons
(regulated by Rnd1)

Li et al. (2008)

Axonal repair

Inhibits axonal
Neurons
degeneration after injury

Shin et al. (2014;
2012a)

Migration

p-STMN2 (JNK1
mediated) decreases
neuronal migration and
multipolar exit rate

Neurons

Westerlund et al.
(2011)

Neuronal diﬀerentiation

RGS6 bound STMN2
promote MT
destabilization and
induces diﬀerentiation

PC12 cells

Liu et al. (2002)

Neurotransmitter
secretion (CHPA,
CHPB, HGH)

Positive regulation on
secretion

Chromaﬃn cells

Mahapatra et al. (2008)

APP transport to
plasma membrane

Positive regulation on
transport of APP to
plasma membrane

N2a cells
(Neuroblastoma)

Wang et al. (2013)

Glucagon secretion

High STMN2 shuttles
vesicles to lysosomes
thus negative regulation
on secretion, STMN2 is
secreted

Pancreatic islet alpha
cells

Asadi et al. (2020)

Microtubule dynamics

Eﬀects on axons/
neurons
PC12

Eﬀects on vesicle
traﬃcking

IV.A.2.b STMN2 Regulation by PTMs and binding partners
Aside from a fair amount of complexity regarding the role of STMN2, another aspect to address
is the regulation of STMN2 and how that ties into the state that we see our R cells in.
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All stathmin family proteins share a stathmin-like domain (SLD) and STMN2-STMN4 all have an
N-terminal membrane anchoring domain A (Figure 4.1) (Mori and Morii, 2002). STMN2 is
regulated at the post-translational level by four serine phosphorylation sites in the SLD and by
two palmitoylation sites (Cys) in domain A. These serine residues (50, 62, 73 and 97) are
conserved between all four family members and thus the regulatory roles have been somewhat
inferred via homology with Stmn1, rather than through in-depth analyses, despite the clear
diﬀerences in the domains and expression patterns.

Figure 4.1 Stathmin family domains and STMN2 PTM sites
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STMN2 was initially shown to be phosphorylated by MAPK (ERK, p38alpha), PKA and CDK in
vitro (Antonsson et al., 1998; Neidhart et al., 2001). These studies of STMN2 phosphorylation
postulated that increasing amounts of phosphorylation caused increasing inhibition of
STMN2’s initially assigned function in MT destabilization (Antonsson et al., 1998). Further
studies, in vivo, showed that regulation by JNK1 (MAPK8), and possibly JNK2 and JNK3, are
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the most in vivo relevant regulators that are important for STMN2 function (Neidhart et al.,
2001; Tararuk et al., 2006). STMN2 was shown to be a direct target of JNK1, at serine residues
62 and 73, and this phosphorylation leads to regulation of MT dynamics and neurite length, as
mutation of these sites reduced the neurite length (Tararuk et al., 2006). The interpretation of
these studies is complicated by the fact that the known function of Stmn2 at the time was as a
MT depolymerizing agent, therefore Tararuk et al. describe phosphorylation as inactivating for
STMN2. However, in light of our current understanding of STMN2 function, a more likely
interpretation of these results is that it locks phospho-STMN2 into its MT stabilizing function.
Another study found that phosphorylation by JNK induced degradation of STMN2 after axonal
injury (Shin et al., 2012b). It is unknown whether phosphorylation can lead to its degradation
outside of the context of axonal injury response. Finally, STMN2 is also phosphorylated by
PAK4 on Ser 50 and this Ser50 phosphorylation is suﬃcient to cause MT depolymerization
(Guo et al., 2019).

Due to the confusion between the known role of STMN2 at the time, and the fact that some of
these studies only address the neuronal-specific consequences of some of these
phosphorylation events, it is unclear what the consequences of STMN2 phosphorylation are in
other cell types.

Palmitoylation of STMN2 causes its localization to the Golgi apparatus and vesicles. STMN2
has two palmitoylated cysteines in Domain A, Cys22 and Cys24. Chauvin et al. (2008)
described that when Cys22 was mutated to alanine, the vesicle localization was lost. In
neurons, STMN2 is normally palmitoylated and then transported by vesicles down the neurite
to the growth cone vesicles and the distal (plus) ends of the MTs. Therefore, palmitoylation can
aﬀect STMN2’s MT localization. Palmitoylation also aﬀects STMN2’s role in secretion as two of
the above secretion studies on chromogranin A (CHGA) and the amyloid precursor protein
(APP) show that STMN2’s eﬀect on secretion was mediated by the palmitoylation sites. In the
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APP study, they additionally showed that there was no eﬀect on secretion when the
phosphorylation sites were mutated (Mahapatra et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2013). Thus,
STMN2's localization and function in the secretory pathway is dependent on Cys22 and Cys24
palmitoylation, and perhaps indpendent of its phosphorylation state.

Surprisingly, mutation of Cys24 to alanine or of both Cys22 and Cys24, not only created a more
diﬀused pattern of localization of STMN2’s Domain A, but also caused localization to the
mitochondria (Chauvin et al., 2008a). Interestingly, a small fraction of wild-type Domain A was
also localized to the mitochondria. Therefore, palmitoylation creates a switch between
localizing STMN2 to the Golgi and vesicles as opposed to diﬀuse localization and could further
regulate a possible role for STMN2 at the mitochondria. There are no reports of further
investigation of STMN2 function at the mitochondria.

STMN2 can be palmitoylated by the palmitoyl transferases (PATs) ZDHHC 2,3,7,15 and 21
(Levy et al., 2011). All of these PATs are expressed in our KP LUAD parental and R cells.
Interestingly, ZDHHC15 (one of the Golgi-specific PATs) is significantly upregulated in the R
cells. The implications of this could be determined by creating a ZDHHC15 knock-out cell line.

In addition to regulation by PTMs, there are reports of a few known binding partners that can
also regulate Stmn2 function: RGS20, RGS6, KBP, KIF1B, RND1, WDR47 and KIF5C (Nixon et
al., 2002; Liu et al., 2002; Padzik et al., 2016; Li et al., 2008; Alves et al., 2010; Drerup et al.,
2016; Kannan et al., 2017). RGS20, RGS6 and RND1, were shown to modulate Stmn2’s MT
function towards either a more stabilizing or destabilizing role. Whereas KBP, KIF1B and KIF5C
play a role in STMN2 transport, and may aﬀect STMN2’s MT or secretory roles.

While we can speculate about possible binding partners based on our transcriptional data, a
key next experiment to uncover both whether these are relevant interactions and potentially
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new regulators, is to perform IP-mass spec on STMN2. None of the above studies have
explored the binding partners of STMN2; most of them were found by probing for interactions
using yeast two-hybrid screens where the other protein was the bait. IP-mass spectrometry
would clearly reveal the STMN2 partners that are relevant in our R cells.

IV.A.2.c How does STMN2 upregulation lead to PRMT5i resistance?
An outstanding question is how STMN2 could be necessary for resistance to PRMT5i. Does
STMN2 aﬀect the extracellular secretion of a factor? Is this an eﬀect of STMN2 modulating the
MT network? Is there an undiscovered function for STMN2, mediated by a novel binding
partner? It is key to first determine a few things about STMN2 in the R cells: Is STMN2
palmitoylated and is STMN2 phosphorylated? Are there diﬀerences in the MT network? Does
STMN2 co-localize with the Golgi, secretory vesicles and/or mitochondria? What are the
binding partners of STMN2 in the R cells?

One possibility is that STMN2 creates resistance to PRMT5i through a tubulin-dependent
mechanism. One necessary experiment is to determine whether the MTs are being dynamically
modulated. One can test whether there is an increase in acetylated tubulin in the R cells, which
would mark stable MTs. If there is a disruption in MTs it is possible that STMN2 is causing the
release of a factor that was previously sequestered in the MTs as has been recently shown in
the context of releasing SMAD2/3 (Zhong et al., 2021).

Another possibility is that STMN2 is necessary for the secretion of a factor that is actually the
determinant of resistance. Mahapatra et al. (2008) and Asadi et al. (2020), show that STMN2
can mediate secretion of neurotransmitters and glucagon. It is possible that in our system
STMN2 is involved in the secretion of some protein or peptide factor, which I will expand on in
the next section. In Mahapatra et al., they were able to change the secretion of the vesicles
using a palmitoylation mutant. The secretome of our parental cells should be evaluated and
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compared to the R cells and the R STMN2 KO cells to determine whether there are any factors
in the R cells that are Stmn2-dependent. Additionally, a STMN2 palmitoylation site mutant
could be added back into the R STMN2 KO cells to further confirm that the secretion is Stmn2
palmitoylation-dependent. Finally, wildtype STMN2 versus the STMN2 palmitoylation site
mutant could be overexpressed in the parental cells and determine whether only the wildtype
version of STMN2 can confer resistance to the parental cells. This could actually aﬀect how the
cells respond to PRMT5 inhibition, because STMN2 could regulate the secretion of survival
signals, and thus there could be non-cell autonomous eﬀects at play.

Another interesting idea to follow up on is the possibility that STMN2 is acting at the
mitochondria. First, while Chauvin et al. (2008) found mitochondrial localization using domain A
of STMN2, it would be important to first show that endogenous, full-length STMN2 normally
localizes to the mitochondria. In conditions of low palmitoylation, STMN2 could be localized to
the mitochondria. Either STMN2 is transported inside the mitochondria, or, more likely, STMN2
associates with MTs at the mitochondria. This is intriguing because MTs at the mitochondria
can play a role in apoptosis. While we don’t have any data suggesting that there is low
palmitoylation of STMN2 in the R cells, it is still intriguing that STMN2’s role in PRMT5i
resistance could be through regulation of apoptosis through MTs at the mitochondria.

IV.A.2.d Function of STMN1 and STMN2 in cancer
Our study places a role for STMN2 in the context of cancer. While STMN1’s role in promoting
mitosis by destabilizing spindle MTs can be easily translated to a role in cancer, STMN2 does
not have an obvious role relating to cancers outside of a neuronal lineage. A multitude of
studies have begun to appreciate the role of STMN1 in cancer. We have shown that STMN2
can also play a critical role in cancer drug resistance and sensitivity.
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Recently, STMN1 was shown to be pro-tumorigenic or correlate with poor prognosis in at least
30 studies in the context of 16 cancer types (reviewed by Biaoxue et al., 2016a). Additionally,
there are at least 20 studies in which STMN1 levels were related to chemotherapy response. Of
note, 16 of these are studies that showed that inhibiting STMN1 levels increased sensitivity, or
overexpression induced resistance, to taxanes (paclitaxel/docetaxel/Taxol) in the contexts of
NSCLC, esophageal squamous cell carcinoma, breast cancer, gastric cancer, endometrial
cancer, bladder cancer, retinoblastoma and extraheptatic cholangiocarcinoma (Biaoxue et al.,
2016a). Many subsequent papers (too numerous to list) reinforce the idea that STMN1 is
important in cancer and chemotherapy response.

While there have been extensive correlative and causative analyses between STMN1 and
cancer, there are only a few studies on STMN2 and cancer. In the first, the authors showed in
hepatomas that STMN2 was a Wnt target and that loss of STMN2 led to a decreased ability to
grow anchorage-independently, but they did not show any further roles for STMN2 (Lee et al.,
2006). Another study identified the role of PAK4-mediated phosphorylation in gastric cancer
(Guo et al., 2019). Here, STMN2 phosphorylation status (Ser50) is shown to cause an increase
in invasion, migration and metastasis. Ser50 phosphorylation depolymerizes microtubules and
can thus increase motility. Additionally, there are four studies in which STMN2 was concluded
to be a possible biomarker for colon cancer (1), for overall survival in the context of ovarian
cancer (2) and for overall survival for adjuvant chemotherapy in NSCLC (1), (Wang et al., 2019b;
Grieve et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2020). Finally, the most recent study showed
that STMN2 induces EMT in hepatocellular carcinoma, by releasing SMAD2/3 from MT
sequestration (Zhong et al., 2021).

IV.A.2.e How does STMN2 lead to sensitivity to paclitaxel?
An outstanding question is how STMN2 leads to an increase in sensitivity to paclitaxel. As
mentioned above, previous work has shown that Stmn1 is suﬃcient for paclitaxel resistance,
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and we have shown that Stmn2 is necessary for paclitaxel sensitivity. Experiments with Stmn1
and paclitaxel show that STMN1 destabilizes MTs. Thus, paclitaxel is unable to bind MTs as
eﬃciently (Biaoxue et al., 2016b). As described above, STMN2 plays stabilizing and
destabilizing roles in MTs. While we predict that STMN2 stabilizes the MTs and thus allows
more paclitaxel to bind, further experiments on the dynamics of MTs will be necessary to verify
STMN2’s mechanistic role. Cursory visualization of the MTs showed no gross diﬀerences in
alpha or beta tubulin between MTs in our resistant and parental cells; however, we did not
perform any MT stability assays or visualize any MT stability markers. Also, as discussed
above, STMN2’s role can be modulated by certain binding partners, so it is important to
determine whether overexpression of STMN2 alone is responsible for the sensitivity to
paclitaxel or whether there is an additional binding partner that PRMT5i is also inducing.

IV.A.2.f STMN2 is a biomarker for taxane sensitivity
Considering the diﬀerent eﬀects Stmn1 and Stmn2 have on sensitivity to paclitaxel, we asked
whether STMN2 levels or the ratio of STMN2 levels to STMN1 levels could be correlated with
patient response to taxane sensitivity. Unexpectedly, we found that STMN2 levels correlated
with patient response but STMN1 levels did not. Therefore, STMN2 is a potential biomarker for
taxane sensitivity.

Future studies on STMN2 will determine whether STMN2 levels are particularly correlated with
paclitaxel sensitivity in diﬀerent types of cancers. Here we performed a pan-cancer analysis,
without focusing on any one cancer. Further investigations will determine whether STMN1 and
STMN2 play balancing roles in diﬀerent contexts or whether STMN1 and STMN2 play mutually
exclusive roles in aﬀecting paclitaxel resistance/sensitivity.

IV.A.2.f STMN2 Summary
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In conclusion, our studies may find new roles for STMN2 or may find a new context for
STMN2’s known roles and these roles may be due to specific regulation of STMN2. Overall, our
work helps to place Stmn2 in the context of cancer. Several papers on Stmn2 have been
published in the last year outside of the realm of neurobiology, and this signals that Stmn2 may
have an underappreciated role in other cancers or in secretion generally.

IV.A.3 Other potential mediators of PRMT5i resistance
Although we have focused on Stmn2, we believe that other genes found in the R cells will
contribute to resistance or other aspects of the R state. Below I describe a few candidates that
emerged from the transcriptomic analysis.

IV.A.3.a CCN3 may also play a role in PRMT5i resistance
One such gene is Ccn3 (Nov), which is another top upregulated gene from the RNA-seq
analyses. CCN3 binds integrin receptors and is also a non-canonical NOTCH ligand. It is protumorigenic in many contexts, but has also been found to be anti-tumorigenic in others, and
can aﬀect proliferation, migration and invasion (reviewed by Yeger and Perbal, 2016). CCN3
was one of the top six genes that we found comparing the parental to the resistant lines, and
that we found consistently most highly-upregulated across other resistant lines. Since it is
expressed highly in the resistant cells, it is likely to play a role in proliferation or cell survival as
opposed to an anti-tumorigenic role. It is also one of ten genes that is induced early in the
parental cell line in response to PRMT5i treatment, in concert with Stmn2.

Thus, we thought it possible that CCN3 and STMN2 could together lead to resistance to
PRMT5i. We first followed up on STMN2 because of the clear link to paclitaxel through MT
biology. However, we still hypothesize that CCN3 may be playing an independent role, or that
there actually may be interplay between STMN2 and CCN3. In support of this interplay, we
noticed that there is decreased STMN2 expression in Ccn3 CRISPR KO cell lines. Further
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analysis is needed to understand whether this regulation is unidirectional or reciprocal and to
understand how CCN3 mediated signaling aﬀects STMN2. Knowing this answer would tell us
whether CCN3 is upstream of Stmn2 or whether there is a feedback cycle between the two.
While the latter is less likely, it is certainly possible. One obvious hypothesis is that STMN2
regulates CCN3 secretion and then CCN3 is necessary to keep the cell in a resistant state, and
to keep STMN2 levels high. This could be tested through conditioned media experiments in
order to understand whether a secreted factor is capable of inducing resistance and whether
STMN2 KO changes the secretion of CCN3 into the media.

One note is that preliminary suﬃciency analyses with stable overexpression of STMN2 and
CCN3 showed that there were slight diﬀerences in PRMT5i resistance with STMN2
overexpression, but not with CCN3 overexpression. This discrepancy regarding CCN3’s
apparent link to STMN2 and yet inability to fully phenocopy STMN2 overexpression remains to
be further elucidated.

If there is no feedback between CCN3 and STMN2, then further characterization of CCN3 is
certainly warranted as it clearly has context dependent functions and could be playing a very
important role in cell survival even if not in the resistance mechanism itself.

IV.A.3.b BCL2L15: potential link to PRMT5i-induced apoptosis
Another hit to follow-up on is BCL2L15. PRMT5i induces apoptosis in the parental cells, and so
there must be some bypass mechanism active in the R cells to prevent apoptosis. Bcl2l15 is an
apoptosis-related gene that is expressed in the parental line after 3 days of treatment with
PRMT5i, but not in the R cells. BCL2L15 was initially described as a weak pro-apoptotic Bcl-2
family protein (Coultas L 2003; Dempsey et al., 2005). In colorectal cancer, there was one study
that described that BCL2L15 is a tumor suppressor in this setting, in which knockdown leads
to increased tumor growth, but they also found that BCL2L15 is anti-metastatic (Ragusa et al.,
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2014). Bcl2l15 is significantly upregulated in KP1 after PRMT5i treatment, and is lower in the
resistant cells than in KP1 and so it may provide a link between the diﬀerence in apoptotic
threshold of the parental and the resistant cells. Very little is known about BCL2L15, and so this
may be an interesting gene to interrogate in our system.

IV.A.3.c SOX11and SOX12: potential mediators of EMT-state
Another interesting axis to further explore are the roles of SOX11 and SOX12. SOX11 and
SOX12 are thought to negatively regulate each other. We see a reflection of that in our resistant
signature where Sox11 is one of the most upregulated genes and Sox12 one of the most
downregulated genes. Little is known about SOX11. However there have been two recent
papers that begin to elucidate some function for SOX11. Miao Q et al (2019) found a role for
SOX11 in epidermal wound healing. SOX11 and SOX4 work together to maintain an embryonic
program and inhibit epidermal diﬀerentiation. In this context, SOX11 and SOX4 can influence
cytoskeletal/ECM proteins. While we don’t see an upregulation of Sox4, both the parental and
the resistant lines have a high expression of Sox4. Another study, using a SOX11-inducible
model found a gain of an EMT-like state that was accompanied by a loss of E-cadherin, and a
gain of N-cadherin and Vimentin (Oliemuller et al., 2020). SOX11 is also associated with an
increase in metastasis in breast cancer (Oliemuller et al., 2017). Using immunofluorescence,
we observed that during the development of resistance, KP1 and KP2 cells lost E-cadherin and
gained N-cadherin between 8 and 12 days after treatment with PRMT5i. This initially led us to
believe that EMT may be playing a role in the development of resistance, however,
overexpression of SNAIL did not induce resistance. Therefore, we believe that there may be a
connection with EMT, although not causative in our system. SOX11 could certainly be a link to
EMT and it would be very interesting to perform RNA-seq comparing the R lines with a SOX11
KO R line to evaluate whether there are diﬀerences in EMT-related or other cytoskeletal genes.
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IV.A.4 What epigenetic changes accompany the resistant state?
There were clearly very similar gene expression diﬀerences between the KP1 parental and each
of the three KP1-R lines in which we performed RNA-seq. Combining this information with the
knowledge from the barcoding experiment (Chapter 2) that this resistance is acquired and not
pre-existing, we hypothesize that the R cells have all acquired the same, new epigenetic cell
state and that the PRMT5i itself creates the epigenetic landscape that is resistant. Additionally,
due to the speed in which we observe resistance, we believe that this is a rapid epigenetic
event or a few epigenetic events as opposed to a long evolution of events that eventually
creates a resistant state. In sum, the resistant state is a rapid, drug-induced acquired
resistance, previously defined as Lamarckian induction. The following section addresses how
one could prove whether this hypothesis is true.

Analysis of gene expression data between the parental KP1 grown in vehicle, KP1 grown in
PRMT5i for 3 days and the three KP1-R lines, showed ten genes with significant changes in
gene expression that arise by 3 days and are maintained in the R lines. In comparing KP1 to
three KP1 R lines, there were 951 diﬀerentially expressed genes with a log2 fold change (L2F) >
1 and 258 of those genes had a L2F>2. When we performed a cursory GO and GSEA analysis,
one of the most striking observations was that we see a lot of upregulation of genes that we
expect to be repressed. We also don’t see that these genes sum to a coherent or predefined
cell lineage. In addition to the sheer number of genes, we see genes from diﬀerent lineages
which are normally mutually exclusive being co-expressed including pluripotency related
genes, hepatic diﬀerentiation and neuronal diﬀerentiation, suggesting that these cells are
sampling diﬀerent epigenetic states. For example, a number of REST targets, like Stmn2 itself,
which are repressed in non-neuronal tissues, are now upregulated. Lastly, the resistance
mechanism is not pre-existing, and our main hypothesis is that the same epigenetic changes
occur in many of the cells, thus causing the transcription of one or more factors that itself can
cause resistance. Together, these observations provide evidence that there are broad
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epigenetic changes that occur between days 0 and 3, and between days 3 and 12 after
treatment with PRMT5i.

There are two experiments that could be done to further probe these epigenetic changes. The
first is performing single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) at multiple time points between 0 and 12
days. We know that in the first 3 days after treatment we start to see some key transcriptional
changes, e.g. Stmn2 and Ccn3 upregulation, but that full removal of the SDMA marks comes
after this point. Also, we see a proliferative defect by day 3, followed by a wave of apoptosis in
days 5-8, and finally the emergence of resistant cells between days 8 and 12. Performing
scRNA-seq over time would shed light on the dynamics over acquiring resistance. It would
allow one to see whether at some point this wide range of genes is in fact spread out so that all
of these cells express a subset of “resistance markers”, or whether there is a broad epigenetic
shift perhaps by day 5 when most of the marks have disappeared and most of the cells have
this wide range of gene expression.

Another experiment that would provide similar information would be to do ATAC-seq over
multiple time points. ATAC-seq at the same time points would allow us to understand if there
are multiple epigenetic states that the cells occupy between parental and resistant or if there is
just one broad shift that changes accessibility and then subsequent transcriptional changes are
driven from that shift.

Either of these experiments would answer several questions about PRMT5 inhibition: When do
broad epigenetic changes start? Is this before most of the SDMA marks have turned over?
Does the accessibility of the chromatin/transcription stay the same between the initial
epigenetic response and the final resistant state, or is the resistant state a modified epigenetic
state? There is certainly a discrepancy between our observations that Stmn2, a REST target
gene, is upregulated by 3 days after treatment, but we think that the eﬀect of the PRMT5i
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begins on day 3, as the SDMA marks only begin to disappear on day 3. Is this just the
beginning of a single epigenetic change? Although these questions seem to be very
theoretical, it may actually have clinical relevance as the answer could aﬀect the timing of
certain combination therapies if they are optimal after a certain epigenetic shift (discussed
more below).

IV.B Collateral sensitivities and clinical relevance
In addition to understanding the mechanism behind PRMT5i resistance, we were also
interested in understanding whether this resistance brought any collateral eﬀects on response
to other drugs. Collateral eﬀects of drug resistance refer to whether cells resistant to a drug are
now more resistant (collateral resistance), more sensitive (collateral sensitivity) or have no
change with respect to their response to a second drug. Understanding whether developing
drug resistance has collateral eﬀects is of utmost clinical importance in both avoiding
additional harm and in identifying new vulnerabilities that the resistant cells have now acquired
and can then be exploited.

We performed two drug screens in order to assess what collateral resistances and sensitivities
were associated with PRMT5i resistance. We found that the R lines show collateral sensitivity
to a variety of drugs and we verified that the collateral sensitivity to paclitaxel is also a
synergistic drug combination in both LUAD and other cancer cell lines. Thus, this work may
have a clinical impact with respect to finding ways to treat PRMT5i resistant cells, finding that
the PRMT5i and paclitaxel combination is synergistic, and leading to future validations of other
potentially eﬀective combinations.

IV.B.1 Collateral Resistance with PRMT5i
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In our main drug screen (Chapter 2), we noted that there was collateral resistance with YM155
in resistant lines derived from KP1 and KP2. Survivin is an inhibitor of apoptosis (IAP) and also
plays a role in proper chromosomal alignment during mitosis (Wheatley and Altieri, 2019).
YM155 is an inhibitor of the transcription of SURVIVIN and thus can act as a pro-apoptotic
drug. Generally, we thought this was a reassuring positive control that our resistant cell lines
aren’t broadly drug resistant, considering that they still have SDMA marks reduced and thus
resistance should not be caused by an upregulation of drug pumps. Additionally, we knew that
PRMT5i causes apoptosis in the parental cells but not the resistant cells, and thus the resistant
cells may have a diﬀerent apoptotic threshold.

One of the questions that we had when performing the broader, second drug screen was
whether there was general collateral resistance to pro-apoptotic drugs or whether this was in
fact a specific resistance to YM155. Additionally, we wanted to understand whether there were
other non-apoptotic drugs that caused collateral resistance. In Chapter III, we show that
among the 365 drugs that we probed, we only have confidence in the cross resistance with
YM155. Therefore, this seems to be a cross resistance with YM155 specifically and not with
general anti-apoptotic drugs.

To further probe why we might have cross resistance to YM155, we wanted to see whether
SURVIVIN was upregulated in the R cells compared to the parental cells. Of note, we did
observe higher SURVIVIN levels in the R cells compared to the parental cells via Western blot,
which may explain the resistance to YM155. XAF1 can regulate SURVIVIN degradation, but can
also complex with SURVIVIN (and XIAP) to promote its anti-apoptotic roles (Wheatley 2019).
We did see that XAF1 has an increase in levels after 3 days of treatment with PRMT5i (L2F<1)
and that this increase is sustained in the R cells (L2F>1). Therefore, it is conceivable that the
increase in XAF1 is connected to the increase in SURVIVIN and potentiates its anti-apoptotic
role.
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Finally, from a clinical perspective, only finding YM155 resistance is an interesting result
because it shows that there are few drugs that the cells are now resistant to, and so while
resistance is gained to PRMT5i, this resistance may actually create more opportunities for
treatment considering that the cells are now broadly sensitive to a variety of drugs, as will be
further discussed, but do not show broad cross-resistance.

IV.B.2 Collateral Sensitivity with PRMT5i
In our first drug screen, we identified several drugs with collateral sensitivity to PRMT5i:
paclitaxel, panobinostat, doxorubicin, pemetrexed, cycloheximide, vincristine, palbociclib,
topotecan and methotrexate. In addition to verifying paclitaxel (discussed in the next section),
we also verified that vincristine sensitivity is present in a KP2-R line. Thus, we thought there
may be a connection with PRMT5i and drugs targeting tubulin/MTs. Also, due to the high
proportion of drugs that were more sensitive, we were unsure whether resistance to PRMT5i
induced sensitivity to a wide variety of drugs or whether these collateral sensitivities
represented a sampling bias from the drugs that we chose to look at. We also wondered if the
former was true, whether we would find enrichment of certain drug targets among the
collaterally sensitive drugs, now that we were including multiple drugs targeting the same
protein.

From our second drug screen, we were able to determine that the R cells were now sensitive to
20% of the drugs we tested, encompassing a variety of drugs and biological processes. In
particular, we observed enrichment for drugs that target mTOR, PI3K, HDACs, topoisomerase,
CHK, ERBB, some MAPK and some CDK family members, and we also identified tubulin in the
top 10 enriched protein families. A few of these have been previously identified as possible
vulnerabilities that result after PRMT5i including mTOR inhibition (Holmes et al., 2019) and
CDK4/6 inhibition (albeit with a p53 dependent mechanism) (AbuHammad et al., 2019). Our
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analysis builds upon these observations by including other inhibitors that have the same
targets, and also by showing that we see sensitivity to drugs that target the pathway (PI3K
inhibitors) and to drugs that target the same family (other CDK inhibitors). This screen opens up
the possibility of combination therapy with PRMT5i with a large number of drugs, and future
studies, will elucidate whether there are other drug pairs that are as robust as the PRMT5i and
paclitaxel pair.

Taking a step back, this study is the first description of drug-induced acquired resistance
(Lamarckian induction) creating a state that is more sensitive to a variety of chemotherapies. It
remains to be seen whether the other examples of Lamarckian induction are also creating
states that are now sensitive to a broad range of inhibitors. A handful of the studies which
describe resistance via Lamarckian induction have uncovered new vulnerabilities, but they only
included epigenetic inhibitors in their screens. As a field, future studies should also include
standard of care chemotherapies or other currently FDA-approved drugs. While there is clear
rationale for understanding how resistance to epigenetic inhibitors can be reversed by other
epigenetic inhibitors, our study provides an equal rationale to try and link epigenetic inhibitors
with other targeted therapies and classic chemotherapies that might be acutely potent in
altered epigenetic states.

IV.B.3 Combination treatment with PRMT5i and paclitaxel
It is possible that PRMT5i may enter the clinic as a first-line therapy and resistance will
develop. Thus, there will be clinical value to identifying collateral sensitivities. Additionally, the
collateral sensitivities can also have a clinical impact if they translate into eﬀective combination
treatments. This is dependent on if the collateral sensitivity occurs because of a unique
vulnerability of the resistant cell state, or whether the new vulnerability can arise from shortterm PRMT5i treatment.
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Eﬀective combination therapy is also dependent on both drugs being active at the same time.
We only start to observe the eﬀects of PRMT5i, including the decrease in SDMA levels and a
diﬀerence in proliferation, after three days of treatment. Therefore, we reasoned that including a
pre-treatment phase of minimum 3 days with PRMT5i might be necessary to see a
combinatorial eﬀect when treating PRMT5i naive cells. To clarify, this pre-treatment would be to
allow both drugs to have maximal eﬀects in the same time frame, and would not be to fully
induce resistance. In order to further analyze whether the drugs that came out of the screen
can work in combination with PRMT5i, we could screen for drugs that have a diﬀerential eﬀect
between the parental line and a parental line pre-treated with the PRMT5i.

We established that PRMT5i and paclitaxel is an eﬀective, synergistic drug combination in
LUAD cells. We found that simultaneous or sequential co-treatment with PRMT5i and paclitaxel
is more eﬀective at killing cells than either alone. Importantly this experiment had a pretreatment period and we also included a recovery period after the treatment window to assess
whether this combination has a long-term eﬀect as opposed to identify cells that could persist
but not regrow.

In order to evaluate whether a combination therapy is eﬀective, we probed whether the drug
eﬀects are synergistic or additive by using Bliss synergy. We found that PRMT5i and paclitaxel
combination is synergistic at most levels of PRMT5i with low levels of paclitaxel. At high levels
of paclitaxel, the paclitaxel-induced killing is dominant, but we think it is more important that
we see synergy at low levels of paclitaxel because these may be the levels that are clinically
achievable. Notably, we performed this experiment without pretreatment, and to do this
properly with a pre-treatment we would need to pretreat at a variety of concentrations of
PRMT5i before adding paclitaxel. Therefore, the extent to which pre-treatment improves the
synergy that we observed remains an open question. This is of clinical interest in terms of
whether PRMT5i would have to be administered first, and also of mechanistic interest because
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depending on the kinetics it may show that an induction of the resistant state (e.g. Stmn2
expression) is required for any synergy, or it might point to a direct target of both paclitaxel and
PRMT5i that we are overlooking.

Importantly, we observed synergy in several human cancer cell lines including lung, breast, liver
and colon cancer. This suggests that PRMT5i and paclitaxel may be an eﬀective synergistic
pair beyond the context of KP LUAD. Here we identified a drug pair that not only is synergistic,
but may also improve the eﬃcacy of a front-line chemotherapy. Therefore, this may have
implications for using PRMT5i in order to sensitize taxane non-responders to treatment with
taxanes.

Further study is needed to assess whether this will be eﬀective in vivo. We tried an in vivo pilot
study examining the combination treatment, which was ineﬀective using 100mg/kg 2x daily
EPZ015666 in methylcellulose and 2.5 mg/kg qd3, qd6 paclitaxel in cremaphor. This may be
eﬀective using a diﬀerent concentration of paclitaxel or a diﬀerent PRMT5i, as we didn’t see an
eﬀect on tumor size or growth with either drug alone. This particular study was limited to a
three-week time period in which the first week was an EPZ015666 or vehicle (methylcellulose)
pre-treatment and then two weeks of vehicle (CremaphorEL) or paclitaxel every 3 days or every
6 days, while still receiving EPZ015666 or vehicle (methylcellulose). We observed toxicity at
higher doses of paclitaxel, and so it is possible that we needed a longer treatment period. Due
to the number of variables that could be altered, a future experiment that might address this is
to load the drugs into an implantable microdevice where we could assess the eﬀect in
subcutaneous tumors of both drugs alone and in varying levels of combination, and bypass
some of the optimization of drug administration (Jonas et al., 2015).

Lastly, I would like to address that near the end of this study, a clinical trial began for the Pfizer
PRMT5 inhibitor: PF-06939999. This clinical trial includes a late stage arm in which
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PF-06939999 is given in combination with docetaxel to patients with NSCLC. There is no
published information on either PF-06939999 nor on the combination. We can assume that
either docetaxel is being used as a standard-of-care control in this study or the combination of
PRMT5 inhibition and taxane treatment has been independently uncovered, and we hope that
some of our observations may be relevant, especially that STMN2 may be evaluated as a
biomarker for successful treatment in these patients.

IV.C Conclusion
In sum, the experiments performed in Chapter II and III, in combination with those proposed in
Chapter IV will contribute to our knowledge of non-genetic mechanisms of resistance and
places a novel important role for STMN2 in tumor biology. Furthermore, they may aﬀect how
PRMT5 inhibitors are used in the clinic by demonstration collateral sensitivities and perhaps
synergistic combinations between PRMT5 inhibitors and standard-of-care chemotherapies.
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Appendix A:
A.1 Potential PRMT5 and PRMT9 targets identified via mass
spectrometry (Chapter I)
Table with SDMA modified targets from Radzisheuskaya et al (2019), Musiani et al. (2019) and
Lehman et al. (biorxiv 2020). Column 4 is the union of all three lists. Column 5 are proteins that
were present in two of the comparisons.
Lehman et al. included downreguated and upregulated SDMA-modified proteins after PRMT5i
treatment. Those that are downregulated are likely to be PRMT5 targets, those that were
upregulated (Column 6) might contain PRMT9 targets (Column 7). Column 7 is Column 6
excluding any hits that came out of any of the three studies.
Highlighted in yellow are the proteins that we saw in our initial IP-SDMA/MS experiments.

Radzisheu
skaya et
al.

Musiani et
al.

Lehman et
al.
(DOWN)

Union of
all 3

Present in 2

Lehman et
al. (UP)

Likely
PRMT9

AKAP8

ALYREF

ALYREF

BTF3

ALYREF

ALYREF

BCL9L

ANKRD17

ATXN2

ANGPTL5

FAM120A

CCT7

BCL9L

C1QTNF3

ATP5A1

AVEN

BTF3

FUBP1

CNBP

C1QTNF3

CAPRIN1

BTF3

BTF3

CCT7

GIGYF2

COIL

CAPRIN1

CCDC9

C10orf47

CCDC6

CDK13

KHSRP

CRIP1

CCDC9

DDX5

CDC42BPB

CCT4

CHTOP

PAIP1

DYNC1LI2

CHTOP

DHX57

CGN

CCT7

CNBP

RBM3

G3BP1

CNBP

EIF4H

CNOT11

CNBP

COIL

RPS10

HNRNPA1

COL6A6

EWSR1

CPS1

COIL

COL22A1

SNRPB

HNRNPDL

DDX5

FAM98B

CTAGE5

CPSF6

COL6A6

TRIP6

HNRNPH1

DHX57

FLOT2

CUL1

CRIP1

CRIP1

WDR33

HNRNPH3

DHX9

FUS

DCAF6

CTAGE5

FAM120A

ZNF326

HNRNPUL1

EIF4H

GAR1

DCXR

DDX3X

FBL

LARP4B

EWSR1

HNRNPA0

DDX17

DNAJC13

FGF2

PNN

FAM98B

HNRNPK

DHX33

DYNC1LI2

FLNA

PSPC1

FLOT2

HNRNPR

DHX9

EIF4G1

FMN1

RBM27

FMR1

HNRNPUL2
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DIAPH1

FAM120A

FUBP1

SERBP1

FUS

ILF2

DSP

FLNB

FXR1

SFPQ

FXR1

JADE1

DYNC1LI2

FMR1

FXR2

SNX3

GAR1

KRT8

FAM120A

FUBP1

G3BP1

TAF15

HNRNPA0

MRE11

FBXL18

G3BP1

GIGYF2

WIPF1

HNRNPA1

PABPC1

FUBP1

G3BP2

H4C1

HNRNPA2B1

PROB1

GIGYF2

GIGYF2

HNRNPDL

HNRNPA3

RBMX

HNRNPA1

HNRNPA1

HNRNPH1

HNRNPH1

RPS16

HNRNPA1

HNRNPH3

HNRNPU

HNRNPH3

SF3B2

HNRNPA2B1

HNRNPUL1

HNRNPUL1

HNRNPK

SNRPD3

HNRNPA3

ILF3

IMMP1L

HNRNPR

SNRPE

HNRNPAB

IRS2

KHDRBS1

HNRNPUL1

SRSF9

HNRNPDL

KHSRP

KHSRP

HNRNPUL2

TFG

HNRNPH1

LARP4B

KRT7

ILF2

TMC7

HNRNPH1

NDUFS2

LSM 4

JADE1

TMUB2

HNRNPH1

PABPC4

MICU3

KHDRBS1

HNRNPH2

PABPN1

MNT

KRT8

HNRNPH3

PAIP1

NCL

MRE11

KHSRP

PNN

PABPN1

NCL

KIAA1429

PSPC1

PAIP1

NDUFS2

KIF1C

RBM27

PRRC2B

PABPC1

LARP4

RBM3

PRRC2C

PABPN1

LARP4B

RNASET2

RBM26

PAIP1

MAGED2

RPS10

RBM3

PROB1

PAIP1

RTCA

RBM47

RBM3

PKP3

SART3

RPS10

RBMX

PLCL2

SEC24C

RSL1D1

RPS16

PNN

SERBP1

SMG6

SERBP1

PPP1R13L

SFPQ

SMG6

SF3B2

PSPC1

SNRPB

SNRPB

SFPQ

RBM27

SNX3

SNRPD1

SNRPB
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RBM3

SRSF1

SNRPN

SNRPD1

RBM47

SRXN1

SUPT5H

SNRPD3

RBMX

STRBP

SYNCRIP

SNRPE

RPS10

SUPT5H

TAF15

SRSF1

SAFB

TAF15

TRIP6

SRSF9

SERBP1

TRIP6

UNKL

TAF15

SFPQ

TUBB6

WDR33

TFG

SNRPB

VIM

YBX3

TMC7

SNX3

VPS13C

ZNF326

TMUB2

SRRT

WAS

WIPF1

SRXN1

WDR33

YBX3

STRBP

WIPF1

SUPT5H

ZGPAT

SVIL

ZNF326

TRIP6
WDR33
WIPF2
ZNF326

A.2 PRMT5i resistant signature (Chapter II)
Top genes comparing resistant lines to the parental line from the Volcano plot analyses:
Stmn2
Nov
Sox11
Cers4
Igf2bp3
Irx1
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Top 75 and Bottom 75 diﬀerentially expressed genes in all 3 R lines compared to parental, with
L2F>2

Top 75 genes

Bo,om 75 genes

Stmn2

Lepr

Sox11

Pde3b

Sall3

Syt14

Evc

Gatm

Nov

Kcnab1

Igf2bp3

Lrp2

Evc2

Nid1

Cers4

Lrig3

Irx2

Dnajc22

Irx1

Chn2

Ntn1

Rasgrp3

Wnt10a

Fkbp10

Pcdh19

Sel1l3

Cxxc5

Slc9a2

Sult1c2

Gsdmd

Clip4

Armcx2

Sigirr

Arap3

Runx3

Misp

Pkp1

Rnf130

Padi1

Pogk

Traf1

Sox12

Dlx3

Aim2

Mtus2

Apob

Map1a

Armcx4

Dclk1

Slc17a8

Snrpn

Qrfp

Col6a1

Clic6

Crlf1

Ptprb
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Sipa1l2

Cldn2

Ptchd4

Clu

Sox7

Apoc2

Flt1

Rbp4

Ddah2

Vil1

Ly6c1

Tmem136

Iﬁtm3

Ptges

Cldn34c1

Arhgap32

Egr3

Hnf4a

Samd9l

Ppp1r3b

Nr2f1

Clca3a1

Otud7a

Armcx3

Rnf150

CZ

Fgf10

Il22ra1

Tbx2

Cyp3a13

BpiZ4

Elmod1

Pak3

Gldc

Ly6a

Arhgef16

Fbn1

Itga1

Rab32

Masp1

Dmrta2

Abcg1

Plxnb1

Mfsd4a

C3

Ndrg2

Mcpt8

Parm1

Mapk12

2310007B03Rik

Lrrc32

Pla2r1

Sphk1

Sema4g

TgZ3

Anks1b

Mef2c

Klhl13

Stc2

Elmo1

Foxc1

Tshz2

Tmlhe

Trf
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Notum

Iﬁ27l2b

Rnf157

Trpa1

Blk

Atp9a

Smoc2

Angptl4

Gbp2

Pcsk9

Sema3f

Bmp8b

Pitpnm3

Lgals2

Cd300lb

Scn5a

N\bie

Slco2a1

Tnfrsf9

Nepn

Rab6b

Inpp4b

Adcy7

Sec16b

TgZr3

Ptpru

Fam167a

Afp

Syt12

Stac

A.3 Ranked-list of AUC scores from second drug screen
(Chapter III)
Table with Drug names, Rank and AUC score (negative is more sensitive in the R line compared
to the P line)
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Drug Name
panobinostat

Ran
AUC Score
Drug Name
k
1
-0.331108901 canagliflozin

Rank

AUC Score

189

-0.014998644

torin-2

2

-0.273771219 alvespimycin

190

-0.014359897

trametinib

3

-0.248735709 mifepristone

191

-0.013608252

SCH79797

4

-0.210914691 PF-4708671

192

-0.012692708

mitoxantrone

5

-0.210588558 lonidamine

193

-0.012422271

CUDC-101

6

-0.205366097 SB-431542

194

-0.011929836

NVP-AUY922

7

-0.201789239 zibotentan

195

-0.011810678

FK-866

8

-0.193505516 dovitinib

196

-0.01137853

BMS-387032

9

-0.192256269 CYC116

197

-0.010657514

torin-1

10

-0.173518689 5-fluorouracil

198

-0.010510654

PCI-24781

11

-0.162808461 azacitidine

199

-0.010361679

BAY-11-7082

12

-0.156427194 cytarabine

200

-0.010263321

PF-477736

13

-0.148170008 GSK3787

201

-0.009354338

afatinib

14

-0.139072829 SR-33805

202

-0.009138329

KX2-391

15

-0.136757062 SANT-2

203

-0.009073551

AR-42

16

-0.13354354 sorafenib

204

-0.009023677

CX-4945

17

-0.126324596 SB-216763

205

-0.008790098

Oxamflatin

18

-0.12562675 gossypol

206

-0.008286364

MLN0128

19

-0.122485711 phenylbutyrate

207

-0.007550597

NVP-BSK805

20

-0.122180661 docetaxel

208

-0.007368999

PB-28

21

-0.121638919 bicalutamide

209

-0.007179834

GSK269962

22

-0.116741398 AG-14361

210

-0.00698015

sunitinib

23

-0.116211369 elesclomol

211

-0.006456424

serdemetan

24

-0.113526075 tosedostat

212

-0.005036487

GSK461364

25

-0.112695667 letrozole

213

-0.004633053

dasatinib

26

-0.112325782 elacridar

214

-0.00343857

topotecan

27

-0.109082102 GSK690693

215

-0.002728778

ENMD-2076

28

-0.108436854 sirtinol

216

-0.002596144

paclitaxel

29

-0.108294721 CEP-33779

217

-0.002559092

Apicidin

30

-0.106726588 doramapimod

218

-0.002196208
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crenolanib

31

-0.105967139 CDIBA

219

-0.002049608

MK-1775

32

-0.105544998 anagrelide

220

-0.001445013

cyclopamine

33

-0.102584577 carboplatin

221

-0.000951452

JK-184

34

-0.10240144 toremifene

222

0.0000578

bosutinib

35

-0.101685751 temsirolimus

223

0.0000613

CAY10626

36

-0.101573123 salinomycin

224

0.000217114

SKI-II

37

225

0.000352313

epirubicin

38

226

0.000554281

BI-78D3

39

-0.101497413 saracatinib
niguldipine-(S)-0.098907279
(+)
-0.097521605 amuvatinib

227

0.000690357

CH5132799

40

-0.097185078 YO-01027

228

0.001313566

PD-0325901

41

-0.097111915 colchicine

229

0.001792442

methotrexate

42

-0.096932106 LY2109761

230

0.002474188

daunorubicin

43

-0.095941925 SB-203580

231

0.002587544

doxorubicin

44

-0.095640261 NU6027

232

0.002683333

cladribine

45

-0.093835857 olaparib

233

0.003414198

altretamine

46

-0.09305659 linsitinib

234

0.004147227

CD-437

47

-0.089482122 bay-60-7550

235

0.004911567

triptolide

48

-0.089324523 SKF-91488

236

0.005049707

PIK-93

49

-0.089255846 exemestane

237

0.005139423

LY294002

50

-0.085948963 SNS-314

238

0.005416605

LY2157299

51

-0.082910188 Y-27632

239

0.005467976

etoposide

52

240

0.005475854

GDC-0941

53

-0.079750708 ABT-737

241

0.005567682

nilotinib

54

-0.078476702 SJ-172550

242

0.006016939

alvocidib

55

-0.078252295 telatinib

243

0.00601993

mocetinostat

56

-0.076852335 GW-3965

244

0.006042832

cyclosporin-a

57

-0.075692731 dapagliflozin

245

0.006867532

JNJ-7706621

58

-0.075684808 cutamesine

246

0.006971679

ku-0063794

59

247

0.00770144

AMG900

60

248

0.007815946

CAY10603

61

-0.075105 doxercalciferol
3-0.074222605
methyladenine
-0.072578251 SID-7969543

249

0.008126014

-0.08233627 marimastat
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SGI-1776

62

-0.072515431 WP1130

250

0.008577104

vincristine

63

-0.071351202 PAC-1

251

0.008748648

BML277

64

-0.070946678 bafetinib

252

0.008781251

necrostatin-1

65

-0.070420686 itraconazole

253

0.008882159

PF-573228

66

-0.069556333 palbociclib

254

0.009010807

BMS-794833

67

-0.068947736 navitoclax

255

0.009455752

entinostat

68

-0.067812674 ezetimibe

256

0.009633042

anastrozole

69

-0.065906377 MK-0752

257

0.010198732

clofarabine

70

-0.064680888 azathioprine

258

0.011207493

hydrocortisone

71

-0.064661509 zileuton

259

0.011355785

CGP-3466B

72

-0.064019635 nocodazole

260

0.011462879

SU-11274

73

-0.063716032 XAV-939

261

0.012085349

NVP-BEZ235

74

-0.062601648 fingolimod

262

0.012847275

LG-100268

75

263

0.013184815

belinostat

76

264

0.014271112

BI-2536

77

-0.062292022 dacomitinib
cyclophospha
-0.059609919
mide
-0.059439976 vemurafenib

265

0.014684279

SB-743921

78

-0.058774565 melphalan

266

0.014738514

SK1I

79

-0.058586622 quizartinib

267

0.01491796

RO4929097

80

-0.058229303 pelitinib

268

0.015838597

IC87114

81

-0.058074912 dorzolamide

269

0.0159887

andarine

82

-0.057760539 ruxolitinib-(S)

270

0.016242197

WZ-4002

83

271

0.017310989

procarbazine

84

272

0.017540334

pioglitazone

85

-0.057490013 decitabine
NFKB-0.056810443 activationinhibitor-III
-0.056608719 pazopanib

273

0.018032764

PIK90

86

-0.056431027 JZL-184

274

0.018663285

KU-60019
mycophenolicacid
BMS-777607

87

-0.056337799 Ivachtin

275

0.019225361

88

-0.056082274 eflornithine

276

0.019905122

89

-0.055743244 selumetinib

277

0.020049018

DAPT

90

-0.05483141 CCT018159

278

0.020476053

NSC-663284

91

279

0.021471853

estradiol

92

280

0.021637839

-0.054512017 JNK-Inhibitor-V
-0.05383647 motesanib
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SRT1720

93

tamoxifen

94

HypoxiaInducible-0.052438536
Factor1aInhibitor
-0.052088716 C646

lenvatinib

95

LY2603618

281

0.021865872

282

0.021960887

-0.051772726 cisplatin

283

0.022570848

96

-0.051717033 sotrastaurin

284

0.023304004

irinotecan

97

-0.051691964 veliparib

285

0.02367662

ZSTK-474

98

-0.050877707 TG-101348

286

0.023962839

disulfiram

99

-0.050853492 BIX-01294

287

0.024200412

sirolimus

100

-0.050823849 ubenimex

288

0.024949872

SB-939

101

-0.049761321 ranolazine

289

0.025148695

nintedanib

102

-0.048965444 GANT-61

290

0.0255241

pemetrexed

103

-0.048343126 SB-265610

291

0.025542425

plinabulin

104

-0.047809803 CGS-9343B

292

0.025800586

vorinostat

105

-0.047398751 ruboxistaurin

293

0.026762722

phloretin
mycophenolatemofetil
idelalisib

106

-0.047020741 fulvestrant

294

0.028073265

107

-0.046757173 capecitabine

295

0.02807536

108

-0.046039226 SGX523

296

0.028458379

PI-103

109

-0.045049246 flutamide

297

0.029122218

banoxantrone

110

-0.044720923 vismodegib

298

0.029817409

AEE788

111

-0.042837618 perifosine

299

0.029834905

CHIR-99021

112

-0.042301356 valproic-acid

300

0.0304986

febuxostat

113

-0.042150268 bleomycin

301

0.030739711

quercetin

114

-0.041529433 roscovitine

302

0.03103048

lenalidomide

115

-0.040526252 vatalanib

303

0.032475611

GSK2126458

116

-0.039989802 tipifarnib

304

0.033340279

ibrutinib

117

305

0.033623357

BML266

118

306

0.034141075

danusertib

119

-0.039940452 Secin H3
chrysophanic-0.039565184
acid
-0.038879055 nutlin-3

307

0.034355082

anagrelide
epigallocatechingallate-(-)
lomustine

120

-0.038040303 LY320135
megestrol-0.03711971
acetate
-0.03683421 GSK1904529A

308

0.035014105

309

0.035283312

310

0.035550733

121
122
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AZD8055

123

-0.036556366 EX-527

311

0.038644444

BD-1047

124

312

0.038761978

NVP-TAE684

125

313

0.039159977

WYE-354

126

314

0.039888919

fenretinide

127

-0.03627761 MG-149
farnesyl-0.03584256 thiosalicylicacid-amide
-0.035798558 pyroxamide
JAK3-inhibitor-0.035684435
VI

315

0.040962864

128

-0.035617588 OSI-930

316

0.04216766

129

-0.035149646 Lck-Inhibitor

317

0.043361114

pentostatin

130

-0.034728855 SB-525334

318

0.044399383

rucaparib

131

319

0.046464776

trichostatin-a

132

-0.034159166 tofacitinib

320

0.046494228

AZD7762
2methoxyestradiol
RG108

133

-0.033936711 PHA-793887

321

0.046709007

134

-0.033923026 ponatinib

322

0.046860725

135

-0.033838045 tandutinib

323

0.047812317

AZ-23

136

324

0.048173991

GW-9508

137

325

0.048218074

alisertib

138

-0.033726068 oxaliplatin
sodium-0.033430821
butyrate
-0.033282246 BAY-61-3606

326

0.048978402

BIIB021

139

-0.032862665 ruxolitinib

327

0.04949157

BAY-11-7085

140

-0.032660821 idarubicin

328

0.049889595

AZ-628

141

-0.032584805 vandetanib

329

0.050554059

estrone

142

-0.032486832 KU-55933

330

0.052673

MK-2206

143

-0.03185542 imatinib

331

0.052904354

dalcetrapib

144

-0.031774779 D-4476

332

0.053457546

ARRY-334543

145

333

0.053601221

PD-153035

146

334

0.053676515

PH-797804

147

-0.031556788 everolimus
dexamethason
-0.031189344
e
-0.030491691 formestane

335

0.053995082

buparlisib

148

-0.029783029 lomeguatrib

336

0.057548174

GSK-264220A

149

-0.029646498 FR-180204

337

0.058565351

EBPC

150

-0.027904407 fluvastatin

338

0.059840712

PHA-665752

151

-0.027825745 TPCA-1

339

0.061258412

crizotinib

152

-0.027248109 SB-590885

340

0.062358265

combretastatinA-4
cyt387

-0.03441754 LNNA
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CAY10581

153

-0.027213963 GDC-0879

341

0.063244013

TAME

154

-0.027004738 MRT10

342

0.063343348

PIM1_inhibitor_2

155

-0.026664105 linifanib

343

0.064029818

neratinib

156

-0.026444646 palomid-529

344

0.065787564

TAK-733

157

-0.026405267 barasertib

345

0.065789705

ITX3

158

-0.026399952 tivozanib

346

0.0671208

vinpocetine

159

-0.026364815 axitinib

347

0.068691515

vinblastine

160

-0.026008445 GW-4064

348

0.069095135

obatoclax

161

-0.025145581 maraviroc

349

0.076860601

TW-37
tie2-kinaseinhibitor
AZ3146

162

-0.025060103 WAY-362450

350

0.079031445

163

-0.022773418 R406

351

0.079069067

164

-0.022334406 SANT-1

352

0.08051112

iniparib

165

-0.022029998 enzalutamide

353

0.084585896

A-769662

166

-0.021330346 PF-04217903

354

0.085642279

coenzyme-q10

167

-0.021167818 AR-A014418

355

0.0859183

aminoglutethimide

168

-0.021081273 NU-7441

356

0.087036506

GSK650394

169

-0.020890506 LDN193189

358

0.090695396

fludarabine

170

-0.020229706 ML-141

359

0.093991544

YM-201636

171

-0.019485541 PD-166285

360

0.095898214

PD-173074

172

-0.019444979 YM-155

361

0.100837473

rebastinib

173

-0.019370711 rosiglitazone

362

0.102551997

erlotinib

174

-0.019343111 fostamatinib

363

0.116820709

cPEPCK_inhibitor

175

-0.018993663 sonidegib

364

0.120371087

ispinesib

176

-0.018398776 R-59022

365

0.15028305

HLI-373

177

-0.018171219

MG-132

178

-0.017786071

tozasertib

179

-0.017342836

BX-795

180

-0.017037118

EVP4593

181

-0.017006933

ixazomib-citrate

182

-0.016910165

PF-562271

183

-0.016486229

temozolomide

184

-0.016476099
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vinorelbine

185

-0.016402167

simvastatin

186

-0.016356022

CP466722

187

-0.016076914

gefitinib

188

-0.015119695

